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ceivers will give bond for $50,000 each_
The London Times Monday morniug published a despatch from Paris giving the
text of petition sent by the American
i'HED EVERY THURSDAY WORXIXG BY THE
Chamber of Commerce in Paris to President McKinley for the establishment of
reciprocity trade between France and the
United States.Emma Goldman, the
ht Journal is the paper for Maine sea noted -‘agitating anarchist,” lectured at
40 Bennett street, Boston, last Sunday
faring people-I
evening, under the auspices of a Hebrew
society. Her topic was ‘‘Must we be angels
Oirculation
in
and
^est
City
County to live under anarchy?”.Insurance
Commissioner Merrill of Massachusetts is
BsuKii 11 n Terms. In advance. $2.00a year;
authority for the statement that the outlor six months; 50 cents for three months.
look is good for a satisfactory adjustment
ver vising Terms.
For one square, one inch
of the affairs of the Bay State Beneficiary
Lih in column, 75 cents for one week, ami
Association.Gulf passenger train No. 1
is lor each subsequent insertion.
was held up at Twin Mountain, Col.,
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Friday night by masked men, who blew
the safe in the express car and secured
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plunder estimated at sums varying from
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lb-mis. .Visiting Massachusetts odd
been murdered while attempting to arrest
a
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a party of 11 poachers.There is
danger
Felt a
Schools. Personal.
of
an uprising
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among the Cherokee Indians
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Matters.
It is understood
movement is on foot to have the
f Portland withdraw its application
-j. (i(Mi or more from the Walker fund
manual training school, in order to
the track clear to get a fund of $20,on: the estate to add to the $100,000
ribed in Portland to secure the ret Hie Maine Medical school from
.-wick to that city.The Christian
lists are holding meetings in Blue.That contract for 300,000 paving
is encouraging for the Franklin
The white squadron came to
:t.1 i
of liar Harbor and pulled the
ness men out of the
slough of desBut for this visit of the war-ships,
said. Par Harbor would have been
ifl
report the poorest season in
..Ellsworth will have the honor of !
mining the State board of trade on
.•-•iav. Sept. 16th.There will jiroh!■■■ about 7'» pupils in the Maine
>; mi the Di af this fall.Miss CorT. (
sb> better known as Fly Kod,
mg Maine exhibit at the food
i in Boston next October....
bed Granite Co. of Bed Beach
as secured the contract for a
oit of lough granite to be used
!■ odinc iu New York.The
11. Nels<>n won lots of blue
Bangor. The stallion Nelson
:. ebons as best
trotting stallion
b cak"'. the other ribbons were
\ son colts Silkey, Henry,
ami 'Id Point.The four-masted
mo
now
building at Bath, which
the largest of her kind in the world,
■v
about half planked. The vessel !
"bably bear the name of N. E.
m
the principal owner of the craft,
ank A. Palmer, also one of the
tb-et, i> now the largest schooner
The Maine Agricultural Society
largely attended and enthusiastic
in
.ug
City Hall September 2d and
o
the following officers: President,
di Pompilly of Auburn;
secretary, G.
mik of North Anson; treasurer, E.
eleth of Auburn: trustees, Hon. B.
had bourne of Biddeford, W. C.
'ball of Belfast, A. J. Libby of EmbA. W. Gilman of Foxcroft.
Total
:I'is for the year to date, $15,698.67;
aditures. >2,228.64; cash on baud,
*7«>.0:3.
The policy of the new board
; istees will be more liberal and on a
ader scale.Hon. F. E. Timberlake,
m
bank examiner, has this year exo.ed many savings banks and loan asat ions.
They are all making a good
w
:ng and it is expected that the annual
■•rt of this department will show that
has been a gratifying increase in dems among the class which makes small
mgs.Hon. S. W. Matthews, btate
commissioner, and his assistants, are
work collecting data in regard to the
miner resorts, and this part of the com>sioners annual report
will be await*
•vith a great deal of interest.
He finds
people very willing to give him all
ssible assistance in securing the data for
s
part of his report.
aima

1

Bkief.
The Commercial Cable Co.
ounces the opening of the new cable
via Hayti and Para to Brazil, Uraay. Paraguay and the Argentine Repubtogether with a reduction in cable
s to all the poiuts named.
The tolls
m New York to Rio
Janeiro, Bahia and
points except Para in Brazil, are $1.20
void under the new schedule, against
.5 under the former cable schedules,
e rate to Para is $1 a word
against a
mer rate of $1.35.
The general reducn to the cities in the
respective counts is estimated at 25
per cent.The
verweather will litigation is not yet at
end.
Relatives of the widow are now
»re
the courts with petitions for a
ire of the millions.
Judge Lacombe of
w York has
granted an order for serof summons on the various instituns legatees under the will.A New
rk dispatch says the probability is that
Andrews will sever his connection
h Brown University and take full
uge of the newly inaugurated Cosmo5tan University.Judge Ellsworth of
difornia has ruled that a bicycle is perual property and exempt from execuu if used
by the owner in his daily busi"*8.A steamship line from the Gulf to
ncipal ports of Central America and
i
West Indies, is to be put into operan by the Kansas
City, Pittsburg and
iIf Railroad.In the special race at
i
trtford, Ct., Sept. 3d, between Star
inter and Joe Patchen, the first heat
vas won by Star Pointer;
time, 2.04 1-4.
i lie second heat and race wTas won
by Star
•inter; time, 2.03 3-4. The third heat
**8 won
Star
by
Pointer; time, 2.05. This
heat was trotted for the benefit of the
spectators.The affairs of the Massahusetts Benefit Life Association will be
•vound up,
the temporary receivers,
Arthur Lord and A. E. Woodworth, havng been made permanent by the court
The assets of the association,
"ept. 3d.
i6 said, are about $500,000.
The rex

Fish

At the shipyards of
Dialogue &-Son, Camden, N. J., there is
being constructed for Boston capitalists a
steel vessel the first of its kind in this
country. The steamer is being built to
fish for halibut in Alaskan waters.
The
vessel has been in process of construction
for three months, and will be ready to be
turned over to the owners in six weeks.
She will immediately start on a 17,000
mile trip to fish for halibut in Behring Sea,
and if the venture is successful, it is said
that the Bostonians back of the enterprise
will place an order foi another.
This one
will cost $47,000 and the plans of the
owners contemplate the ultimate construction of five sister ships. The fishing steamer is to have first-class, 350
axi>

Game.

horse-power, triple expansion engines,

constructed with special view to economy of coal as coal is very expensive on the
Pacific coast, running between $S and $0
per ton.
HISPEIUNt.S.
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post-

master-general has issued au order calling the attention of postmasters to the
fact that postal cards which have been

mutilated or cut aie not mailable as postal cards, hut that letter postage must he
demanded in every instance.The silver
iu the United-States Treasury could he
bought now for 82JC,000,000 less than it
cost.
As a financial keystone silver is
not a success.Col. Brigham, the assist
ant secretary of agriculture, who lias
just
l.-turned from t visit to New England,
says that the people of that section generally express themselves as pleased at the
eh mge which iias taken place in industrial conditions.
Col. Brigham says that
the aggregate value of tiie crops of the
country will he half a billion dollars in
excess of that of the last year.
kev. Joseph kicker Dead.
A pi. tis 1A, -sept.
Kev. Joseph Kicker,
I). D., died at his home in this city late
Saturday. lie was one of the most prominent men connected with the Baptist denomination in this State.
He was horn
in l’arsouslield. June 117, 1814, and graduated from Waterville college iu 1800.
lie immediately became editor of Zion's
Advocate, the organ of the Baptist denomination in Maine.
For four years lie
edited that paper with marked ability,
leaving tlie work to take up the ministry.
For JO years, with the exception of two
and one-half years that lie was chaplain
of the Massachusetts State prison, lie was
successfully and continuously employed
as pastor of the Baptist churches at Xew
Gloucester and Belfast, and Woburn and
Milford, Mass. He then became pastor
of the Augusta church, hut resigned to
devote his entire effort to superintendence of missionary work and
promotion
of the educational institutions of his denomination.
While engaged with pastorates lie was for seven years secretary of
the Massachusetts Baptist convection,
and for two years of tiie Maine convention.
lie was elected a trustee of Waterville
college, now Colby university in 184!), being at his death the oldest trustee. In 1808
he was made doctor of divinity.
He did
very effective work iu putting Colby's
training schools at Waterville, Houlton
and Hebron on a sound financial basis.
To the school at Houlton he gave 810,(XX)
from his earnings iu the ministry and the
Houlton institution, the Kicker classical
institute, hears his name. He also gave
very liberally from his means to other edcational institutions iu the State and to
missionary work. lie was a man greatly
beloved.
Two years ago he was stricken with
paralysis, hut the final illness came on
about two weeks prior to his death.
The
funeral occurred at 2 p. m., Tuesday,
from the Baptist church in Augusta.
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Day in Maine.

Lewiston, Sept. 6.
sons

About 3,000 perfrom this city and Auburn celebrated

ed until 1853.
after

His first wife died

settling here,

and before

shortly
ending his

pastorate he married a lady from Brookline, Mass. He bought the house on Miller street, now the residence of Dr. Elmer

Small,
pleted

before it
the work

was
on

finished,

and com-

it, afterwards selling

it to John C. Frye.
Since leaving Belfast
lie has often occupied the Baptist pulpit
here, and has delivered lectures in our
local

lyceum

courses.

He preached the

the dedication of the present
church June 24, 1873.

seamon at

Baptist
A

Serious

Railway

Accident.

Bangor, Sept. 5. By the breaking of a
wheel, a rear car of an excursion train on the
way from

Dover and Foxeroft. to Etna camp-

ground, was thrown from the track at Etna
bog, this forenoon, and turned bottom up in
the ditch. Martin Paine of Plymouth was
killed and several others were dangerously
wounded, while 25 were badly cut and bruis-

ed
The train consisted of six cars and was
well loaded with people, mostly from Piscataquis county, on their way to the Spiritualist
camp meeting at Etna Grove. At Newport
and East Newport a caboose was added,
which was almost tilled with people from
those stations.
Three miles west of the
caiup-ground there was a sudden shock and
the caboose went tumbling over the embankment.

James Emery, Esq. of Bueksport, is visiting friends in this city. He made The Journal a pleasant call Tuesday.

ilassachusetts Odd

Fellows.

The familiar appearance of the Lewiston
increased on this occasion by the presence of First Officer James Tucker, who
held that position for many years with the
Boston & Bangor S. S. Co„ and J. T. Scott,
the colored steward, who served for 8 years
in the steward’s department of the Lewiston
while she was on this line. Capt. J. W.
Bennett of Belfast was employed as pilot
specially for this occasion, and the officers
of the Department speak in high terms of
his skill in handling the boat and in making

The visit of the First Regiment of Massachusetts, Patriarchs Militant, I. O. O. F., to
this city was interrupted by a shower, but
the Chevaliers and their friends made the

landings.

the Cantons and bands drawn up
in order on the Park street side of the lions ?
and made some successful snap shots.

The

Passage to Klondike.

Victoin a, September 5.
Among the
passengers who arrived on the Queen
from Skaguay was Frank I. Crampton of
Mount Vernon, Washington. He went up
to look over the situation and took a trip
He says that the killover both passes.
ing of horses was caused largely by natives who do not know how to load them.
In many instances the pack saddles areallowed to wear great holes in the horses’
backs.
The men who are fixing the trail
will be the first to profit by it.
This has
been decided by the vigilance committee
and no man can go on tlie trail with packs
without a certificate from the secretary
that he has done so much work ou it. One
man whom Mr. Crampton saw, had gotten nearly all of his outfit over when the
trail was closed to travel The committee
refused to let him take the remainder of
his pack over. His entreaties did no good.
In desperation he went back and got a
Winchester rifle and two revolvers and
held up the committee and went through.
At Dyea and the Chilkoot pass the conditions are much the same as on the
Skaguay trail.
Lewiston’s Four Per Cent. Bonds.
The $100,000 of 4 per cent, bonds of the
of Lewiston, which are to be refunded,
will go to Estabrook & Co., the Boston
brokers, they being the highest bidders.
The bonds bear 4 per cent, interest and
run for thirty years.
They are payable in
gold, which was one thing that tended
largely to increase the premium on the
bonds. Estabrook & Cs.’s bid was $109,819.00. This makes the premium ou the
bonds nearly $10,000. This firm will take
the entire issue.

city

Mr. and Mrs. S. A. Reed of
have been sojourning at Lake
and actively participating iu
sports and gaities. Mr. Reed

Minneapolis
Minnetonka,

the summer
is recorded
among the successful fishermen, and Mrs.
Reed and daughter were on a recent buckboard ride around the lake. The Minneapolis
Progress in chronicling the festivities at
’Tonka says:
Mrs. S. A. Reed gave a charming euchre
party Monday evening at the White House.
Mrs. Reed has entertained often and graciously throughout the season ami while absent on Monday morning the ladies of the
White House took the decorations in charge
and made the parlor a bower of beauty before her return. Ferns and graceful branches
were massed in the grate, over an effective
background of pink tissue paper. Cut flowers and vines carried out the dainty scheme
After a series of merrily
of pink and green.
contested games, handsome prizes were
awarded to the most skillful players. Mrs.
Smith carried away a beautiful Sevres tray
and Mrs. Cyphers received a silver spoon
for taking second place. Dr. Perkins won a
Delft cracker jar and Mr. Newell became
the proud possessor of a silver spoon. Mrs.
Newell was presented with a consolation
prize of a candle to light her more clearly on
the way to success another time, and Mr.
Howell was given a ginger jar to sharpen
his wits for other contests. At eleven o’clock
a supper was served and closed a delightful

evening.

Equity Grange conferred the 3d and 4th
degrees last Saturday evening. The addition to the hall is nearly finished.
J. F. Wilson, F. L. Field, W. R. Ford and
Elislia Sherman went to Bath the first of the
week to attend the U. S. Court as jurors.

The procession

was

about to re-form when
a

few minutes

was

Chevaliers, band men,
spectators all sought shelter
either at Major Howes' or at neighboring
houses, and remained prisoners to the elements for more than half an hour. When
the clouds rolled by the streets were muddy
and the return march to the hall was by the
falling

in torreuts.

ladies

and

shortest possible route, over Cedar street to
Miller, down Miller to Church, over Church
to Main, down Main to Odd Fellows Hail.
At the hall Aurora Rehekali Lodge had
prepared ice cream, cake and lemonade, and
an informal reception was held for an hour
or more.

While the visitors were being entertained
at the hall the First Regiment Baud were
guests, by invitation, of the Belfast Band,
and were heartily welcomed at the quarters
of the local organization, where fruit punch
and other refreshments were served. The
meeting was a very pleasant one to the
members of both bauds.
At 5 o’clock the two bands met in Custom
House Square and played together a selection, after which the procession marched
back to the wharf, to music by the two
bands. As it was then time for the arrival
of the City of Bangor the Lewiston dropped
down the harbor while the Bangor made
her landing, the hands playing a lively air
When the Lewiston reas she approached.
turned the visitors marched at once on
hoard and for a brief time kept open house
to their entertainers of Canton Pallas and
About ti o’clock
Aurora Rebekab Lodge.
the lines were cast off and the Lewiston
moved out from the wharf, the band on
board playing the “Wild West” amid lusty
cheers from ship and shore. As the steamer
got into mid-stream and headed for Rockland, red tire was burned from her hurricane
deck, last farewells were shouted, and the
Patriarchs’ visit to Belfast had ended.
NOTES.

The First Regiment Band won many compliments from onr people, who think they
know good music when they hear it, aud
those who met bandmaster Collins found
him a very pleasant gentleman. Tile bass
drummer with this hand has been handling
the drumsticks for 40 years.
Rockland Thursday
A press dispatch
Lewiston with
says: “The steamer
from

night

the party of Boston Patriarchs Militant
aboard arrived to-night and because of the
weather will remain until morning. This
party will arrive in Boston about six o'clock
Friday night. The Chevaliers were splendidly entertained in Belfast and have enjoyed every moment of the trip.”
Col. J. D. Lowe of the First Regiment, who
left Boston in command of the pilgrimage,
called home by a telegram when at
Bangor Wednesday night, and the command
for the remainder of the trip devolved upon
Lieut. Col. T. U. G. Demott. Brigadier
General Merrill and staff were guests of Col.
Lowe, as were also Col. W. G. Oreutt, General Passenger Agent of the Bay State S. S.
Co., and Mr. C. W. Currier, press agent for

Motel Meeting

Monday Evening.

from the records of the Belfast Hotel ComRepany relative to money invested, etc.
marks were then called for. Wm. B. Swan,
Esq., presented the following resolutions:
Whereas, The Belfast Hotel Co. have met
with many reverses and finally lost their
property by tire, ami are involved in litigation with the city for taxes they are unable
to pay, a compromise of existing difficulty
is desirable for the good of the city.
It is therefore voted, that we, legal voters
of Belfast, would advise and recommend
our City Government
to take immediate
measures to relieve said company of all accrued taxes since 18110.
Mr. Hervey made a statement relative to
the condition of the hotel company, sub-

stantially as printed in these columns last
week, and referred to an article in the Belfast Age which stated that “the old stockholders, with the aid of new capital, will
make the proposition that if the city will
abate the taxes now unpaid against the corporation, they will at once build a new
hotel.’' This, Mr. Hervey said, was entirely unwarranted. No such proposition was
thought of. The Hotel Company has no
whatever. The lot is in the hands of
trustees for the benefit of the bondholders.
The most that could be said was that if these
taxes were abated a great obstacle would be
removed.
Until that was done nothing
whatever could he accomplished in the way
funds

of

rebuilding.

Mr. J- F. Wilson said he came to the meeting under the impression that the hotel was
to

be-rebuilt if these taxes

were

abated, and

he

was not only intending to vote for the
proposition but would contribute something
toward rebuilding. He was in favor of
building the Inn, had taken stock in it. Wo

Edgar V. Pratt
a few days.

Boston Monday

went to

Bertha I. Bird returned yesterday from
visit in Rockland.

a

than

expression of opinion.
was takeu on the resolution
given above, but on motion of Mr. Sibley an
informal vote was taken to the effect that it
was desirable to abate the taxes as a
preliminary step toward the rebuilding of the
hotel. About half of those present stood up
to be counted in favor of the proposition,
and there were no votes in the. negative.
The meeting (hen adjourned.
an

action

Xo

Miss Tena Jackson visited friends in Rockland the past week.

William Downes of Minneapolis is visiting
relatives in Belfast and vicinity.

R. T. Rankin left last week for
to

from

a

business

Wyoming.

a

F. C. Pendleton returned yesterday
visit iu Camden.

Miss Sophia Staples is spending two weeks
with friends in

Rockport.
Miss Mabel Rurnery went
Monday to visit her sister.

to

The Belfast

Schools.

school year of 1897-8 in the Belfast
public schools will begin next Monday forenoon.
The changed grades will be put in
operation, but the changes will be made
gradually. There will be nine grades below
the High school. The Central Intermediate

school, formerly grades b and 4, will be 4
hihI 5, and each grade above will be advanced

one

In the

number.

Academy building there

be 5
grades, but the order has not yet been fullv
will

arranged.
The corps of teachers will be

follows:
High .school, Hugh I). McLellan, Caroline
W Field, Ellen D. Townsend.

Upper Grammar,

H.

E.

as

Ellis, Grace

A.

Lord.
Lower Grammar, Abby McDowell, Bertha
I. Bird.
Central Intermediate, Mrs. L. S.
Hall,
Alma A. Tilton.
South Intermediate, Juliett A.
Wiggin,
Ida B. Carter.
South Primary, Alberta Wadsworth, Isadora Piper.
North Primary, Grace A. Waltou, Ida B.
Roberts.
Head of the Tide, Sadie A.
Russ, Edith
M. Ladd.
Pitcher school, Edith H. Thomas.
Brick sehoolhouse, Ethel E. Thomas.

Hayford school, Alma Robinson.
Poor's Mills, Mrs. A. L. Moody.
Citypoint, Eva M. Ward.
Board Landing, Nettie M. Brown.
White school, Mamie
Woodbury.
There will be a flag raising at the
City-

point sehoolhouse

next

Monday evening.

The sehoolhouse has been newly
clapboarded, and the citizens have bought a new iiag
and pole.
The examinations of pupils who failed to

Frank Robbins of Lawrence, Mass., is
visiting relatives iu this city.
Eugene Black went to Waterville Monday to work in York's restaurant.

Chas. H. Chamberlain went to Augusta
for a few days Monday, on business.
Mrs. Geo. D. McCrillis and daughter Mary
visited friends in Gardiner Tuesday.

Percy and Harry Miller left Monday for
Boston, where they have employment.
Miss Lillian Ames of Bueksport visited
Miss Grace Hall of this city last week.
Mrs. Alonzo Beckwith and child

are

visit-

ing her father, John Choate of Windsor.

Charles J. Conaut went to Boston Monday
business, accompanied by his sou Seth.

on

Miss Lida E Mason and friends left Northporthport for Boston by boat Friday night.
C. G. Ferguson of Winchester, Mass., was
Belfast on business the first of the week.
Mrs. George West and daughter Edith
Monday for a visit of a few

went to Boston

days.
Harold T. Sibley will go to Hanover, N.
H., next Saturday to enter Dartmouth College.
Mrs. M. C. Pereival of Portland returned
home yesterday, after visiting relatives in

city.

Miss

Monday

Lovisa Hart went to Round Pond
to visit her sister, Mrs, Augustus

Morton.
Miss Jane A. McLellan returned to Boston Monday, after spending her vacation in
Belfast.
Clara B. Palmer of Boston arrived
to visit relatives i:
Belfast and
Montville.
Mrs

Saturday

Ernest

It.

Nickerson

of

Swanvi'.le

Monday to resume his studies
Mass., Academy.

in

left

Worcester,

Commander Leonard Chenery left
Monday for Boston after spending a short
vacation in Belfast.
Lieut.

Rev. and Mrs. John F. Tilton have begun housekeeping in the Wilband house,
North port avenue.

Maine for 21 years.
Frank W. Hayden and Miss Grace Page
of Burlington, Vt., recently visited Mrs. W.
H. Hall of this city.
Miss Etta Mullin of

Camden called on
friends in Belfast Tuesday.
She was on her
way to visit friends in Castme.
Mrs. Percy C. Peirce and daughter left
Monday for their home in New nan, Ga.,
after spending the summer iu Belfast.
Dea. Loren Fletcher left Monday for Middleboro, Mass., to superintend a farm which
his son, F. C. Fletcher, lately bought.
U. b. benator Carter of

Montana

was in

Belfast Monday on his way home from Islesboro, where his family spent the summer.
L. Woodcock and

Faunee returned
yesterday from Matinicus, where Mr. Woodcock has been sketching for several weeks.
H.

son

since—a continuous service of 40
last April. Mr. Reynolds is a good
farmer and has the distinction of never having tasted of alcholic drinks.
[Turf, Farm
Home.

Miss Julia Cook left Tuesday for
Boston,
after spending a vacation of two weeks at
borne.
Mr. and Mrs. X. V. Parsons and child of
Boston arrived last Thursday to visit Harry
C. Beau.
Mrs. J. I).

ley, Mass.,

Hardy and daughter of Welles-

are

guests of Mr. and Mrs. O. G.

White.
Mr. and Mrs. W. Eugene Parker of Kansas
are visiting Mr. P.’s mother, Mrs. Christiana Parker.

City

Frank W. Yates left Monday for Seattle,
Wash. He says he may go to Alaska next

Henry O. Doilge left yesterday for a Imutrip in Penobscot and Hancock coun-

ties,
Luther Emerson of Canaan visited his
and Postmaster H. L. Kilgore, last week.

uncles, Dr. G. C.

Miss Alberta Harmon of Rockland returnek home last Friday from a visit to her sis.
ter, Mrs. W. R. Ford.
Dr. Hovey L. Shepherd of
Winchester,
Mass., arrived last Thursday to visit relatives in lielfast and vicinity.
Mrs Roscoe Sylvester of Somerville.
Mass., returned last Friday from a visit to
Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Folsom.

Mrs. Roulliard anil children returned
home to Massachusetts Thursday fri >m visiting relatives in East Belfast.
Miss Blanche Cummings of Rockland visited her mother, Mrs.
Woodhury

Cummings
City Point, returning Saturday.

of

Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Parbu of Muldl
town, Ct., left for home last Friday after
visiting Mrs. P.'s Sister, Mrs. W. R. Ford.
Mrs. W. B. Newton returned to Bostou
last Friday after spending the summer with
her parents, Mr. an 1 Mrs. J. A. Gilo,,.re

Mrs. \ iola Ames and d,i ighter I,l,t ;i
home last Thursday from Maple?- ::.

\

j-

they have been living several m
Miss Milly shute left Sat
F!
unlay f
del phi a to resume her teaching, ait r
spendvaeati m with her mother in t.I..s -i v.
ing

where

Mrs.

Annie L. Mclteeu and M

V

--

Burgess returned to Waitho;
Friday, after spending the summer
A

r

M

c-s,,

IV

m,

fast.

George Green and Miss E./ada Spraguo
returned to Lynn, Mass., M
i
.",.r a
v'sit in Islejdniro and at Mo- i....
Gimp
11 round.

Jennie Thompson, s
(..’amphellton, N. B., left
day, after visiting Mrs. T.'s
Mrs.

f

:i

for

md

i.

tug!:ter
Satur-

-nm

sister. Mi

s

N

Rar k i if.
Mrs

Warren .F<hus<>n eft >u; ;-Fiv tu
her mother, Mrs. 11. S. Gnv,
p. st,>u
and her sister, Mrs. Wiiiis Whit--, it.Mayx.sit-

nard,

Mass.

Lorenzo Jones, Jr., who is reading law
with
W. P Tliomj.x a -f this
»
w

recently appointed
Washington, L>. ('.

a

pension attorney

at

Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Curiei and tw..
la!dren an 1 Mrs. Nathan Curie! of An a.,
Minn., arrived last Thursday to .-it Mr.
and Mrs

Edward Sibley.

C, A Packard and child and Mrs A
J. Hall of Rockland and Mrs. Hannah TuR*
Mrs.

Arlington, Mass., arrived Sarurduv
visit Mr. and Mrs. N E. Keen.
of

t.

Rev. R. T. Hack and fain:'v return-d from
their vacation yesterday.
Mr. Ha h wili
conduct the services at the S- n : Parish
to-night and Sunday next. [ Pi : :au<! \ rg s
Sept. !>.
Mrs. Ruth S. (lay. who has 1
Massachusetts General Hospital a
ferred to an eye and ear infirm tr\
her disease being caused by e\•
She is much improved

n
as

tran-

is*

a

eek

trou ■>i.-.s.

The Kennebec Journal reports that E. E

Bradbury, who recently underwent a surg:
cal operation at Lewiston, is improving very
fast.

He was to return to his home
gusta the lirst of this week.

m

Au-

Mrs. S. I) Sprague, Mrs. Rosa Adams and
children, Mrs. Lottie Ladd and daughter
Erline, Misses Eva Adams, Lizzie Sprague

aud Sadie Pendleton returned to lsh-sboru
Monday from visit to Maple Grov.- Camp
Ground.

Oscar H. Dilworth is in the ny ami informs The Mail that he intends i-» make this
his home, a decision which will he ph-.is.mt
news to his many friends.
Watervi.i-- Ma I
Mr. Dilworth has left the Dinsm :»• slme
Win. H. Hall, Jr., went to Boston Mon- ; store, Waterville, where he had h.-.-n >-mday to enter a commercial school. His i ployed as clerk for the past tw«» y -ars.
mother accompanied him and will visit relaRev. Ralph Gil lam is t-> t-onduct revival
tives in that vicinity.
services at the Methodist church in 1; >«-kF. E. Kneeland, who has been spending
land, beginning Sept. Dth, and last we.-k's
his vacation in Searsport and vicinity, left
Rockland Opinion contained ,t pm-t; u m, and
by steamer Penobscot Monday for Boston. sketch of this successful young pr--a.-l.rr.
He is secretary of the F. S. Webster Co.
Mr. Gillam, as most of our rea«lers know, is

John H. Healey and H. F. Gowell, who
are employed in the stone sheds of North
Jay,iwere at home a few days the past week.

Among the

new students at the University
Maine, Orono, are Richard Merriain of
Merrill, Percival G. Shorey of Waldo and
Lillian M. Maddocks of North Searsport.

of

Morey and family

will close their
Castine next Tuesday and
take the train here for Boston.
The steam
yacht Princess will be hauled up as usual at
Castine.
Mr. E.

summer

home in

a

native of Belfast.

Journal had a pleasant call Saturday
R. H. Lambier, Jr., who lias spent the
summer at Fort Point.
Mr. Lambier reported for The Journal the recent base ball
games at Searsport and Stockton Springs,
and when we asked him how the people of
the latter place took his comments on their
town he replied : “Oh, I drive around StockThe

from

ton now7.’’

term

ever

daughter of
Knight’s.

Mr. and Mrs. Allie Flint of Salem, Mass.,
returned Saturday from a visit in Belfast.

nesa

this

and
A. A.

Jesse E. Wilson went to Boston last Saton business and returned
Tuesday.

spring.

classes.

years

Ephraim Shaw, wife
are visiting at

Rockland

Mrs. Caro Howard of Cambridge, Mass., is
visiting her daughter, Mrs. F. E. Crowley.

Frank P. Wilson, D. P. Ellis and Ralph
O’Connell, graduates of the Belfast High
School, went to Boston by Saturday’s steamer to enter Comer’s Commercial
College, the

Mr. I. G. Reynolds of South Brooks is
probably the oldest postmaster in the service of the
He was apgovernment to-day.
pointed in 1857 under the administration of
President Buchanan and has held the position

Misses Edith Mason and Grace Whiting
left Thursday for a visit in Boston.

Mrs. E. S. Bowker returned last Saturday
from a visit in Winthrop and Waterville.

in

in

urday

their last year’s work were held last
week, and about 75 per cent, of those who
studied and tried to make up during vacation passed, and will be advanced with their

pass in

Miss Calvena Hervey visited friends
Bucksport the first of the week.

Rockland

Benjamin Rolerson and wife arrived from
California Sunday. It is their first visit to

The

Charles E. Knowlton went to Boston Monfor a few days, on business.

day

last week after a visit to her daughter, Mrs.
pany would come forward to build a bote! he
1
P. M. Jones.
had no doubt the city won hi abate the taxes
and exempt the property for a term of years. I
Ross 1 Stevens of Portland arrived SatA. C. Bib ley, Esq., spoke of the desirabiliunlay to visit friends in Be’fust ami retiiru|
ty of having a hotel on the original site, and ed Tuesday.
j
of the need for such a structure. lie favored
Frank H. Stephenson and wfe "f Bruns- J
the abatement of the taxes as proposed and
f \\ days ;
I wick visited triends in Belfast a
said that unless this was done the matter
! the past week.
was dead.
He thought there should be conGeorge Dyer of Portland was iu town j
fidt-mv t-uougli in the men who built the |
to attend the funeral of his brother,
hotel 'to warrant this. After some further ! Sunday
discussion Mr. Sibley asked the chairman as Alpheus Dyer.
Geo. II. Poor and Herbert A. Driukwater
to the status of the meeting. Mr. Thompson
are making a trip to the White Mountains'
said it was called under a city ordinance,
but he did not consider its action would be on their bicycles.
more

Fred Hall of Boston visited his mother
and brother the past week.

Axel Havford of St. John, N. B., is visiting
friends in Belfast.

■

j

Mrs. G. G. Winslow visited friends in Banweek.

gor last

needed such a hotel then and we need it
just as much now. He went into details as
('apt. Charles Baker returned Tuesday
to the efforts of a committee of the Board of
evening from an outing of several weeks at
Trade to secure subscriptions for rebuilding
1 lebroii T ,ake.
Crosby Itiu, and failing in that to buihl oh
Edward H Kelley of the Bangor Commerthe. Ford lot.
cial is at his home in this city for a week’s
Mr. J. W. Wallace came to the meeting
vacation.
under the same impression as Mr. Wilson,
!
Mrs. Mary Bickford and son of West Buvthat the Inn was to be rebuilt if the raxes j
were 'abated.
If that was not to be a con- ! Toil visited Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Harmon the
dition lie thought the property should be
past week.
sold and the taxes collected. Then if a com- j
Mrs. C. A. Leven.-eller returned to Boston

was

the pilgrimage.

PERSONAL.

for

trip

The meeting called at the Opera House
Monday eveniug to consider the matter of
abating the taxes on Crosby Inn was not
Calvin Hervey,
very
largely attended.
Esq., called the meeting to order and W. P.
Thompson, Esq., was named as chairman
and Mr. C. S. Bickford as secretary. On assuming the chair Mr. Thompson read the
petition to the Mayor and Aldermeu and
the call for the meeting, and a local from
The Republican Journal embodying facts

had

rain began to fall, and in

PERSONAL.

Mrs.

The

Matthew's,

Gray,

NUMBER 30.

was

labor day at Lake Grove
to-day with
athletic sports, etc.
The day was fine
and all enjoyed themselves
immensely.
Portland, Sept. 0. The labor organi- most of the circumstances and a very enjoyzations of this city took no formal notice able afternoon was spent.
The steamer
of labor day to-day.
Members of the A. Lewiston arrived here from Bangor at about
O. H. from Lewiston and Portland
parad- 1 30 o’clock, and there was a large concourse
ed the streets in the forenoon and in the of
citizens, in addition to Canton Pallas and
afternoon visited Long Island, where
the Belfast Band, at the wharf to greet the
there was dancing and athletic
sports. visitors.
Lewiston won the ball game.
The Lewiston was gaily decorated for this
Kockland, Sept. 6. Fully 4,000 people attended the Knox county celebration trip. At the main peak she carried the
ot labor day at Oakland
Park to-day. Stars and Stripes and at the main topmast
Athletic sports were the chief attraction the
name-tiag so familiar to our people,
and were highly enjoyed.
Thomas B. while at the fore
topmast was the new Regof
was
the
Maguire
orator of imental
Washington
dag, inscribed “First Regiment, P.
the day and delivered an
and
interesting
lengthy address. The day closed with M., I. O. O. F., Massachusetts.” The usual
striugs of signal flags were artistically ardancing in the pavilion.
Augusta, Sept. 0. The labor day cele- ranged from the mastheads to the deck. On
bration here was the first this section each side, forward, was a
large inscription,
ever had.
A big program was successful“Pilgrimage of the 1st Regt. P. M. of Mass.”
ly carried out in the presence of a big and below the three links
euelosmg the
A parade was formed in Hallocrowd.
names of the Cantons:
Shawmut—Ridgelev
well.
It was in command of E. W. HadBunker Hill. A wide strip of red. white
docks and was headed by the Gardiner
band.
The Ilallowell branch of the Na- and blue bunting enclosed the rail of the
tional Stoue Cutters’ Union had the right hurricane deck.
of the line and escorted Superintendent
As the steamer
approached the Belfast
Hunt of the Ilallowell Granite Works,
Band on the wharf played a
lively air, and
Treasurer C. W. Tilden, Secretary Mer- when the
visitors came ashore they were
chant and Joseph Emery, who occupied
given a hearty welcome by their brothers in
one
carriage, and Governor Llewellyn the order.
Powers and Hon. Samuel W.
The procession formed on the wharf in
the State labor commissioner, who were in
another, together with Wilber Cummings the following order:
and Arolide Haskins, members of and
Belfast Band, 25 pieces.
delegates by the union to accompany GovCanton Pallas, Belfast.
ernor Powers and Mr.
Matthews.
The
Capt., I. T. Clough;
union men wore white aprons and cream
Lieut., L. T. Shales;
white hats.
Ensign, R. C. Leonard.
Following that body and the First
Regiment Band, Mass. Volunteer
carriages were the quarrymen commanded
Militia.
by Fred French and headed by the AugusBaud Master, F. L. Collins.
ta Cadet Band.
This body escorted a
Cantc?i Shawmut, Boston.
carriage occupied by James Bailey, EdCapt., Geo. H. Mullis.
mund Perry, Maurice Dunton and LlewActing Lieut., Sergt. Major Sherman.
officers
of
the
Union.
The
Ensign, C. S. Pettingell.
ellyn Ames,
Canton Bunker Hill, Charlestown.
trade procession of floats followed.
HalCapt., G. H. Toothacher.
lowell Granite Works represented their
Lieut., E. F. Curtis.
industry by two large floats, each drawn
Ensign, E. H. Carter.
by eight horses. One was representative
Canton Ridgeley, Chelsea.
of the stone cutters.
Upon it rested two
Capt., Geo. j. Clark.
columns of granite all worked oil', two
Lieut., Geo. W. Farwell.
carved stone caps and two cornered stone.
Ensign, Edward Gray.
Canton Agawam, Lawrence.
Accompanying it were two workmen
J. C. MoGillivary.
Capt.,
with their tools.
The company’s other
Lieut., Geo. W Newcomb.
float represented the quarry end of the
Ensign, J. A. Morse.
business, and was laden with uncut Department ami Regimental officers and
stone and quarrymen.
Both were decoladies in carriages.
rated with red, white and blue bunting.
Brig. Gen. Frank Marsh Merrill, Dept. Commander.
Governor Powers and Labor CommisCapt. J. E. Keenly, Aid-de-Camp.
sioner Matthews were given a place in
A.
W.
Rose, A. S. G.
Maj.
line when the procession had arrived in
Maj. E. F. Maguire, Aid-de-Camp.
Augusta. After the march in Augusta
Col. John P. Loriug, Chief of Staff.
the procession, followed by many people,
Maj. J. L. Pattersall, Asst. Adjt. Geu’l.
went to the Augusta driving park, where
Lieut. Colonel, T. H. G. Demqtt.
addresses were made by Governor Powers
Quartermaster, Capt. J. H. Freeman.
Commissary, Capt. Geo. G. Trowbridge.
and Mr. Matthews.
The latter also read
Surgeon, Major Chas. M. Charter.
a letter of regret from Congressman EdAsst. Surgeon, Capt. Geo J. Clark.
win C. Burleigh of this district, who was
Chaplain, Capt. E. A. White.
unable to accept the invitation to speak.
Bannerette, Capt. W. S. Parmelle.
After the speaking there was a clam bake,
Sergeant-Major, Rufus S. Jacques.
followed by sports and a baud concert.
Quarter Master Sergeant, H. E. Farrington.
In the sports Newcomb of Augusta won
Commissary Sergeant, M. 0. Paige.
Hospital Sergeant, E. B. Souther.
the running high jump, 4 feet, 11 inches;
Trumpeter, E. W. Bettinson.
Burgess the running bread jump, 17 feet, j
2 inches.
He also won the standing j
The route of the procession was over
broad jump, 9 feet, 4 inches, and the hop, Front street to
Main, up Main to High,
feet.
The quarrymen, !
step and jump,
down High to junction cf Church, up Church
in command of Fred French, won the tug i
of war against the granite cutters, led by | to Elm, up Elm to Cedar, over Cedar to
the residence of Maj. Ralph H. Howes, Past
A. A. shea. Clark, the pedestrian, walked half a mile, winning over Leavitt, who Commandant, where a halt was made.
ran seven-eights, and Anderson who rode
Mrs. Howes received her guests at the
a bicycle one and a half miles.
Joseph front hall, and all were made welcome.
LaPninte’s bronehr won the half mile
Lemonade was served on the iawu and
flat race, (Daniel M- Laiu up), time 1.01.
other refreshments in the house, introducIn the bicycle race, Anderson won first,
Graves second, Bradstreet third.
Time, tions and exchauge of compliments were in
2.42 J-o. Burgess won the 100 yards dash,
order, and sociability reigned. Then the
Taggarts second. Time 10 seconds.
Regimental photographer, Maj. Geo. E.

Dr. Kicker became

pastor ot the Baptist church of Belfast in 1S40, and remain-

Visiting
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opening Tuesday.
together in Everett.

They will board

William C. Thompson left for New York
Tuesday. He is to start at once on a tour of
the principal cities east of the Mississippi in
the interest of his firm, Sargent & Co., the
leadiug hardware manufacturers of the country. He is accompanied on his selling trips
by Howard French, formerly of this city.

Dr. George F. Eames and family returned
Boston by steamer Friday afternoon,
having spent the summer it their Sandypoint cottage. Mention w as made of I)r.
Eames’ call here a short time ago in his
naphtha launch; but we did not learn then
that he hail made the trip from Boston to
Sandypoint in the launch, navigating by
to

chart. It was a new experience to the doctor, but he made the trip successfully and
enjoyed it. He left the launch in winter

quarters
season.

at

Sandypoint

for

use

another

The

Editorial Notes.

littlecurious that Mulhall’sstatis-
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soon

seme new

other issues.

This is in-

developments which
show that the men who have kept themsehis in the public eye and public office
tinengk the operations of the Democratic
party in the past few years are now quietly
discussing the single tax, the initiative and
t teiendum,and features of this sort, in the
hope that they may be able to present
and attractive schemes with which to

new

vaU

lucent

h

nativ

the

unthinking

voter in the next

nal election.
Labor

in Hame.

The Maine Labor Bureau has been in-

vestigating the tamings and expenses of

v.orkingnun

•'■»('

in IS kinds of

employ-

Of these. 444 were American and
124 foieign bone
Of the whole number
only >1: weie members of labor organizations; ]:;1 weie members of beneficial sooieties :
had accounts in savings banks;
4g had saved money during the year,
while
had mn in debt: Iss owned their
nu's. of which 44 were mortgaged. The
e«*ads of families numbered 514, with an
.verage heroine of S54'.U i', or S141.42 per
The total average expenditure
I ersou.
] ei family, which included a pretty substantial
margin for incidentals, was
s4ho. ''4, leaving an aveiage.net surplus of
~>2.4'.
The leading items of expenditure were rent. >s5.0>: food. sl9i».‘J7:
clothing. >‘'7.27: fuel and lights, >4o.2;>:
society dues, to.hM life insurance. *20.55,
showing a considerable addition on the
side of assets to the savings bank and
b(neficial society credits and the homes;
miscellaneous expenses, $74.9f>.
As this
was in 1MH5, not a
very prosperous period,
in spite of the burst of business activity
that marked a part of the year, this is
very far from being a bad showing for
the American workman.
no.

lit.

The

flother

Wins.

Bath, Sept. 1.—Judge William Whiteliouseof the supreme court to-day granted
the prayer of the petitioner in the case of
Mrs.

1. E.

Roberts-Patten

against.

Percy W. Roberts, between whom
voice w as

granted

last

April,

for the

a

Dr.
di-

cus-

tody of their twin children, giving them

into her charge for nine months of the
year, while Dr. Roberts will exercise the
same
function for the remaining three
months each year.
'Jdie case, which has proved one of tike
most sensational ever tried in this State,
involved the divorce of Dr. and Mrs.
Roberts and that of John O. Patten and
Mrs.
Patten.
Mr. Patten and Mrs.
Roberts were married recently, and Mrs.
Roberts-Patten immediately began proceedings to obtain custody of her children.
A

Kiss

for

a

Cone.

A Maine man who was there tells how
the Maine G. A. 11. boys did it in Buffalo.
He says as the Maine men halted atone
place in the march, two handsome young
ladies on the sidewalk espied the decorations.
“Oh, how I should like a pine
’'
1
‘What will you give for
bud, .said one.
one?” said a gallant Maine veteran.
“A
kiss.” suggested the second young lady.
“All right,” said theveteran, who stepped
As he deup to No. 1 and took the kiss.
livered over the cone No. 2 thought she also
ought to have one of the badges for managing so satisfactory a bargain, so the
veteran gave her one also.
The old vets who visited the national encampment at Buffalo, report a grand
good lime. Among the prominent Maine
men who were met there were Governor
Black and Hon. James A. Roberts, comptroller of the .state.
He has charge of all
public buildings of the State and gives a
bond of $50,000. It is said that his chances
for being governor of New York next year
are good.
Mr. Roberts was a member of
the 7th Maine Battery with W. S. Starbird.
Mr. Starbird and Tom Waterhouse, a
former resident of South Paris, but now
of Iowa, and a member of the same
battery, were highly entertained by Mr.
Roberts.
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possession of California and
held it in the interest of our government
1 had run away from my home
It is something new in 1840.
“in time of peace.”
in Ilonesdale in 1843, and shipped on the
for that party, however, to announce a
whaling vessel Marclia from New Bedford
general opposition to “issuing bonds in for a three years’ cruise in the Indian
We got a full cargo of oil in two
time of peace,” as this has frequently Ocean.
and sailed homeward. We touched
happened under Democratic control of years,
at Honolulu, and there I,
in company
the government, beginning with Jefferson with others of the
crew, quit the ships,
durability
and ending under Buchanan and Cleve- because the captain insisted on making
style. It is
the long voyage home without fresh meat
the shoe of
land.
on board.
The United States consul at
quality
“Congress alone has the power to coin Honolulu took
out part in the contention,
through and
and issue money, and President Jackson de1
clared that this power could not be delegat- and the Marclia sailed without us.
through.
ed to corporations or individuals; we there- shipped at Honolulu on the merchant
Many styles,
fore denounce the issuance of notes intend- vessel Ajax, and sailed to India and back
many prices.
ed to circulate as money by national >anks
O
to Honolulu.
n1y one
as in derogation of the constitution, and destandard of
“One day a number of us sailors were
mand that all paper which is made a legal
We were looking seaward over
quality in
tender for public aud private debts or which ashore.
each
the
is receivable for duties to the United States the coral reef toward Diamond Head, and
Moody.
shall be issued by the government of the sighted a United States man-of-war roundhighest.
United States and shall be redeemable in ing the Head.
We had heard that war
Autobiographical.—The self-made man
coin.”
F. h. Francis & Co.,
had broken out between our country and
was speaking.
He said: “My father was
This means that all the paper money of Mexico, and we were all wild to have
a
raiser of hogs.
There was a large
Sole Agents, Belfast.
The man-ofthe country shall be issued by the govern- some kind of hand in it.
family of us”—and then his voice was
war cast anchor outside the reef, and we
drowned by the applause.
[I.ife.
ment, and would thus be either “liat
■■■
■■
gave her three hearty cheers. She proved
Silverism Dead.
money” or must be sustained by keeping to be the Cayenne, commanded by Capt.
in the Treasury an enormous metallic re- Mervine.
A boat came ashore from the So Writes K. V. Smalley from the West. Democrats Tiring of Dryan, the Vociferous Young
vessel in charge of an officer, who, was
serve, much larger than the one which
Man.
looking for men to enter the United States
now exists and which causes so much disnaval service for three years or during the
E. V. Smalley, who has been taking
satisfaction to the Democracy and its fiat war.
We were getting from $73 to S1U0 a
observations in the West, writes from
associates of Populistic and socialistic month in the merchant service, but wages
tttu
no v.um.ci ucu.
Chicago to the New York Evening Post:
\juju
tendencies.
We were eager to enlist, and when the
“Everyone in the West appears to agree 1
‘*Iu support of these principles we invite boat
1
pulled oil" shore to return to the ves- that the silver movement is
the co-operation of all men who love liberty
absolutely
sel I and three others jumped in, and
ami hate corruption, oppression
ami tywere hurried off with them.
We signed dead. The great rise in the price of wheat
ranny."
the enlistment papers on
board ship. and corn and the fall in the price of silver
A combination of high sounding words,
('apt. Mervine lost no time in sailing. I had given the coup de grace to it. The
intended only to mislead and inflame un- was
by far the youngest person in the
farmers, who are paying off their mortthinking people, and coining with ex- crew, being not quite 20 years old.
“We sailed straight for Monterey, and gages and store bills and buying buggies
t remedy pour taste from a party whose enarrived in the harbor on July (3, 184(3. The and a little furniture with the proceeds of
tire record up to the time of its removal
frigate Savannah, commanded by Commo- this year's
crop, no longer take the slightfrom power in lsbl, was directed against dore Shalt, and the
sloop-o-war Levant, est interest in the old
arguments of silver
were
there.
The
was
commodore
the “love of liberty’* and in favor of “opwaiting
Positively cured by these
In the towns the discontented
for a larger force.
It did not come, and agitators.
pression and tyianny.”
Little Pills.
the next day we went ashore and hoisted labor element and the petiy political agi“We hereby declare all trusts ami moalso relieve Distress from
the American Hag over Monterey, putting tators still look upon William ,J. lbyan as
They
Dyspepsia,
nopolies hostile and dangerous to tin* peo- out Fremont and his
*
*
troops. The proc- a great leader, but their continued affecIndigestion and Too Hearty Eating. A per.
and demand a vigple's interests
lamation of possession was read in Eng- tion for him does not rest at all upon his
orous enforcement of all anti-trust laws,"
feet remedy for Dizziness, Nausea, Drovsi.
lish and Spanish. That's the way we took advocacy of bimetallism, but is based
etc.
ness, Had Taste in the Mouth, Coated Tongue
California for the United states, and we rather upon his supposed socialistic tenAll of which sounds well.
But the peoTain in the Side, TORPID LIVER.
did not take it any too soon.
If we had dencies. You no longer hear any talk in the
They
ple are naturally suspicious of such de- been 48 hours later the United States ! beer saloons or in the street e;us or on the
Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
clarations coming from a party which would have had to light England or
street,
corners about the remonetization of
give
Small Pill,
Small Dose.
neglected during its four years of power up all claims to California. for while the | silver. There is a general feeling that
Small Price.
excitement over the occupying of Monte- | better times have come and are going to
to enforce the existing anti-trust laws,
rey by our forces was at its height, on stay, and this belief has a powerful effect
and which framed its tariff law in the inon the public mind.
a British line-of-battle ship apThe work that tens
, July
terests of the sugar trust, the greatest peared in the offing.
She was a formid- of thousands of men are lindiug at good
wages tends to the same result.
trust of the land w itli the single exception able-looking vessel, I tell you! She ear“The collapse of the silvei movement
! tied more guns than our three ships comof the one which it is now attempting to
has
been so sudden and so complete that
bined.
Nevertheless, our decks were
in
control
of
the
the
silver
the
place
cleared for action in short order.
nation,
politicians engaged in it are at a loss
Every
know
to
where to turn for a new issue
man
was
at
his
and
trust.
post,
every gun ready
that
will capture the public mind.
to
be
tired
at
tho
word.
The
British
Mr.
great
\W demand the immediate recognition of
the belligerent rights of the Republic of I ship sailed straight for the harbor but as
Bryan is still talking in the far West, but
he is careful to coniine his speeches to the
I she entered it she tacked and hei bad
Cuba," etc.
Our ffag- silver-producing States. He does not veuWhich it is generally conceded would | struck up ‘Yankee Doodle.’
band responded with ‘God Save the ture into the corn or wheat States, for he
!
be of little practical value to the Cubans, ship's
I Queen/ The British vessel was under knows he would be asked some very disand would probably destroy the oppor- the command of Commodore
Seymour, agreeable questions by his audiences if lie
tunity of bringing about, through the lie entered a boat and was rowed to the should go into those now prosperous comwhere
he paid his respects to munities. 1 do not believe Mr. Bryan will
peaceful and proper methods of dip- Savannah,
be wanted at all by the Democratic camCommodore Sloat.
the
results for which the people
lomacy,
“I see the American flag is Hying on paign managers in Iowa, Nebraska or Ohio.
of that island are now struggling.
shore,’ said he. ‘If it were not, I should It will be found that these managers will
immediately have raised the British Hag j pass the word along their lines to drop
and taken possession of California in the silver and go in strong on local questions!
The above closes the series of articles
Mr. Bryan does not intend to allow himname of her majesty the Queen!'’
on the Ohio Democratic platform which
“The people of California wanted Eng- self to be shelved.
He regards himself as
have been running the past live weeks. We lish protection rather than ours, and if the only possible leader of the uew Dej
recommend those who have not already our little Heet had not got there first and I mocracy and means to keep on with his
lost no time, the history of those times efforts to amalgamate all elements of dispreserved these articles to obtain a full would read a little
content with the existing state of things
differently to-day.
set of the weekly issues, cut out and paste
“Two or three days after this episode in industry, finance and politics, into one
together the articles and keep them where Commodore Stockton joined our fleet j strong political party. He believes that
with the frigate Congress.
I was trans- such a party will be strong enough to turn
they will be handy for reference during ferred from
the Cayenne to the Congress, the Republicans out of power in 11*00 and
the discussions of the campaign.
aud remained in service on her until the put him in the White House. Most of the
[Ei>.
old Democratic leaders in the West are
war was over, helping protect the California coast.
All through the war British growing tired of this pertinacious and
I
Captain Charles King.
battleships hovered about that coast, as | self-seeking young man, and do not inwell as the Mexican coast, for some rea- tend to fall into line with his procession.
There are tliousauds of readers to whom son or
other, but they never came as near |
‘Bryan is a man of resources, and is by
the name of Captain Charles King at taking a hand in the
game as Seymour did j no means without a new issue to put in
once suggests reminiscences of
delightful ! at Monterey. At the close of the war the place of free silver, lie intends, it is said,
was at San Diego, and we
gave to start a crusade against the banks, and
Stories: of adventure, full of the clash of Congress
a grand jubilee ball aboard
of her.
We raise the cry of Government paper curwar and the color of romance.
Indeed decorated her with the
Hags of all nations, reney as against bank notes. Such an
there are few American writers who have and the old ship looked line.
We invited issue will have the element of humbug in
j
made a more direct appeal to the hearts the officers and crew of the British war it which made the silver movement so
frigate Brampus, which lay close by, aud popular. The people will be told that the
many friendly Californians, ranclieros, banks are trusts and monopolies, and that
and their wives and daughters, to join in the business of issuing paper money is
the festivities, and they all did so with a rightly as much a function of the general
will.
The ball lasted all night, and no Government as that of coining metallic,
<>ne was able to do a thing all next
day. j In business circles in the West, aiming the
I've danced with women in all parts of j merchants in country and town and on the
the world, but I never saw any who were 1 boards of trade and in commercial bodies, j
a match for these native California women
there has been a good deal of ripening of
j
who danced aboard the United States ! opinion in the past few months on the
flagship Congress that gala night.
money question, and I think -that strong
“Soon afterward the Congress was or- pressure will be brought to bear from
dered to San Francisco and placed under these sources next winter upon members
the command of Capt. Avealet, the Inde- of Congress in favor of the immediate
pendence being made the flagship. Com- passage of some simple measure of curmodore Stockton, with 75 men as guard, rency reform.
returned to the East overland, and Capt.
"Western business men do not now talk
Avealet had orders to sail to Norfolk, Va., in a vague and general way on this subaround Cape Horn.
While going around ject, as they did last winter and spring,
the Horn we were struck one night by a but they seem to know exactly what they
tremendous typhoon.
Nine out of ten of them, if quesThe Congress was want.
thrown on her beam ends, aud all hands tioned, will say that the first step in the diIs a true expression where health
were called to help save
ship. The frig- rection of reform is the repeal of the law
ate drifted to lee at the rate of 1(J knots of 187S, which obliged the Secretary of the
is concerned.
an hour.
Treasury to reissue the greenbacks as fast
Good Blood means good health.
“At the height of the terrible storm we as redeemed. With this law repealed they
BRIGADIER-GENERAL CHARLES KING
sighted a ship to windward, her rigging think the gold standard will be sufficientPoor Blood means disease.
filled with men evidently crying for help, ly fortified for the present.
The second
Purifvyour Blood and keep well.
but we could give them no aid.
I never measure they advocate, with almost entire
of their countrymen and to the spirit of knew what ship it was, but she went unanimity, is an act authorizing strong“L.F.” Atwood's ‘Bitters make
patriotism. Captain King, who is known down with all on board. The Congress banks with large capital in the principal
blood.
weathered the storm, aud we arrived at cities to establish banks in the small
in military circles as Brigadier-General
Norfolk safe and sound, aud were dis- towns.
This measure, they say, would
OP3 Ask for “L. F.,” and see
King, can write stirringly about his coun- charged. I am sure 1 am the last one of make the present ample currency supply
the Red Letters before It
of the nation available at all points where
is wrapped up. 35 cents.
try because he has fought for his country, that crew.”
it
immediate
be
needed
for
business
Avoid imitations.
and he can describe army life because it
might
use, and would give the conveniences and
New Line of Clipper Ships.
has been his own life.
Born in Albauy in
advantages of banking to the farming
1S44, he began his career in 1SC>G as marker
As a result of the improved feeling in communities throughout the West and
South.”
of the First Itegiment Wisconsin 8tate
general business aud shipping circles a
Militia.
After his graduation at West new line of
to
from
clipper ships,
ply
The victories of Hood's
Point, he had extensive experience in the Philadelphia to the Pacific coast and the
Sarsaparilla over all
field on the plains. For many years he
Forms of disease
Hawaiian Islands, has been established by
has been writing stories of the array, and the Atlantic aud Pacific Transportation
Conclusively prove
That
it is an unequalled
The new service will
those who are in a position to enow say Co. of New York.
Blood puritier. it conquers
be known as the Argonaut Line, and the
that he represents it, not only with interTlie demon, Scrofula.
pioneer vessel will be the ship Iroquois,
Relieves tire itching and burning of salt
est and vivacity, but with truth as well.
which was towed to this port from New rheum, cures running sores, ulcers, boils,
Since his retirement from the regular York to load for San Francisco.
She will pimples, and every other form of humor or
take out 2,000 tons of general cargo, the disease originating iu impure biood. The
army in 187b, for “disability resulting
balance of the room being given to con- cures by Hood's Sarsaparilla are cures—abfrom wounds received in line of duty,”
tractors who are to supply the Pacific solute, permaueut, perfect cures. They are
based upon its great power to purify and enhe has served in several military capaci- coast with anthracite and
smithing coal. rich the blood.
ties, among them, as Adjutant-General of The ships Indiana and Reaper will follow
The ship
the Wisconsin National Guard, from which the Iroquois for San Francisco.
Warning. “Don’t you believe
Tacoma, now at this port discharging a allTimelysee
in the funny papers about
he retired a few months ago, and he has
you
cargo of hemp from the Philipine Is- summer
girls and their engagements just
been hard at work with his pen.
load
His lands, will
on
the same line
for fun,” said the sad eyed man.
“Why
latest work, “Corporal Fred’s Commis- for Portland, Oregon, and ships not not?”
“1 thought I had met that kind
yet named will load for Honolulu in a of
which
she
last
but
married
me
serial
in
sion,”
summer;
girl
began
publication
few mouths or as soon as the line gets
Harper’s Bound Table of July 20, is de- into working shape. Large contracts for good and tight before the year was out.” A. C.
North American.
scribed as an exciting tale of a young the transportation of machinery, steel [Philadelphia
FOR SALEIBY
rails and other railroad equipments have
militiaman’s adventures during the railA. A. HOWES & CO. and
been made by the promoters of the new
the
said
severe
“My good man,”
lady,
road riots—a theme of great interest at
enterprise, and there is enquiry from “have you ever stopped to think how
SWIFT & PAUL, Belfast.
this time.
many sources by manufacturers for cheap much money is wasted each year in toPure SpringiWater in contrast
Try
to
the
Pacific.
The Atlantic and bacco and rum?”
freights
No, mum, ] haven’t
with faucet water.
29
Pacific Transportation Co. is managed answered the
object. “It’s a taking up
“You have all sorts of pie, I see by a jointly by Philadelphia and New York all
time just now to Agger out how
my
sigu in the window,” said the facetious business men. The president of the com- many families could be supported on the
©®©©©©©©©©©©©00Q©QGO30G©~
customer, as he went into a bakery and ad- pany is Frank F. Landstreetof New York; extra material women put in their
BV BB ■ ■ Bi J A The great household
dressed one of the young women who treasurer, F. B. Lott of this
city; general sleeves.” [Tid-Bits.
I &JE I I Kg
remedy for Worms,’
stood behind the counter.
“Yes, sir. manager, H. D. Walls of New York. The
ami all complaints*
[| Bill
^
■
w ■
W of children.
Invalu-I
What kind do you want?”
“I will take terminal managers in this city will be C.
Seattle,
Wash., Sept. 1. The old
1
able in all stomach I
PIN Uk/nn
M
a magpie, if you please.”
WVnm
At this re- SI. Taylor’s Sons.
The vessels will load bark Shirley, built at Medford, Mass., in
1
-Z
In use 461
troubles.
mark another young woman snickered, at the Philadelphia and
I I mx ■ BB years. Price 3n cents. I
Reading Railway 1S50, and known iu every port in the
A'k '‘"nr ilrusd't f
c.i
■ | V |
Q H ■
but the other girl turned to her promptly piers at Port Richmond.
The Iroquois United States, will be towed to Skaguay
■ Jm ■ If I)r. 4. F. Tit 1 F A O., fa
1Z,
and said: “Here, Bertha! You’re want- began loading
Auburn, Me.
and
yesterday. [Philadelphia and converted into a hotel
g
g
storehouse,
ed.”
Commercial List, August 28th.
[Harper’s Bazar.
with accommodations for 400 lodgers.

DUST

—

this the case when it is remembered that
Y ork

that took

GOLD

5

only 65 cents a year ago, those tables
attempted to show that wheat and
keep pace as to tlieir relative value
rather absurd now.
Especially is

which

for men is
the shoe of
sense.
Dollars and cents
and brains
and sense
can’t produce
a better shoe
for the price.
Comfort

—

of prosperity which the frankest and

ments

New York Sun reporter, “I am the sole
survivor of the United States naval force

under the control of

—

does not read very well in parallel columns
just now with the double-leaded announcebravest of those

Crawford
Shoe

—

of last year that prosperity could not come
to the people of theh'uited States without
free and unlimited

said William Hill of

Congress.

St Paul, Minn., Sept. 1. The Earner's National Congress this morning
mstponed the election of officers to hear
paper by W. Randall, secretary of the
Minnesota Agricultural Society on the
pauses of Failure and Success of State af'airs.
Among other things, he counted
state management
and
ownership of
ground essential to success, also impar:ial award of premiums and prompt paynent of same; a comprehensive line of
exhibits, strong amusements, exclusion
)f all gambling, and generous local suptort.
Dr. A. M. Soteldo of Venezuela congratulated the farmers upon the return of
prosperity and the increased European
demand for wheat, corn and
cotton,
tenor Romero,
Mexican minister to the
United States, spoke briefly.
Ex Gov. W. B. Hoard of Wisconsin
was chosen President by a vote of 170 to
10 for B. F. Clayton, the present incumbent and 85 1 2 for Secretary Stable.
John M. Stable was re-elected secretary
and N. G. Spalding of New York was
made treasurer by acclamation. The State
vice president chosen for Maine is W. 11.

The

learn,”
Ilonesdale, Pa., to a

“From all I have been able to

the Democratic party in 1892 there would
no necessity for issuing bonds

capita.

the

placed

The Farmers’

California.

have been

of fcod per

production

the

was

Take

Hill Says He Is llie Last or the Expedition and
Veils His Story.

are we

ed States

operations last year—the prairie Stales—
to he the most prosperous spot on earth, as

by

Helped

|

all of us, aud but for the misfortune that the government of the Unit-

tics should show the very spot which was
selected by the silverites as tlieir basis of

reckoned

Platform.

We are opposed
issuing of interest
hearing bonds of the United States in time
of peace,” etc.

So

a

Democratic
VI.
to the

Wheat has increased 50 per cent, in value
in the past year, and silver has fallen 25
per cent.
It is

Ohio
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Attention Pensioners
Having purchased the original records of tl
of .1. C. Cates, for the convenience ot .1
pensioners having claims pending, and of those

estate

OFFICE
MAIN

53tf

n A SONIC

TEMPLE,

STREET ENTRANCE,

BELFAST, MAINE.

who may wish to present claims for additional
increase of pensions. 1 will he at C. F Cobhett
shoe shop. 127 Main street, opposite the po-c
office. Sept. 13 and 14, 135*7.
«w3i
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Hie Southernmost of the
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which is used to raise
freight from the
aud to perform the same
to
duty
passengers when the sea is
ar it

--—-

Bei ast Free

lighters,

Central Amer-

Library.

The

Shipkeeper.

The Farmers’ Profits.

life on a Shl|i
Wbal Ills Dulles
Republics. The Great Nieoya
rough,
Books added during
August, 1897:
In Port.
A Typical Southeru Sea-Port.
frequently is. The machinery stands on a Allen, James Lane. The choir invisThe shipkeeper is the caretaker of the
foundation that makes a complete circuit
ible- 1897.Aloe
Special Correspondence of The Journal.]
like a railroad switch, thus
ship while she is in port. He is likely ta
i’fXTA Aisexas, Costarica, July 19,
loading direct- Ambrosius, Johanna. Poems. Edited by lv. Schratteuthal. Translathe a man who has followed the sea; it
into hand-cars which run
*7.
From Guatemala’s capital we jour- ly
through the
ed by M.J. Safford.
custom house building to the
may lie in the employ of the house whose
1897.1225.28
railway ex> ed by rail to Escuiutla, the Pacitic port
He may have
vessels he now looks after.
tension inland toward the capital. Duties Bellamy, Edward. Equality. A novel.
that Republic, and there took one of
sailed before the mast, or he may have
18117..
41 e
are enormous here, and there is
besides a Besant, Sir
ic little steamers of the Mexican line
Walter. A city of refuge.
been a mate, or perhaps the master of a
on every pound of
icli plies between Panama and the head wharfage,
luggage or
ican

are-l'ourse of

Gulf.

Assistant Secretary Brigham of the
Agricultural Department has expressed

the opinion that the American farmers
this year will receive in the aggregate from
four to five hundred million dollars in excess of that received last year for their
wheat.
“This,” he said, “means much
to the farmers.
They have learned in the
season of hard times to economize where
they could and to be careful in buying.
“They will use this money they receive for
139.24
ship. Every firm of large ship owners or their crops to pay off their debts, cancel
received upon the pier. For
the Gulf of California, touching at all freight
Clara
many Burnham,
Louise.
Sweet
shipping merchants has a shipkeeper of mortgages and in making improvements
years Punta Arenas was the principal port
Clover. A romance of the
farm and farm buildings.
on the
White
This
ports between. At Guay mas the vesits own, who may have been thus employof entrance into Costa
but
seems like a vast sum, but statistics susRica;
s
Clty. 216.30 ed
connect with the Sonora railway,
now,
the same house for years. The ship- tain the claim.”
by
John
Currier,
J.
to
the
"Ould Newbury:"
development of commerce
.ch runs to El Paso, about 350 miles, owing
Col. Brigham also predicted that the inhistorical and biographical sketches.
keeper goes aboard sometimes when the
on the Atlantic side of the
there joins our Southern Pacitic syscountry, its
illus.
arrives in the harbor, but usually crease in the price of farm products would
ship
harbor
is
not
so often visited
1896.974.45
N
42
m and the Atchison,
by foreign Davis, Rich ard
benefit the laboring element.
“The price
Topeka and Santa
when siie is tirst tied up to the wharf,
Harding. Soldiers of
vessels.
The result is that charges are
of labor,” he said, “did not decline with
road.
The two days' trip from Eseuforturne. A novel. 1897.D
The crew is dis- the price of farm products and for some
29 s
says the New York .Sun.
than ever and the Custom House
a to Puuta Arenas is
Gaskell, Elizabeth Cleghorn. Crandelightful. On higher
charged the minute the ship’s lines are time the farmer was forced to pay as much
ford. illus. by H.
side the long, measured swells of the examination more minute and exasperatfor the services of those who did this work
Thompson. 1895. .G 21 c made fast, and the captaiu
goes very soon, as
oil loll unbroken to the horizon; on the ing, every thing being turned out from Gibson, William Hamilton. Eye spy:
ever, while his receipts were cut in
it is likely on the same day. The ship two.
Inasmuch as wages did not decline,
atield
with
Nature among dowers
passengers’ trunks and every small packer. a magnificent mountain panorama.
and animated things.
may have come from a China voyage, or a 1 see no reason why they should be expectiu the determination to find
3°
age
opened,
1897.lp'7
tubes stretch a continuous chain from
ed to rise to correspond with the advance
Hawthorne, Nathaniel. Twice told
voyage to some other distant seas and
of farm products which are now bringing
ill to north, throwing out many short, dutiable articles. The town takes its name
have
been
for
and
he
tales.
starts
gone
months,
311
from the peninsula upon which it is built
only fair prices. Still, the laboring man
guhu luges In all directions, forming
•Henderson,
Charles
R. The social
for home as soon as he can—down East or will be benefitted by this advance in
—a long narrow
point of land extending
lies ,if iofty plateaus and deep
spirit in America. 1897.U145 14 wherever it may be—there to remain until prices.
green
The farmer will discharge his
into the gulf, covered with sand so dark
The 50 volcanoes that are strung
make improvements
Kingsley, Mary H. Travels in West,
> s.
the ship is nearly ready for sea again. indebtedness and
that it is almost black, with a dull glint in
which
will
Africa: Congo Eraucais, Corisco
Then the shipkeepet is left in charge of
require labor. He will purng this narrow neck of land between
of
the
chase
more
the sunshine like that on anthracite coal.
He is sometimes the sole occuproducts of labor, putand Cameroons.
illus, 1897. 523.20 the ship.
tw
outiueuts. like beads on a rosary,
but most owners keep one other per- ting a vast amount of money in circulation,
Near its eastern junction with the main Kipling, Rudyard. The seven
pant,
seas.
ail in view—some smoking, others
aboard.
If the ad- and this will create a demand for labor in
son, a man or a
laud a large river enters the gulf, thus
1897.1224.26 ditional person ishoy,
i mg since extinct—apparentesoent
a man, it is
to be all lines, and men who have been without
likely
Lincoln, Jeanie Gould. A genuine
the ship's carpenter, or one of the crew employment, or only partially employed,
!i.iwn ii]> in lim for inspection, not far making a protected but shallow harbor.
Kiri. 1896... 217.6 employed for that purpose. The ship- will work full time at fair wages.”
and. The uai «w coast is hilly, and all To tile right and left are long stretches of
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Mr marshaled near—
tiles,
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go
dischargby
ing or taking on eaigo, but she's kept as
:
laoi-so like cannot be
fully sliaditl by orange, lime and magnolia herself in order to get it our.
trim and handsome as though she were on
-artb
T
tallest of this illus- trees, and every garden abounds in cocoaThere is an awful lot of time wasted in exhibition.
J'b-.i Blame, (white nui>, palms, almonds, papaws, tamarinds, hoping.
The ship is deep in the water when the
These
shopkeeper first steps over the rail; la*
loot. and the lowest is
mangoes, and other fruit trees.
sees
her ruse as they take the cargo out of
Every woman knows some man who
>.0()l >.
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Only two are together with the favorite style of fence- ; would be immensely rich instead •*!'
her, until she is light, and stands on the
poor
Irazu and Barba, ; growing cacti, eight or more feet in height if “lie had his wife’s
PHOM BOSTON.
high tides, with her side above the wharf.
energy."
almost conceal the one-story dwellings, I
The shipkeeper stays aboard for weeks.
•*
hing an altitude of 11,*>00
Au Atchison man says that lie believes There may be days oriouger periods when
with their red-tiled roofs and boarded
he is getting over his love affair- where there is nothing doing aboard of he: exsides painted white.
The
is
it wc would not be
population
I
j he used to see a halo ou his gill's head he, cept what he does himself, when the ship
permitted
die; sunrise and the health I probably about ">,000, though no regular I now sees an
is silent; but sooner or later they begin to
expensive hat.
iill her up again, and from that on there
>u
the morrow, we cast census lias been taken within the memory
If there is anything that a red-haired is more or less ife aboard of her and
vely iittle cove, which forms of man. Among the most favorable feaalongside.
hates it is a red-haired man.
girl
tures
of
the
town is the Grand Hotel,
A week or 10 days before the ship's
Caldera, two or three miles
which has no competitors, it being the
u Punta Arenas.
It
is
probable that at some time in every sailing day the captain conies to town. lie
Directly in
Commencing "londav, Sept. r>, 1807, steamers
it is a big man’s life he has had an ambition to be- visits the owner's oftic-e, and goes down are
t s
loomed the dark range of only one short of Esparza,
due t«» leave Belfast
and sees the shin.
He looks after hei
For Boston, via Camden and Roekland, Monwooden building, resting on piers out on come an orator.
as known as Los
on
Aguacates;
stores and whatever other business he
days and Fridars at about 2.8o p. m., Tuesdays,
a coral
and Saturdays at f> p. m.
reef, where the Caribbean sea
■ntti Publo
All this time as Thursdays
volcano, scarred from
An editor in a country town bandies his may have to attend to.
For Rueksport, Winterport and Bangor at from
throws its spray, reflecting rainbow tints subscribers with the same
m
on Tuesday, Wednesday. Thursday,
ip?ious; cn the other the port,
delicacy that a the ship tilis up she is going down in the • to 8 a. and
water again.
Two or three days before Saturday
Sunday morning.
in the sunlight.
The windows are glass- preacher does his congregation.
Arenas. (,*>amly Point” in our
For Searsport ami Hampden Wednesdays and
she sails the riggers come aboard and
and the partitions do not go high
Sundays at about 8 a. >t.
;dar). At the loot of Los Aguaca- less,
If you have an amber stem in your pipe bend her sails.
KR TURNING
i so near to our deck that it seemed enough to give the occupants of its apart- and want to find out whether it is
The crew was discharged the minute
genuine
ments much sense of privacy—but the or not
From Boston, at 5 i*. m., every day except Sunwe might converse with the
put the amber in alcohol for 24 she tied up; the new crew does not go
people
If the amber is genuine it will j aboard until the last minute before she day and Thursday.
climate is responsible for both those short- hours.
was a long, low tile-roofed
From Boston, via way landings, except Hamphouse,
It may he that the mate, the exsails.
den and Searsport, Mondays and Fridays at 1
Hammocks or canvas cots are disappear.
v.
n piles, and half a dozen thatched ; comings.
ecutive officer of the ship, conies aboard m., Tuesdays. Thursdays
and Saturdays at 2 i\ m.
From Hampden at 11.20 a. m., and Searsport at
He must know where everything is,
besides it, and a few canoes drawn wisely used for sleeping purposes in this
There may be lots of nice men in the ! late.
2 p. m.. Mondays and Fridays.
and the shipkeeper can tell him.
Thus it
u
the bank.
Somebody’s ranch, no \ vermin-infested region, and carpets are world, but the bill collectors don’t meet
(HAS. F. JOHNSON, Agent, Bellast.
that sometimes the shipkeeper
happens
them.
their
('ALVIN ACSTIN. (Jeirl Supt., Boston.
absence.
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in
hut what in the world he can grow conspicuous by
goes down the bay with the ship and
WILLIAM H. HILL. Gen’l Manager, Boston
the Grand Hotel, at which beaus, rice,
narrow strip of sand between the
with
the
comes
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but
oftener
his
pilot;
Before a man is 25 he takes every warnbananas
and
red
and
is
ended
he
ashore
as
the
peppers
and the mountains, is a mystery,
always figure ing° he sees for an invitation.
duty
steps
ship leaves the wharf.
ml the port, off to the westward, are conspicuously, consist of two full dinners
will
on
It
is
that
a day—at 10 a. m. and 4
sugar
hoped
keep
nmve patches of
p. m.—with the
grass—an unusual
until it becomes so expensive
The Hawks of New England.
addition of coffee and bread brought to climbing
n the
that girls will no longer experiment in
tropics, and it called to mind
t that the Costa Ricans have of late the bedside very early in the morning.
cake baking.
time
a
is
seized
lii
girl
Every
my opinion, the sparrow hawk it, tlie
with a yearning to work she goes out in handsomest of his race; his back is bright,
largely into the business of cattle Back of the hotel is a large plaza, which is the
kitchen and mixes up a cake.
golden cinnamon, his wings steely blue
Somewhere hereabouts the Mi- now in the lianas of a landscape gardener,
t*g.
and jet black, and his tail chestnut, with
and
bids
fair
to
in
time
into
a
Cuban colony is settled.
develop
It was
An unmarried Atchison woman who a broad black band; iiis breast is beautifc. Commencing Hay 25. 1897. steam
beautiful
BBL er Rockland. Capt M. L Abbott.
■ml some years ago, under a contract
place. At present it is ankle lives alone keeps her front door open with fully marked with chainlike patterns of will leave
Belfast at 8 o’clock a. m., (or upon arblack spots. 11 is mate is chestnut above, rival of steamer from
a bootjack.
a n the
Boston; daily except Mongovernment and Don Antonio deep in dust, and he who would rest himbanded with black.
Unlike other hawks, day.
for the purpose of promoting and self upon one of its adobe benches must
For Castine, Sargentville, Deer Isle,
A good deal of that which is known as the plumage of these birds does not vary
Sedgwick
and
and when there are passengers will
wing the cultivation of tobacco. The first look carefully around for scorpions, “merry laughter’’ among girls, is really with age. They usually make their ap- stop Brooklin,
at Blake’s Point and Little Deer Isle.
a Ricans had never excelled in the
pearance in some still, cloudy day, about
centipedes, vipers and other pests of the squealing.
returning
the last of March, and take up their posiWill leave Brooklin at 10 a. m. Mondays and
vat ion and preparation ot the weed tropical region, which have the unpleasant I
Xo man is so worthless that he is not an tion in the meadows; from then until 12.30 other days, except Sunday, touching at
'•‘lorket, and it was hoped that the ex- habit of meandering on voyages of dis- effective gossip; people will not take his September they are always to he seen same landings and connect at Belfast with steamer from Boston (except on Wednesdays and Frineed Cubans would be able to in- covery up the legs of trousers and down note, but they take his word for a scan- either perched on the topmost twig of days).
some tall elm or hovering in the air on the
Through rates for passengers and freight to Bar
t them and inaugurate a new and the inside of coat-collars,
lu the middle dalous story.
lookout for prey.
Their nest is in some Harbor and all landings on Mount Desert Island.
able industry.
Seuor Maceo obtain- of the plaza is a white painted wooden
UH AS. E. JOHNSON, Agent, Belfast.
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or
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woodpecker's
WILLIAM H. H ILL, General Manager, Boston
himself and his colony most liberal obe’ k, of rude proportions and ruder wishes would laydown and die, but which hole, or even a last year’s crow's nest.
I
♦■-sinus from the government and a workmanship, which commemorates the is worth $50 or $25.if his neighbor wants have often tried to account for the seemit.
ingly friendly relations existing between
•d
000 acres of the fertile Xicoya services of Gen. Jose Maria Cauas, a nathe sparrow hawks and
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of
Punta
who
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use.
Arenas,
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One
y
bravely
apart
A good railroad official is a man who woodpeckers; both
frequently occupv
iirst duties in Costa Rica will be to in the war against the filibusters.
Not can write a letter to a complaining ship- holes in the same branch, aud sit side by
side on top of some tall stub without the
far from this point, just off the main per that doesn't mean anything.
ain how they have progressed, and
least sign of disagreement,
Globe.
[Atchison
although, unstreet
and
around
the
all
nearest
about
it.
is
you
corner,
less 1 am very much mistaken, the sparnearer view of 1‘unta Arenas, next the market-plaza, which the stranger will
row hawk often attacks
larger birds, and
Unsupposable.
might easily carry off the young ones
iing, showed its great iron wharf, iiud worth a visit. In its large quadrangle
when
the
old
birds
were
absent. [From
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with au immense iron-roofed of sheds a limited variety of produce is
Supposing W. J. Bryan did travel on a free the Hawks of New
England, by William
while lie was on the Pacific coast.'—
for
and
the
scene in the
pass
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back
it
exposed
of
the
several
houses
sale,
oing,
early Friend of man.
E. Cram, in Appletons’ Popular .Scieuce
die post-office and customs depart- mornings, especially on Sundays, is a busy
for September.
No just-poising mind can suppose such Monthly
and many other new remedies for
ed.
There is no lighthouse here, but one. There are many gambling booths on
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locomotive headlight, bung
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the market square, and shops where aguardiente (native rum) and imported beer are

wharf, answers the purpose.
mi one of the
buildings floated the flag retailed. Cock-fights, too, are usually in
*
osta Rica—au oblong banner with ver- progress in several places, and betting runs
;d stripes, two of
blue, two of white high on favorite birds.
of red in the center, representing
l,'‘ bve
provinces of the Republic. Ours
ls the
only vessel in port, though a
1

one

Fannie Brigham Ward.

Mr. Horace P. Farrington, sou of Princiof Westbrook training
lighters w’ere anchored near the pal Farrington
has been elected principal of the
"ioirf waiting for prey in the way of ex- school,
manual training school in Saco, to succeed
*dsive charges for the necessary service Mr. J. A. Frizzle, who resigned last spring.
oading and unloading, as vessels can- Mr. Farrington is 30 years of age, an
alumnus of the University of Maine, and
"*
approach within a mile of the town. since his
graduation from college has
! die
end of the wharf is a steam crane, taught in St. Paul and
Philadelphia.
";u

m

of

thing.

wildest-scattering imagina-

tion shudders to imagine a gifted young
foe of the corporations journing D. H.
It
is necessary for Mr. Bryan to travel, for
he feels the irresistible impulse to spread
himself over the country and communicate
But there should be
himself to the world.
no reason to believe that he travels on a
He has beauty, eloquence,
free pass.
dramatic talent, a hundred ways of paying
does not care to help the acif
he
his way
cursed corporations by paying his fare.
And above and beyond all these high endowments stands his unsurpassed skill in
reading the future. The man who foresaw
that wheat would be 25 cents a bushel if
McKinley was elected has no need of free
He can make money selling
passes.
futures.
[New York Sun.
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Notice is hereby given that a discount of 4
pe
cent, will be made on all
Raxes for 1897 paid to
me before August 15th.
I shall he at

1)1 MM R\.

1897 Models, 5 per

»

Allen’s Foot Ease

Front SSt.,

;tr

COLUMBIA

Boston & Bangor Steamship Co.

Comfort lor »e Feel

CARET l L

THE SWAN & SIBLEY COMPANY,
:i:t,

SEDGWICK LINE.

■

CORRECT WEKiHT,

Noi «41> Newbury Street,
(Near Corner

of

BOSTON,
Hours, 12 to 2.
only.

Fairfield

Octo'jeq 1SS6.—ly45

Indian Paste.
Used by mechanics and house-keepers to remove
all kinds of stains from the hands without injury
to the skin.

St.)

MASS.
Other

41 tr

PRICE H)c. PER TUMBLER.

hours by appointment

POOR & SON, Druggists.

NORTHPORT
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ed Mr.

factory smoke seems to
Bryan’s voice.

PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE

anybody been heard to express regret that he voted for sound money and
protection last year?
Has

Journal Pub. Co.

Kepublican

[BnsiiSs'Marager

CHARLES A. Iff LSI VtV

"Green grows the barley,
barley—in Aroostook.

o”— Frank

Jones’

“Dollar

Seth Low has been nominated for the

The

New’s has

Bangor Daily

the "Over Production of

on

New York.

A

laws.
"Now that the time for

outings

summer

arrived,”

says a recent exchange.
You are way off.
The time has arrived
to prepare foi winter innings.
The

visitor—may
gone or is going,

summer

crease—has

look forward to

to

now

our

his tribe inand

subway

was

opened

we

was

head-line

a

for busi-

week.

That

Lewiston
in

was

a

to

do witli it;

never

Peculiar
It

effort is

Ohio

Wednesday”
Bangor daily last
pretty good crowd,
30,000 attendance at.
a

Hood’s

rattling sound you have heard
the country is not caused by the putting up of shutters, as was the case at
this stage of the Cleveland administration.
That

over

Sarsaparilla

The One True Blood Burifier.

Bryan going

Is Mr.

sit

to

quietly by

and
Li

perhaps allow the statesmen of Mexico,
through the direction of the London
“gold power,’* to commit another crime?
After

series of

a

regular

Democratic

wildly for Bryan,
ticket, and then adjourned.

nated

a

cheered

41

nOCKl S

na11

HlIIS

production

and

$5.

Liver Ills; easy to
take, easy to operate. 25c.

e»re

transportation.

Sun-

Alpheus Dyer died at his home on Union
Sept. 2d, at the age of 56 \ears. He
was born in Millbridge and was a son of the
late George W. and Eleanor Dyer. They
came to Belfast in 1851, and Alpheus has

S. S. Chapman left this week for Boston
to join the sch. Mary B. Wellington as first
officer.

lived here since with that exception of the
few years he was in the army, and later in
Detroit, Michigan. He was a member of an
Illinois regiment, and received wounds in

with his friends here.
Fred Terrill of Boston

Governor Tillman made some thrilling
day to a little band of

remarks the other

What

free silver
He

Trojans

told them

that

iu New York State.

anybody

who

said

was

in town

day and Monday visiting friends.

Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Elwell attended the
Church of God campmeeting at Maple Grove
last Sunday.
The summer visitors are fast disappearing,
and another week the Cove will very much
resemble a deserted village.
Mrs. Jennie Merryfield and son of Hope
have returned home from a very pleasant
visit to Mrs. Ellen Sheldon.
Charles Batchelder arrived
Saturday
morning from Boston on a brief visit to his
home. He returned on Monday’s boat.
Mr. Wardwell Sprague, wife and two children returned to Boston Monday from a delightful visit to their friends and relatives.

Several of the cottages are still open at
Temple Heights and the visitors are enjoying this beautiful September weather to the
best of their ability.
Mrs. Annie Batchelder has returned from
a visit to Rockland to her husband, captaiu
of sch. Helen, while his vessel was being
recalked on the railway.
Old Homestead. The Herrick
family have gathered from far and near to
At

nomi-

fools these mortals be.

$1;

six for

the past few years were the result of au
increased supply and cheaper means of

rows, the Pennsylvania Democratic Convention endorsed the Chicago free-silver

platform,

Itself

to

wide range of diseases because
power as a blood purifier. It acts
a

directly and poi itively upon the blood,
and the blood reaches every nook and
Thus all
corner of the human system.
the nerves, muscles, bones and tissues
come under the beneficent influence of

Has it been learned whether that 1,500
dollars whicli is to be paid the ex-candidate Bryan for his one
guaranteed in gold coin?

cures

of its

had in fact.

have

ton dailies—to the extent of numerous
columns.
at

tries to re-

Bryan

Of course, silver is not to blame for the
It had
in the price of wheat.

ness last week.
You may have noticed
the incidental reference to it in the Bos-

"Only 20,000

cry

his silver arguments.

change
nothing

winter crop of

ice.
Boston's

derisive

the

Obituary.

Emery Brown of Rockland spent Sunday

Is what gives Hood’s Sarsaparilla its great
popularity, its constantly increasing
sales, and enables it to accomplish its
wonderful and unequalled cures. The
combination, proportion and process
used in preparing Hood’s Sarsaparilla
are unknown to other medicines, and
make Hood’s Sarsaparilla

editorial

an

Laws.”^

greater evil is the under-observance of

has

is

wherever ex-candidate
new

high office of Mayor of Greater
The office sought the man.

wheat’’

Merit

have affect-

NEWS.

Miss Delia Hills is teachiug the school at
the Cove this fall.

the

exchange greetings at Northport. Nearly
eighty years ago Mr. Joseph Herrick secured a tract of land comprising nearly 360
situated three miles

of

west
prosperity was coming was miserably mis- acres,
Bangor
in wheat Saturday Cove, which when he took possesthat
the
boom
and
taken,
present
thousand
BritFour hundred and fifty
her fair on that day.
sion contained only one acre of cleared land.
movement was
ish guineas from Australia have been re- and the general-prosperity
In this then wilderness lie began the battle
which
but a “hot-balloon” affair,
The Bangor Commercial twits Lewiston ceived in San
of life, and by years of incessant toil the reFrancisco, in payment for nothing
In
would soon collapse into nothing.
on its
•moral show;" but we hope that
sult of his labor was rewarded by fields of
exportations of American wheat. This is
a
docs not imply that BaugOr had au imwas
the
wheat
advance
simply
another case where the Western farmer is fact,
waving grain and other crops. The trees of
moral show, and is proud of it.
But
men the forest furnished him lumber and matebeing tramped upon by the gold power of movement on the part of designing
even body knows that when it comes to
to aid Mark Hanna’s political aspirations, rial for building purposes, and in time a
Great Britain.
and anyway New Yorkers would suffer by house was built and also barns to receive
entertaining a crowd Lewiston is not in it
v. i'll Bangor.
the price of their the abundance of the harvest. Into his new
“Blessed is the country whose soldiers it, for it would increase
home he brought his bride, Miss liuth Black,
If the Governor had half an eye
bread.
for
It
and
are
to
the
The city council should compel lazy fight
willing
give
a young woman well qualified to share with
he
of
the
for
the
times,
signs
viewing
property owners to cut down the weeds best they have, the best that any man lias,
her young husband the joys and sorrows of
this
has
for
could
see
that
the
about their premises.
passed
day
their own lives, to preserve it, because
fife. Many years were spared them to enkind of talk.
This is from a Colorado paper, and is a
joy the blessings their \Tears of toil had
they love it. Such an army the United
rci: ii.dor of the new Maine law
requiring States has always commanded in all her
brought. The result of their union was a
A careful estimate of the shoitage of family of ten children and one by adoption,
t 'wns ;»i cut the bushes along the roadhistory.’" [President McKinley at Buffalo.
sole. But the law makes no provision for
food supply in Europe shows that in rye making eleven in all, who are as follows:
Mrs.
Ruth Taber of Boston; Joseph of
then removal, and the Bridgton News
It seems as though everything had turn- and potatoes the conditions are as bad
Mrs. Elizabeth Gritlin of Lineolnsays it better never have been enacted. A ed against the calamity shriekers, whether as in wheat.
Ilye is as important an Northport;
J. B. Herrick of Northport; Samuel
ville;
wheat
counhint
article
as
.sometimes better than a law.
in many European
of the free-silver or free-trade type. Their
B. of Belfast; Mrs. Thankful Gritlin of
latest misfortune comes in the way of a tries, and the same is, of course, true of
Northport; David L. IJerriek of North.seimioi Chandler, lighting for a dry
in
The
wheat,
rye,
potatoes.
shortage
recent announcement showing the indiport: Mrs. Hannah Wilson of Belfast;
dock at the Portsmouth navy yard and in
vidual deposits in the national banks of and potatoes iu Europe is now estimated Mrs. Jane Spaulding of Victoria, B. C.: Mrs.
in
to
the
one
opposition
Boston, frankly
as follows:
the country to be the largest on record.
Ruby Jameson and Mrs. Celesta Howard of
Bushels
says that he expects the support of the
Rockland. It was at the old homestead, now
Wheat. 3C 1,000,000
Maine delegation. No doubt he will be
occupied by Mr. and Mrs. David Herrick,
From the position of private soldier to
Eye. 325,000,000
Portland
or
Batli
should
disappointed.
that the 4th family reunion was held MonPotatoes..1,000,000,CCC
that of President of the United States is a
have the new dry dock; and we expect the
day, Sept. Gth. It was a most perfect day,
and
there
is
man
1,025,000,000
but
one
who
Maine delegation will look after the inter- long step,
which no doubt caused the large attendance,
a
With
of
bushels
lie was at the Buffalo
has yet made it.
shortage 1,025,000,COO
it being the largest gathering held thus far.
ests of the state when the matter comes

but

claimed

reunion the other

up.

ley.

3!on. James W. Wakefield of Bath, State
liquoi agent, reports that sales have fallen
four years ago the
business of the agency amounted to about a
hundred and fifty thousand dollars a year.
Now it sells only about sixty thousand
Three

greatly.

off

or

of this, in
his opinion, is that throughout the State
the prohibitory law is more laxly enforcworth.

dollars1

The

reason

ed. and those who drink liquor are procuring it at saloons rather than at the
agency.
There is

three cornered

fight

in progress among the stockholders of the Bed
Seal Bemedy Company, formerly of Bocka

land, latterly
Lowell, Mass., and now
practically defunct. The company is
of

said to have

S">0,(

•"

indebtedness of about

an

with assets of less than half that

While

many of the stockholders
paid the full par value, £10, for their
slock it is said that the company received

sum.

only about >1 per share for stock sold to
B-okl and parties, and a bill in equity is to
be tiled to compel full payment by stockholders wh" have not paid i a full. Charges
of mismanagement are also made. In tlie
al

nut

course

of events

litigation

will

up wliat assets remain, and there will
be farther accessions to the long list of

use

vi

vims

of

the Maine

patent

medicine

boom.

September meeting of the city
was held Monday evening, with

coun-

a full
members of
the common council present. The roll of
accounts amounted to $5,3(10.23, and included, in addition to the routine bills, the fol-

hoard of

aldermen and

seven

lowing :
-J I*. Melligan & Co., concreting

on

Main and Church streets.§
■J. F. Wilson, curbing for same.
Morrison & Cottrell, constructing
sewers.
H. P. Farrar, engineer for same_

orators are

is

now

statistician B.

Snow of

W.

Chicago,

of the ablest experts on crops in the
country, with an estimate that the corn
one

crop of the country will ire no more than
1.800.000. 000 bushels this year against
This
2.283.000. 000 bushels last year.

higher prices

means

for

corn.

And yet

silver continues to fall.
I.et’s seel the free-coinage advocates
last year promised the farmer 81.00 a
bushel for wheat if they would dilute the
currency of the country witli silver, but
admitted they did not know how much
the dollai would lie worth.
IVe know
how much it is worth— 10 cents.
Yet the
farmers have gut their dollar a bushel,
and got it in good money, too.
This
shows

the

fangled

theories without

to their

wisdom

probable

of

rejecting
a

etfect

new-

careful test as
when put

into

operation.
Those statesmen who went

couple of months ago

gold

to

find out

standard

abroad

a

why Japan

can come

home.

foreign coins. The table shows that the
Japanese silver yen, which was worth in
18SS 75.3 cents, had in 1897 fallen to 48.8
cents, while the gold yen had not changed
at all.

This tells the story and Messrs.
Mantle and Dubois may as well come
home and own up to the facts.

477.GO
194.01

Farmers may congratulate themselves
1,507 00 that the Dingley law, which protects their
109930

has gone into
finance was instructed productions thoroughly,
The recent report of the
to investigate all unsettled claims for taxes operation.
and sewer assessments prior to 189(5 and to I Bureau of .Statistics shows that the imreport at the next meeting, with such recom- portations of 12 articles of farm product
mendations as to settlement as seems ad- —wool, cottou, fibre, feathars, chicory,
visable.
cattle, oranges, preserved fruit, hides,
Tbe bill of the Belfast Water Co. for water
and
The committee

on

beans, rice,

lamity argument

of last year.

Young Man Assaults His Father.

A

there is prospect of higher
prices for corn. The Europeans are taking our corn in great quantities, and here
And

supply of Europe, the silver
thinking of revising their ca-

soldier wlio knew

Director Preston of the Mint Bureau has
told it in his table showing the values of

Government.

The
cil

to

in the food

refused admittance

carriage was
by an old
obey orders.

the camp

only

Wm. McKin-

bit ruffled either

one

a

when his
to

went to the

City

day,

And he was not

sugar—during June, 1807,

an old man nearly eighty
assaulted last Wednesday
by his son Henry of Oakland, Me. Last
winter Mrs. Saban died and since then Mr.
S. has lived alone at his home in Palermo
Mrs.
one-half mile from the town road.
Saban had two cows which has been the
poor old man’s support. Wednesday Henry
went to the place and said he had come to
drive away his mother’s cows. His father
objected and trouble ensued. Mr. Saban
was lying on the lounge and Henry struck
him several times with his fist on the side of
his head. The old man ran for the door and

Thomas Saban,

years of

age,

was

Voted to strike from the roll of accounts
bill of a citizen against whom there are
unsettled taxes.
The report of M. C. Hill, collector of taxes,
showing §31,400 collected on taxes of 1897,
was referred to the chairman of the finance
committee.
the

Adjourned.

[Xew

York Sun

(Dem.)

Silver Orator Bland has put his foot in
it again.
He has grown hot under the
collar because of the “wheat-and-silver”
talk of the anti-free-coinagists, and at-

tempts to explain that the increase in

Concerning Local Industries.

wheat

prices is simply the result of shortIn doing this, however, he

ages abroad.
P. L.

Strout fired

a

kiln

of brick Saturday.

Hutchins Bros.’ have erected a deirick at
their stone shed to facilitate the handling of
stone.

The Belfast Machine & Foundry Co. has
moved its new blacksmith shop from Front
street to Federal street.

gives away his whole argument about
silver, for the statement that wheat is

high

because of

mission that

short

cause

low prices.
That is the whole story in a
Mr. Bland.
The low prices of

nutshell,

Tlie most remarkable feature of the reunion
was the presence of every child of the
family,
all born and having passed their lives to
maturity in the old home they had come to
visit.
One of the sisters came as far as
Victoria, B. C.,to be present on this occasion.
The oldest was Mrs. Ruth Taber of Boston,
She is 76, but from appearance would not be

60, Mrs. Celesta Howard of
Rockland is 56. All are as healthy and rugged a family group as one could find in the
world, and in all probability will for some
years to come grace these reunions by their
presence. The old house was beautifully
judged

over

decorated inside with wild Mowers and

run-

Wade of Belfast. A tine collation was servThe Bath ship Susquehanna has made the
ed at one o’clock and about 75 sat down to
voyage from Honolulu to New York in 89
days, covering a course of over 14,000 miles. tables fairly trembling under their load of
She carried a cargo of 2,100 tons of raw good things.
After dinner a business meetShe reached Cape Horn in 49 days.
sugar.
was held, at which the following officers
Gales were encountered west of the Cape, ing
hut from 50 degrees south in the Pacific were elected for the ensuing year: Presiaround to 50 degrees south in the Atlantic dent, David L. Herrick, Northport; 1st vice
only ten days were consumed. Fair president, A. J.
Wilson, Belfast; 2d, vice
winds marked the run up the South Atlantic.
She was nineteen days from the Horn to the president, J. H. Montgomery, Camden;
equator, averaging 210 knots a day, and one chaplain, Ida A. Mahoney, Belfast; secredays run being 270 knots. She was twenty- tary, Lucy A. Herrick, Belfast; executive
three days coming north from the equator.
Many a tramp steamer takes longer. Yet committee, John B. Howard, Rockland,
the Susquehanna had light winds from the Thankful Griffin, Northport, Isabella
Griffin,
equator. The average daily run for the voy- Lincolnville. At the close of the
meeting
age was 100 knots. The trip is the fastest
made by ass*ling vessel from Honolulu since singing, recitations and reading were indulgthe Sovereign of the Seas did it in eighty- ed in by the young folks ami were highly
two days in the early fifties. The Sovereign
enjoyed by all. About 4 o’clock the people
of the Seas was one of the clippers turned
out by Donald
KcKay, and one of the began to depart, hands were shaken and
proudest sailers that ever hailed from Bos- farewells were taken with the fondest hones
ton.
On her record-breaking run around that all would meet
again next year. Altothe Horn she one day made 430 knots, and
gether it was a most delightful occasion.
four days averaged 398 knots.
There was no hitch in the program, as the

Sick stomach poisons the liver and then
there’s trouble. Shaker Digestive Cordial
That’s
cures stomach and then all’s well.
the case in a nutshell.
Shaker Digestive Cordial is no secret.
Formula is on every bottle. But it’s the
simple honest way it’s made, the honest
Shaker herbs and other ingredients of which
it’s composed, that makes it so efficacious.
Any real case of indigestion and biliousness can be cured with a few bottles of
Shaker Digestive Cordial. Try it.
Sold by druggists, price 10 cents to 8100
per bottle.

committee had taken pains to have every
detail complete, consequently eve rythiug
passed off harmoniously and a general

good feeling pervaded every soui, and all
went away feeling better and happier for
being present, still feeling greatly indebted
David Herrick and wife for their generous hospitality and the free and hearty manner in which they were received and entertained. Thus closed the largest gathering
yet held by this family, and one long to be
to

remembered for its manifestations of brotherly and sisterly affection and of a spirit of
friendship and love that will surely grow
stronger and more tender each year in the
hearts of those who annually meet in these

happy

Dove and Alcoholism.

reunions.

is an ad-

supply
over-production would
a

more

ning vines, presenting a delightfully cool and
pleasing appearance. As we passed through
we noticed besides those of the
family we
have named the following relatives and invited guests:
Mr. and Mrs. Beuj. Rolerson
Henry struck him with the broom stick of Stockton, Cal., Mr. Fred Taber of Bosover the head, cutting a
gash live inches ton, Mr. George ami Miss Emma Herrick
long. The old man fell near the woodpile of Nortliport, Mrs. Nancy GriMiu of
and the son jumped on him. Mr. S. got his
Rockland, Miss V. Grittin of Lincolnarm around his son’s neck, giving him a
ville; also Mr. and Mrs. Marcellus Grif- |
fast hug and with the other hand reached a Mn, Mrs. R. T. Herrick of
Nortliport, Mrs.
stick of wood and struck Henry several Nellie Farnham, Mrs. Alberta
Farnham,
on
the
three
and
head, cutting
clips
gashes
Mr. aud Mrs. Emery Corthell, Norman Reyfracturing the skull, which stunned him so nolds and Mattorn Corthell, Mr. J. A. Wilthe old man got away.
son, Leslie and Albert Miller of Belfast, Mr.
Henry went to Dr. Delaney and had his Elisha Griffin, Northport, Mrs Geo. Mawounds dressed. The old man got to Charles
honey, Belfast, Mrs. Jennie Spaulding of
Stowe’s, the nearest neighbor’s, and Dr. De- Victoria, B. C., John Howard, Mrs. Emma
was
summoned
and
his
wound
dresslaney
Adams, Rockland, Mr. and Mrs. George
ed. The old man was afraid to go home
Herrick, Percy Herrick, Mr. and Mrs. Benj.
lest Henry might return and make further
Herrick, Belfast, Mrs. Richard Bennett of
trouble, so John Stowe staid with him. Stockton
Springs, Kate, Cora, Harold
Henry and his father were both smeared aud Maud Herrick of Belfast, James
Wight
with blood.
of Northport, Mrs. Mae Herrick of PenobFred Spratt, the first selectman, on learnscot, Elijah Herrick of Islesboro, Miss
ing of the affair interviewed the parties and Myrtle Herrick of Rockland, Mr. and Mrs.
advised Henry to take himself out of town Herbert
Gray; also Cora S., Clyde M., Jusand told him he could not drive away the tine
H., George H., aud Miss Flora of Belcows.
fast, Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Sellers aud son
Henry promised that he would leave and Maurice of Northport, Mr. and Mrs. John
not trouble the cows or his father again, and
Hartshorn and Mr. and Mrs
Freeman
Thursday he took his departure.
Wentworth of Belfast, Mrs. Lydia Sleeper
Here the matter will probably drop, if of
Wisconsin, John Kimball of Belfast, Miss
Henry ketps away. Mr. Saban has another Helen Bird, Mrs. Elmyra Thompson, Miss
son Samuel, who lives at North Palermo and
Leona Miller, Mrs. Lizzie Knight, Elmer
is a likely young man. [a. g.
Driukwater and Joseph Driukwater of
Northport, Miss Sarah Ordway of Belfast,
Mrs. Wm. L. Howe of Lincolnville, John
The Susquehanna's Quick Trip.

municipal purposes, (except hydrant were more than .70
per cent, greater than
rental
§814.25 was presented and an order
in June, 1805, amounting to §23,500,000,
was passed that the same be offset against
the Water Co. in taxes, according to the against 815,400, COO the corresponding
month of last year.
contract between the city and Belfast Water
Company.
“In the coming campaign in the Greater
E M. Bean was allowed §3 00 for mainXew York, the canvass will be one of the
1 ’iiing a watering trough.
An order was passed authorizing the fiercest and most momentous in the hisMayor and finance committee to refund the tory of American politics. It will deterbonds of the city falling due in 1898 and mine whether the
great centre of Ameriamounting to §498,700, ami to place the bonds can conservatism, wealth, and
civilization,
©f the Belfast & Moosehead Lake Railroad
the second city of the world, is to be given
Co. owned by the city, in the form of a sinkover to the forces which last year
fought
ing fund to secure the payment of the new
for the destruction of the stability
bonds if they deem it proper so to do; to fix madly
the time at which the bonds shall become of the social system and of republican inDon’t think that your liver needs treating
stitutions, or is to be controlled by the if you are bilious.
due and the rate of interest thereon.
It don’t. It’s your
stomach. That is, your stomach is really
An order authorizing the purchase of a elements in the community which repIt has put
the
what
causes
biliousness.
watchman’s time record was laid on the resent its honor, enlightment, and enteryour liver out of order.
t hie.
See what’s the matter with your stomach.
prise, its intelligence and its sanity.”
for

or

The London Lancet says there is an absolute pathological identity in the symptoms
of alcoholism and the condition of one madly in love. In both cases, that high medican

autuority remarks, separation

is

a cure.

Mrs. W. H. Maffitt and daughter of Bucksport returned home yesterday from visiting
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Woodbury
of Northport.

The

Are You

street

vest Grange Hall, Waldo, Sept. 2, 1897, and
although the morning was wet one hundred
aud twenty-five were present. The States f
Connecticut, New York aud Wisconsin were
represented, also the cities of Lawrem.
Charlestown and Lynn,Mass., and the follow
ing towns in Waldo county; Waldo, Kin
Frankfort,
Brooks,
Belfast, Montvil

Thin?
Look about you!

See for

yourself! Who suffer most
from sleeplessness, nervousness,
nervous dyspepsia, neuralgia,
despondency, general weak-

the service for which Congress granted him
a special pension.
He was a ship calker by
trade and followed the occupation through
life except a few years when he was on the
night police force of this city. He married
Julia F. Smith of this city, who survives
him, with one daughter, Miss Annie. One
sister, Mrs. H. J. Locke of Belfast, and two
brothers, William and George of Portland,
remain. The funeral was held Sunday afternoon, Rev. John F. Tilton officiating. The
floral offerings were very handsome and included the following: Crescent from the
Grand Army; pillow from his wife and
daughter; cut flowers from Mr. and Mrs. H.
J. Locke, Mr. and Mrs. S. R. Locke, Miss
Mary Kuowlton, Dr. J. M. Fletcher and
daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Peter F. Welch, Mr.
and Mrs. George Innis, Mr. and Mrs. James
W. Knowlton, Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Trussed;
bouquets, Mr. and Mrs. Hopkins; wreath,
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Moody; basket, Mrs. M.
A. Frost.

Searsmout and Jackson
At 10 o’clock the
company was called to order by the Pres
dent, Isaac Mixer, and a business meeting
held for the election of officers, etc. T

ness? Who are on the edge
of nervous prostration all the
time? Those who are thin,

following officers

were elected:
Presides
vice
Blake;
presidents, Hein
Rogers, Vereua Dolliff : chaplain, W. p.
Cammett; secretary, Delia Sanborn; treasurer, W. B. Cammett: committee on ai
rangements, Esther Sheehan, Charles Suborn, Isaac Mixer: committee on program
Isaac G. Sanborn, Ruth L. Cammett, Me
M. Whitcomb.
After an hour spent in the dining ha!
Association was agaiu called to order alistened t<» the following program: M
remarks bv Sallie Blake, Matilda Liumk
Benj. Mixer, Jerry Mixer, Maria Clemen
Sanford Mixer, the surviving ehildrer

Oliver

Opium, chloral, bromides,
headache powders, only make

Iron and bitTo
be cured, and cured for good,
you need a fat-making food.
You want new blood, rich
blood; and a strong nervematters
ters are

Family Reunion.

flixer

The eighth annual reunion of the Mixer
Family Association was held at Silver Har-

worse.

only stimulants.

tonic.

SCOTT'S EMULSION of
Cod-liver Oil with Hypophosphites is all this. It feeds the
tissues, makes rich blood, and
strengthens the nerves.

George

Mary Mixer, from whom

ami

members of the association

Benjamin Libby died at his home on Bay
$1.00.
View street Sunday forenoon after ail illness
SCOTT & BOWNE, New York.
of but two weeks.
Mr. Libby was a native j
of Canaan, but went when a young man to
Dixmont, where he was employed iu a soleleather tannery, being foreman of a large es- The Maine Congregational Conference.
tablishment many years. He came to BelThe General Conference of the Congregafast about 1884, and|has been employed since
tional churches of Maine wili he held in
then in the highway department of this city.
Belfast, Sept. 21-23.. Following is the order
Although the position of Street Commissionof exercises:
er is subject to the changes of local politics,
Tl KSDAY SEPT EM B KK J1, 1 807
and several different men under different
10.00— Organization and Business. Necroladministrations have held the position, Mr.
ogy.
11.00— Conference Scrim n, Prof, Henry L.
Libby has always been the Commissioner’s
right hand man. Always faithful and indus- Chapman, D. 1 >.. Brunswick
A FTERNO*. >N.
trious his services were continued from year
2.00— Devotional
to year without regard to party, and as an
Service, Rev. H. J.
Yiualhaven.
Wells,
honest, upright man he had the respect of
2 30—Report of Corresponding Secretary,
all who knew him. In his family he was all Rev. E. M. Cousins.
that the words husband and father imply in
2.45—Report of Secretary for Sundaytheir truest sense. He was married twice. schools, Dea W. A. Robinson.
3 00—Address, “The
Prophet and the
His first wife, formerly Miss Eunice Berry Preacher," Rev. C H. Cutler,
Bangor. Disof Pittsfield, died eight years ago and his cussion.
4 0b—Addresses,
“The
Congregational
second, formerly Miss Mary A. Clark of BelChurch in Relation to Modern Thought and
iast, survives him. He le'aves four daughters Modern Methods," Rev. J. L. Quimby, Garand one son, Mrs. C. A. Mattoon and Mr. diner; Rev. E. L. Marsh, Waterville
DisWalter B. Libby of Worcester, Mass., M-s. cussion.
EVENING.
F. K. Smith of St. Paul, Minn., Mrs W. I).
7.15—Praise Service, The Moderator.
Moore of Whitman, Mass., and Mrs. G. F.
7 30— Address, “Tin* Motive of Foreign
Dauby of Elgin, 111.; also two sisters, Mrs. Missions," Rev. J. E. Barton, I). D., Sec. A
Mary A. Rollins of Detroit, Me., and Mrs. B. C. F. M.
8.15.
Address, “Jubilee Years of the A.
George H. Locke of Charlestown, Mass.
M. A. and Jubilee Responsibilities to the
Funeral services were held at his late home
Depressed Peoples in America, Rev. C .1
Tuesday noon, conducted by Rev. G G. Ryder, 1) D., Sec. A. M. A.
Winslow. The interment was iu the family
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 22, lS‘,'7.
lot in Detroit. A large number of handsome
bbo—Sunrise Prayer meeting, Rev. A. L.
and appropriate tioral offerings were pre- Chase, Eliot.
8 30—Devotional
Service, Rev. J. S.
sented by loving friends and neighbors.
Strong, Patten.
!».bb—Maine Missonary Society, Hon. GaMr. William Either died at his home in len C. Moses, President. Report of Secretary, Rev. 1). P Hatch. Report of TreasurUnity, Sept. 1st, aged 7.5 years and 8 months. er, Hon. J. L. Crosby.
Business.
AdHe was born in I'nity and spent all of his dresses.
life there, with the exception of the three
AFTERNOON.
years spent in the war of the Rebellion. He
2 00— Devotional Service, Rev. W. H. Mcwas one of the tirst to enlist when his counBride, Bristol.
2
of Committee to visit Bowtry called and remained until the close of doin30—Report
College.
the war.
He was in Libby Prison five
2 45—Report of Committee to visit Bangor
months, which so impaired his health that Seminary*.
3 00—Maine College and Educational Sohe was never well after. He was very much
ciety, Rev. J. G. Merrill, D. D., President
interested iu politics and was a firm Repub3 30—Maine Congregational Charitable Solican. He was a member of the Methodist ciety, Rev. E. B. Mason, D. D., President.
4
00—Reception and Reports of Delegates
church and constant in his attendance at
from and to Corresponding Bodies.
service. He leaves a wife and one daughter,
4 3V)—Address,
Rev. Si. I>. lvneeland,
Mrs. E. L. Wood, and two granddaughters. Sec. N. E Sabbath Protective League.
4 45—Address, “The Sea Breeze,*' Rev
The funeral services were at his home, conLawrence Phelps, Field Secretary of the
ducted by Rev. E. S. Burrill. The deceased
Boston Seaman’ Friend Society.
will be missed not only iu his family but in
EVEN I NO.
the community.
7.1")—Praise Service, The Moderator.
7 30—Address,
“Present Demands on tic1
Miuistiy and. the Churches,’- Rev. A, E.
Wedding Bells.
D.
I dinning,
D., Boston.
8.00— Address. “The Attitude of our MinStowers-French.
James
P. isters and Churches in Mutters of P.i!>i;ca!
Capt.
Stowers and Miss Josephine B. French, Criticism,” Rev. E. C M« re. D. D.. Proviboth of Saudypoint, were married Thursday, dence.
THURSDAY, SF.l’TKMB EK “.3, 1807
Sept. 2d, at 1 o’clock at the residence of Mr.
C> 30— Sunrise Prayer-meeting.
aud Mrs. Bunker on Washington street,
8 30—Devutional Servi< e.
Brewer. The ceremony was performed by
i'.(
Addresses, “The State of R.-iiguui in
Rev. B. B. Merrill, pastor of the First Con- Maine," Revs. G. P». IL-sock, Aroostook;
gregational church. Capt. aud Mrs. Stowers D. L Yale, Hancock; E. R Smith. Fru.
left on the afternoon train for a wedding 1 in; B. S. Rideout, Oxford : E. II Abbott.
d
G. Lewis
Union; A. F. Dunuells, Uii.
trip to lvineo. On their return they will re- York ; C. I). Crane, Washington. Diseimsi m.
Business.
10 30—Communion Servi-•<-.
side at Saudypoint. Both bride and groom
Closing exercises and adjournment promptare well known and they will have the best

are

descend.it,

t»y Israel

Staples and Oliver Bia»
recitation by Mae Whitcomb; song
Grace Mixer; recitation by Josephine M
remarks

Book about it free for the asking.
For sale by all druggists at 50c. and

er;

by

song

Patterson; recitation

Lou

Carrie Rogers;

dialogue by Mae Whitt
and Harry Richards; recitation by M ir.
Cook; song by Josephine Mixer: recitar
by Millie Richards; recitation by Lulu r
song, Lou Patterson: recitatu”
Gillie Whitcomb: declamation, Harr\ !
ards ; recitation by Cassie Rogers; d<
tiou by
Jimmie Kelley; recitatn ;
Florence Kelley. All went home say
shall come next year." The next r*will he held at tile same place ti
rnett:

Thursday in September,

isjts.

>

LEADS THEM ALL

"PALMERMasonic Temple, Bel!,:

►

.-

wishes of

a

host of friends.

Whjddon-Edwards. At the home of the
bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph EdI
wards, Wednesday evening, Sept. 1st,
Robert H. Whiddou and Miss Emily A. Ed- I
wards were united in marriage by Rev. Geo |
N. Howard in the presence of a large comThe parlors
pany of friends aud relatives.
were beautifully decorated with golden rod

ly

at

noon.

women’s

MISSIONARY MEETINGS, WEDNESDAY.
11.00— Twenty-fourth Semi-Annual Meeting of the Woman's Board of Missions, Mrs.
Hannah T Fenu, President.
“30—Seventeenth Anuuai Meeting of the
Woman’s Aid to the Maine Missionary Societv, Mrs. K. B. Lewis, President.

out

of Boston.

The fastest passenger steamer sailing out
of Boston runs direct to Boothbay Harbor,
With a full head of steam and her eugiues
doing their best the Lincoln will make 20
miles per hour. Since going on the route
she has run past every one of the eastern
bound boats, the Cape Ann—an 18 knot
she
Were it necessary
boat—included.
could make the round trip from Boothbay
Harbor to Boston and return between daylight and dark in the summer. [Boothbay

Register.

RADI ATOn
HOT WATER

Transfers

in Real

Estate.

Yesterday only

two
stood out and this
them
of
morning a deal was made with one
and the organization of the Barre Quarry
Company, incorporated under the laws of
Maine, with 8150,000 capital is announced.
is Alvin F. Sortwell of CamThe
leases of the property.
of the 53 quarry owners

president
bridge, Mass.

The deal gives a monopoly
the business of handling granite from the
will
be of great advantage in
quarries and
the matter of outgoing shipments. The output of the quarries is estimated at 50,000

of

tons

annually.

The County Fairs.

STE A

or

!-onv

'■

pamph’et.
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CURNEYHEATERM
u,"
163 1 ranklln Street,
B-;
Congress,

corner

ANNOUNCEMENT
Dr.W L.Wesl
liraduate and Medalist Ou!a
ar_\ College,
Wishes
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the
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\irinit.y that he has op,
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an.i

all diseases ot the ilomoru
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CAPITAL STOCK, $1 50,(Hit

$33,00!*;
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Sate

deposit boxes
new

vault is

a

UNEXCELLED

and

burglarv in the

gives

twice that

I

''

year
1

une-piaU*

and

*

>»

count r\

renting boxes
privilege of taking their
Those

SO!

tor rent at

$S
Our

"

i
an
b

v

vault.

K. II. lU IKilN. M I’

Fitting

of Glasses and Disea

Eye

e

Specialty

and Ear a
the
State fairs art- over, don't
gives quickly,” j Now the little
hours until SI a.
Office
the
shows,
that
“big,”
enjoyable
forget
urged the collector, earnestly.
where the people get together in crowds, and
From 12.30 to 3 and 7
“True,” responded Snagge, calmly, where neighbor touches elbow with neigh“but I’ve often noticed that he that gives
bor, are vet to come! There are no fairs SEAKSPORT,
slowly very frequently doesn’t have to, like the town and county exhibits. fBridg- _Telephone Connection
Bazar.
i
ton News.
give at all.” [Harper’s
“He

*>

BEST FOR ECOHOMY-EFF1CIENCY*Di^
Send f.-.r

following transfers in real estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
Mattie
for the week ending Sept. 8, 1807:
M. Merithew, Searsport, to Frank E. Whitcomb, do.; laud and buildings in Searsport.
(Dear Hills, Northport, to Simon S. Brown,
Waterville, et als., land in Northport. John
S. Smedburg, by admir, Unity, to Benj. F
Francis ButChase, do.; land in Unity.
teiiek estate, Malden, Mass., to Hayward
The

and asparagus, aud the bay window where
the couple were married was a wealth of
handsome decorations, there being many
stately palms, combined with flowering
plants, and overhead hung a bell of white
chrysanthemums. At 8.15 o’clock Mis* Josie
B. Worthen played Mendelssohn’s wedding
march, and the bride and groom, together
with the bridesmaid, Miss Jennie Whiddou
of Belfast Me., aud best man, Charles W
Edwards, took their position under the floral
bell aud Rev. Mr. Howard tied the nuptial
Harold
knot. A reception followed, Mr. and Mrs. Peirce, Frankfort, land in Frankfort.
Joseph Edwards aud Wm. Whiddou, father E. Miller et als, Searsmont, to Emma E.
of the groom, being the receiving party, the
Small, Belfast; land in Belfast. Alice J.
mother of the groom being unaole to be
Mass., to Mary C. Ames,
present, owing to a slight illness. There Fletcher, Peabody,
were about 75 relatives and friends of the
Lincolnville; land and buildings in LincoinCaterers Dill ville. Moses
young couple present, aud
Kenney, Searsmont, to John
served one of their best spreads, which was
land and buildings in Searsthroughly enjoyed by all. The ushers were F. Hall, do.;
Joseph S. Edwards, John H. Edwards, inont. Emily A. Farrow, Islesboro, to Lizzie
Ernest Tyzzer of Wakefield aud C. A. Page, A.
Coombs, do.; land and buildings in IslesJr., of Melrose. The bride was a picture of
A. harloveliness in a beautiful dress of white or- boro. Lizzie A. Coombs to Emily
gandie over white silk trimmed with lace and row, laud and buildings in Islesboro. Mary
white ribbons, and carried sweet peas. The J.
Pendleton, Islesboro, to Roderick N. Penbridesmaid was attired in yellow silk, trimdleton, do.; land in Islesboro. Levi S. Ellis,
When
med with lace and Dresden ribbons.
Mr. aud Mrs. Whiddou departed at 10 15, Stockton Springs, to Joseph S. Collins. Jathey were literally covered with a shower of maica Plain,Mass.; land in Stockton Springs.
rice, and the escape was made more difficult
to Fred F. Perfrom the fact that the hack doors were tied. Frank H. French, Boston,
r.canl
TlinrAilai imvh
kins, Stockton Sgrings; land in Stockton
evidence of the liberal quantity of rice used.
Springs.
They will be absent for three weeks and on
their return will reside in Melrose. The
handsome decorations were in charge of
The Barre Granite Quarries.
Mrs. Orsborne Emerson, Mrs. Susie Smith
and Miss Ella M. Edwards. A uephew of
Barke, Vt., Sept. 2. A syndicate lias sethe bride’s pareuts, a pastor of a church in
cured control of the Barre granite quarries
St Louis, was present as one of the special
will begin operating them under one
and
guests of the evening. The presents were a management Sept. 15. The project has been
dazzling sight of silverware and beautiful in process of formation since the fail of 1*05.
tokens of the esteem in which the couple are
After working a year the syndicate plan of
held.
[Melrose, Mass., Reporter Sept. 4th. purchase gave way to the idea of securing
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nil

Wednesday.

Court

and their wives

veterans

/eu

the Maine Central

on

_;ns

The regular meetings of Thos H. Marshall
Post will begin this, Thursday, evening.

will be held next Tuesday;

irt

C

BELFAST.

OF

excur-

-day.

been

The Churches.

day evening. All

The Union Veterans Union will meet Monare requested to be present.

Miss Nellie Ferrill of Boston
recently visited Mrs. L. A. Brown of this

Fred Jackson will lead the Christian Endeavor meeting at the Baptist Church next

Orrin W. Sims of Hallowell, D. D. G. M.
W., will officially visit Enterprise Lodge, A.
O. U. W., this, Thursday, evening.

Arthur Johnson and Fred E. Smith
of
were guests, the
past week,
of Mrs. L. A. Hatch.

Sunday evening.
dially invited.

city.

Dedham, Mass.,

The dance at Silver Harvest Grange,
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin
Hervey left yesterWaldo, has been postponed from Sept. 14t\i day to visit friend? in
Newburyport, Boston
to Sept. 21st, on account of the Monroe fair.
ami other places.
-r W. C. T. U. will elect officers
Dr. E. A. and Ned Wilson caught a string
Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Mansfield
A of
leave toa r meeting this afternoon.
twenty black bass and five white perch of
day, Thursday, for New York to buy fall
time is desired.
extra good size on a recent visit to Quantaand
novelties.
goods
Knox Veteran Association will

g-.ilar meeting at Washington
i, Sept. 15th, if pleasant; if not,
day. Come one aud all. f Abbie
Sec.

is,

w'ool aud

ton and

quarBelfast by the

Monday was Labor Day but the day was
not publicly observed. The banks and the

last week. The wool was
line of the railroad for the
Co. of Camden.

county offices in the Court House were
closed but city business ran along as usual.

The mail on the Boston &
amers was discontinued for the
'th. The time of arrivals and dethe Centre Lincolnville mail has
d.
It now leaves Centre Lin-

tle River and the North Shore, Northport, a
black, crocheted cape. The finder will be
rewarded on leaving it at the Brooks House,

of

s

were

shipped

a

from

a

oners

tht'
en

aud arrives in Belfast
leaves Belfast at 2 JO p. m. arrives
Liucolnville at 5.JO.

o

>

10

in

a.

of absentmindedness ocng
A man who
as city last week.
(•steel in machinery in general,
\>r seen a windmill in operation
ghbormg office watehiug Hutchcase

ndmill, and after some enquiries
windmill is
The ab-.team power—isn’t it?”
ide proposition daw ned on him
■1 lie enjoyed the laugh with the
“l

ier
nt

suppose

that

Lilac of the U. S. Lighthouse
was in Belfast harbor last FriShe is doing her own regular
and beacons aud at the same

’i.
s

supplying oil to
which was interrupted by

ng the work of
Hen,

to the steamer

-aster

Armeria.

arbor she replaced nun buoy No.
Steele ledge beacon, with a new
tod spar buoy No. 4. N. N. W.
She left Saturday morning
ward.
n

at

the

-try last

the

oc-

an

to

the

ivabie social

g

held

was

Friday evening,
informal reception

F. Tilton, and Ins bride,
transformed into a veritable
t tasteful arrangement of everth overs, draperies, portieres,
This was the work of
miiiire.
!o.i'li and a committee from the
John
as

T. S. C. E.

V

There

large

was a

friends from other
led to pay thier respects to the
:s bride.
After a season of soice cream and
cake were
•at
and many

a

very

pleasant

evening

was

Lost, about three weeks

still in the bay.

One

after-

were taken in the weir
Vinalbaven. Last Thurszie Maud brought to Portland
f fresh mackerel.
Capt. 13. H.
,d his crew stocked about Si,Odd
They caught the fish off Ma*
Some of the mackerel
■bo-day.
large. One weighed four pounds
20 inches in
carter and measured

a.-.-k
A

vi

rev at

between Lit-

Belfast.
The Belfast Band had

Monday evening’s rehearsal, to which friends of
the members were invited. Refreshments
and an enjoyable evening
were served
a

reception

at

spent.
The Monroe fair comes off next week—
Sept. 14, 15 and lb. The horses entered for
the races include all the local trotters of
note, anti Belfast is largely represented.
Those who were disappointed at the big
State fairs will no doubt, as usual, get their
moneys worth at Monroe.
About 30 neighbors gathered at the residence of Capt. R. D. Cummings in Prospect
last Thursday evening, to witness the opening of a night blooming cereus, when at 0.30

The steamer Castine will make an excurto-day from Belfast to Bar Harbor,

sion

at Searsport,
Islesboro, North
Isle and Sedgwick. She will leave
Belfast at 7.30 a. m. and Bar Harbor on the
The fare for the round trip is
return at 4

touching
Deer

50 cents.

i.

List of unclaimed letters remaining in the
Belfast post office for the week ending Sept.
4, 1 s*.>7 : Ladies—Mrs. Hattie Faulknliam ;
Dora Mersire; Miss Mabel Thorndike. Gentlemen— Mr. Horae e Bragdon ; Mr. Theodore
Dillingham; Mr. L. S. Dyer or Hyer; W. H.
Fanuam: M. Alexander McPherson; Niel
Bros.
Attention

is called to the advertisement of

Gray's Portland Business College to be
Knmd in this issue. This college is thorough
and reliable and all those wishing a complete business or shorthand course can do no
better than to attend this school. The students have office practice from the start,
their

are

taught

to do

by doing.

Send for

free catalogue.

The Crops. The bulletin issued by the
Maine Board of Agriculture for September,
contains tbe following summary of reports
from Waldo county
Amount of hay crop, 102 per cent.
Condition of fruit, 30 per cent. Condition of
Condition of corn
potato crop, 35 per cent
rop, sweet, 50 per cent; yellow, 08 percent.
Twenty-four per cent, of the grain will be
fed uuthreshed. Potatoes rusting and rotting badly, a large per cent, of the crop de<

_

several lengths of piling. She
of steamer Silver Star ami
tow east off the tide set the
u the wharf, head on.
Luckily

t"w

1
■f

of

the

wharf

piles with

a

simply a
cap-piece and no
was

above noted,
was uninjured..
.Sell. Susan N.
trr.ved Sept. 4th from Perth Amii for the F. G. White Co_
Moseley arrived Sunday from
oau stone from Oak Hill for New
Banner went through the
rsday. loaded wood at Citypoint
-ml. and came down Saturday....
Adalbert Ames sailed Saturday
rk with ice from the Belfast Ice
--

done

except

as

Mitchell is spending a few weeks in Massachusetts. visiting relatives and friends_
Mrs. Rebecca Woods of Dorchester, Mass.,
is visiting her daughter, Mrs. C. A. Hopkins.
Chat.
John A. Logan has bought his
father’s interest in the teaming business of
T. P. Logan & Son.
The ice business of the
firm remains as before.... About 2,COO tons
of ice remain in the houses of the Belfast
Ice Co. for shipment.. ..Oramel Murray assumed control of the Pittsfield post office

Tuesday evening, Aug. 31st.... Oysters “r”
ripe-Porgies are still abundant in the
bay-Two young men took a hath off the
stern of Webster's yacht Sunday, but they
were fully dressed.About 50 wheelmen
and women from this city visited Maple
Grove Camp-meeting Sunday_E. R. ConNotes. The Castine made three ner
shipped a large quantity of wool skins
>
to the Bangor fair last week,
by steamer Penobscot to Boston Monday_
from Brooklin and ports in EggeIt is expected that Rev. Moses Hull of
!>ach; Wednesday from Islesboro,
Stonekam, Mass., will deliver a series of ten
and Brooksville; Thursday from
! lectures in this city in the near future_No
Searsport and the river ports. Fri- fair will be held in
Prospect this year, rebrought a party from Dark Harbor
ports a correspondent of the Kennebec Jourand
ist,
Tuesday and Wednesday, nal-F. G. Mixer has
put in at his store a
"k, was engaged in moving summer
peanut roaster of the latest improved make.
from Dark

Harbor to take the oars
ami-The Maine Central steamer
hauled off her route Sept. 2nd and
r the steamers Sebenoa and
Sappho
her work. The Sappho will in the
onnect with train No. 7<> and the
•i with train No. 127,
reversing the
irrangemeuts. There is talk of ruuSappho between Mt. Desert Ferry

>•

Wedding Anniversary. A large party
assembled at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Carter at Poor’s Mills Monday evening to
celebrate the fifth anniversary of the marriage of that worthy couple. Oue hundred

seventy-four guests were present. A
picnic supper was served, and the evening
was pleasantly spent with music,
games,
etc. The following greeting was given by
and

hiasport during the winter. This Miss Ella
Alwilda Wentworth:
i*' a
great convenience to people in
lUtu.ijj,
V3 ua\C grtliUClCU
IW
UCIB
■>rn part of the State_The west
'night a goodly company to commemorate
ule of travel still keeps up ou the the fifth anniversary of your marriage. Five
A: Bangor steamers. The Rockland years ago on a beautiful autumn day you
took upon yourselves the holy vows that
'rum 50 to GO daily from Castiue and
bound you each to the other until parted
mts along the reach.
Tuesday 40 by the white winged angel of death. The
years that have passed so swiftly away have
:-rs got on board at Castiue.
only served to bind your hearts more closeI.. in Belfast. The John L. Sullily together, and to-night you can but feel to
uleville Company began its season thank the great Giver of all good that you
have been spared to each other, to comfort
Belfast Opera House Wednesday
one another in time of trouble and to
rejoice
It was a variety show
g, Sept. 1st.
in the other’s joys.
You are now in the
radiant summer of life, when the bloom and
me very good specialties,
including
fragrance of its fairest flowers are yours,
ng by Mile. Oceana, club swinging and the
pleasant memory of these first bliss■mody, dancing, singing and musical ful years of your wedded life will serve to
I'ieities. The ex-champion was intro- make only more sweet and beautiful the
tender glory of life’s autumn. May the fair
the audience iu the first part and
little bud of promise that is daily unfolding
eived with applause. At the close its petals in the light and sunshine of
your
home
live to become the stay and comfort of
Wldte did some lively bag punching
mature years.
no
storm
of
your
clouds
•\
May
i.rnan, followed by a brief bout with
adversity ever arise upon the calm horizon
White, Sullivan’s boxiug partner. of your lives; and may all your future years
Sullivan and White put on the gloves be bright with love, happiness and prosperity. And when this pleasant earthly life is
'•ree rounds, conducted under the rules
ended may we all meet again, an unbroken
ring.
Although Sullivan showed company in the beautiful city of God.
•lerable agility for a man weighing 289 Like
pearls from a thread of gold,
s it is evident that his
The years have glided away ;
fighting days
Until live have vanished like morning mist,
v«r and that he must be content with
Since the dawn of your bridal day.
tle of ex-champion. The Waterville
That
beautiful sunlit day,
*ays of Sullivan’s appearance in that
When you vowed before God and man,
To be true to each other whatever betide,
And your wedded life began.
i»ly required one glance at the famous
:,rs middle section to convince the
opthat Bub Fitzsimmons or any other Five years with their song and bloom ;
Five years with their hopes and fears;
■ass pugilist need have no fear lest
One in heart you have traveled the pathan should some time wrest
away from
nors won.
way of life,
Sullivan’s face, strange
Shared together your joys and tears.
shows no marks of the many battles
meb he has been engaged save the
May the years of the future bring
of the knock out blows that John
You naught but the purest joy;
"rn has dealt him.
These are iudel- The richest
blessings that life can give,
»f his ability as an actor it is sufficient
And treasures without alloy.
-ay that had he
always relied upon his
uic talents instead of his good right
And with loving and faithful hearts,
:i
to win him fame the title of
champion
May you pass on your peaceful way;
: the
name of
Sullivan would have re- ’Till the light of a radiant morning'breaks,
oiled strangers for ever.
On your “Golden wedding’’ day.
<

Forty-one students are in attendance at
the Bangor Theological Seminary, 12 of
whom are new comers, while 14 are expect
ed to graduate in May. Only a few of the

A party of the frieuds of Miss
Julia Cook
called on her at her father’s residence Monday to tender her a farewell surprise party
before she returned to work in Boston. The
weather being warm the evening was
spent
out of doors and was made
enjoyable in the

students

are

from the States, most of them
or from the British

coming from England
provinces.
Icecream

The liquor cases against Andrew
Emmons,
which were begun last week in the Police
Court and continued, were heard
Tuesday.
On the search and seizure case he was acquitted. On the common sellor case an important witness for the State was absent and
the ease was again continued, to next Mon-

twelve; young people’s devotional meeting
at 6.15. Topic,
We Know in Part.” Teacher’s meeting with the pastor Friday evening
at

7.30.

Meetings will be held in the Peoples’ Mission, 58 High street, every evening except
Monday and Friday evenings, at 7 o’clock;
also on Sunday at 2.30 and 7 p. m. Sunday
school at 1 p. m. These meetings are conducted by Mrs. M. C. Clapp of Boston, and

day.
"A Breezy Time.” Those who have seen
“A Breezy Time,” which will appear at the
Belfast Opera House to-morrow, Friday,
evening, says that it is the funniest farce
comedy by all odds that has been sent out
tliis season. It was funny enough last season, but since then it lias been revised aud a
number of uew attractions have been added

are

undenominational.

J he

All

are

welcome.

the North church uext
follows: Preaching at
10.45 a. in. with sermon by the pastor, Rev.
George S. Mills. Sunday school at 12 in.:
C. E. meeting at 6.15 p. m; topic, Bible directions for practical life. Epli. 6:1-9; at 7.15
p. m. Rev. George S. Mills will lecture in
the vestry.
services

comedian who is noted for his comicality
well as for his three hundred pounds
avoirdupois, says that he has the “part of
his life” in the present production. Music,
the latest songs and dances, abound in the
a

as

as

Boomerang Joke. A practical joker
in this city recently attempted a little fun

The following music will be given at the
Baptist church next Sunday: Morning—
Hymn Anthem, Callest Thou Thus, O Master, Macy; duett, In the cross of Christ I
glory, Mrs. Howes and Mrs. Pitcher. Evening—Selection, chorus; trio. Be thou exalt-

with

ed, Sudds.

performance.

neighbors, but he is uncertain
just who was the victim of the
joke. His plan was to swap the pigs iu the
pens of two of his neighbors, but when one
pig had been transferred someone interrupted him and he was obliged to leave the job
half done. The next morning one neighbor
l found an extra porker in his peu and the
[ other was one pig short, but the latter found
iu the pen the joker’s stop-watch. He advertised by posting written notices, telling
that the watch had been found in his pig
en and that the owner could have it by
! proving property. The joker surreptitiously
returned the pig, hut does not dare to claim
the watch, fearing he may he arrested for
stealing the pig if he does.
now

some

as

The services at the Methodist Episcopal
church Sunday, Sept. 12th, will be as follows:
M< uning sermon by the pastor, theme, Vandalism ; Sunday school at 12 m.; Junior

to

League at, 4.30 p. in.; Epworth League at
6.15; leader, Mrs. Winslow; topic, Christ’s
Early Disciples. 1 Cor. 1, 26 2S, Gal. 2-9.
Prayer meeting Tuesday evening at 7.30.
Class meeting Thursday evening.
In a letter to The IChristian Mirror Rev.
George S. Miils gives some particulars of
| the coming Congregational conference. The
opening session is Tuesday morning and the
| Conference closes promptly Thursday noon.
for entertainment should be
| Applications
made to Mr. H. M. Prentiss, Belfast, chairNew Advertisements. Only OS cents for man of the committee on hospitality, not
men’s good style, good wearing lace or Con- later than Sept. 14. The program is publishgress boots; and ladies gen line kid lace or ed m another column. Inclosing Mr. Mills

button boots at the

price at W. T. Col-

same

says:
church iu Belfast waits with eager
anticipation the coming of our guests. We
look for a rich blessing to our own religious
life and work. Waldo County, too, needs the
enthusiasm ami uplift which a conference of
Congregational churches is sure to impart.
We would assure ail who come the warmest
welcome to our homes and hearts. May our
The

burns, MeClintock block, High street_
Carle & Jones have school supplies at very
low prices. The schools begin Monday. Now
is the time to get your supplies.... B. C.
Dinsmore, J.H Main street has something to
say to parents this week. It relates to Shield

meeting together strengthen our fellowship,
quicken and enlarge our devotion to the
Lord Christ, and make mightily for the
building up of Congregationalism and the
Kingdom in our beloved State of Maine.
two unfurnished connected rooms oil the To this end we shall pray earnestly from
now till our gathering.
first floor to rent. They have all the modA very pleasing concert was given at the
ern improvements and one room is fitted-for !
a kitchen-See notice of the F. G. White j Baptist church last Sunday
evening. The
Co. to the farmers of Waldo county iu rela I room was very prettily decorated and there
tion to preparing hay for market... .See j was a large attendance. The program was
on High street, now occupied by the American Express Company,
is to let. Apply to Joseph Williamson....
Mrs. Francis Whitmore, 20 Spring street,has

shoes....The store

advt. of the new firm uf Chase & I>oak. The
business change is referred to in an article
elsewhere... .See notice of M. C Hill, tax
collector.

j
|
j

carried out in a manner which retiected
credit both on the participants and their instructor, Mrs. M. W. Rich. Following is the
program:

Organ voluntary

The
The

Streets and Sewers.

and
Grove streets has been completed and the
streets restored to their normal
condiThe extension began on Church
tion.
of Pearl, extendcorner
street at the
extension

sewer

on

Church

ed down Church to Grove and up Grove
Manholes were put in at the
to Congress.
of Congress, Cedar, Court and
corners
Church streets, aud Y’s at all the corners
and at every houselot for future connections.
Twenty residents along the line will be
connected this fall.
on
Main
new concrete sidewalks
between Church and High streets,
aud on Church street fit)in Chase’s corner
to the Journal block, are completed. They
have substantial granite curbing and the
gutters will be paved with square blocks in
place of the cobble stones formerly used.

The

street

The street is greatly improved both iu appearance aud for use. In laying the new
sidewalk the stone post which formerly
stood on the corner of Main aud High
streets was removed, and has been utilized
as part of the wall of the culvert under

High

street at

the

same

point.

Chorus
Music,
Recitation, Summer Time, Leonie Condon
Pastor
Scripture reading and prayer,
Welcome. O Summer Queen,
Solo by Mrs. Howes, and chorus
Little Acts of Kindness,
Helen Patterson, Helen Bawsel, Erma
Farrar, Earl Braley, Harold Condon
Recitation, Voices from the Summer Laud,
Belle Mayo
Music,
Sunday School and chorus
Recitation, Listen,
Marjorie Coombs
Bird Voices,
Mertie Nash, Belle Mayo, Ella Smalley,
Ethel Hutchins
Music,
Sunday School
A Voice of Thanksgiving,
Eunice Wagner
Song, Jesus' Little Children,
Primary Class.
Recitation, Children’s Voices,
Della Wilbaud, Gladys Pitcher, Bertha
Wood, Eunice Wagner
Mrs. Pitcher
Solo, If I Were a Voice,
Recitation, Pansy Voices, Della Knowlton
Chorus
Music, Wonderful Love,
Voices of Nature,
Flora Rich, Ethel Hutchins, Clara Marsh,
Della Knowlton, Leonie Condon, Sadie

Seavey

Recitation, Seed Time,
Nature’s Song of Praise,

Coronation,

Beuediction,

Lottie Braley
School and chorus
Audience
Pastor

A Change in Belfast’s

is made it will be found that
and better work has been done with
the lesser appropriation. Among what may
he called permanent improvements are the
sidewalk on the hill leading to the steamboat wbarf, the concrete walks on Main
street,and the removal of the ledge on Front
more

street. Culverts that had long been clogged,
causing overflows every rain storm, have
been cleaned or rebuilt, gutters made to
answer the purpose foi which they were intended, and many rods of new wooden sidewalk

laid.

Morrison & Cottrell have contracted, on
the terms of their original contract, for a
further extension of the sewer system, from
Grove to Park on Congress street, a distance
of 415 feet. This is done at the request of
residents who wish to have sewer connection
and

will

dispose

of

some

objectionable

this section is completed
nearly 2,500 feet of sewer will have been laid
this year at a cost of $100 within the appropriation. The work has been well and faithdrains.

When

fully done by the local contractors, under
the supervision of H. P. Farrow, C. E., and

they would be glad to continue at the same
price. While the price was satisfactory to
them it was no less so to the city. It was
not only within the estimates, but the work
included a section on Church street through
solid ledge, which had been avoided heretofore, although an important part of the
The building of 2,500 feet of
sewer system.
sewer this year is not only a benefit to residents aloug the line, but to the city as a
whole, and the fact that the work has been
done, and the manner in which it has been
done, are alike matter for congratulation.

Firm.

a name

which

connected with the jewelry business on tlie same lot for more than 70 years.
The business was established in March,
1826, by Timothy Chase, of whom his sou
Hiram learned the trade in 1884-7. The business was transferred to Hiram Chase Jan. 1,
1844
Fred T. Chase, son of Hiram, learned
the trade from 1875 to 1878, and was taken
into partnership in 1878, the style of tlie tier
lirm being Hiram Chase & Son. Yesterday,
Sept. 8, 1897, George R. Doak bought the interest of tlie senior member and the name was
changed to Chase & Doak. Mr. Doak is a native of Belfast. He learned the trade of Hiram
Chase from 1872 to 1875, and established himself in Viualhaven in the last named year
Hiram Chase lias worked at the watch bench
63 years and has been in business for himself 54 years.
He is the oldest merchant
in the
city, both in years and time
of being
in business, and the house is
one of the oldest in that line in New England. Fred T. Chase of tlie new firm represents the third generation of that name doing business on the same spot. The many
friends of the retiring member congratulate
him on his successful and honorable career,
and wish for him many years of well earned
has been

rest, while for the new firm all predict a
highly successful future, as both members
are young men of skill in their vocation and
have a host of friends.
Gorton’s Minstrels arrived yesterday afnoon by steamer Silver Star and gave a concert on the square at 3.80 o’clock.
They exhibited in Belfast Opera House in the even-

ing.
George Priest and.wife of Bostou
ing friends in Belfast.

3

visit-

"

well known citizens, Mr. H. Hayes, photographer,
of 25 Main street, says: “I thoroughly believe in
Doan’s Kidney Pills as a kidney remedy. There
is nothing like experience to teach a man. I had
most

distressing pain just

my back. It hurt to
bend or sit in a bent
wanted to

the small of

stoop over the camera or to
position at work. I naturally

get rid of it and after reading

notices that I
Doan’s

across

Kidney

•

“
,.

CARLE & JONES.

They cure all kidney complaints.
This is their mission and they fulfill it.
This is how they fulfilled it with one of Bangor’s

some

in the newspapers selected
Pills and procured a box. Before
saw

I used them very long all the trouble disappeared.
They acted upon ray kidneys right away. To me
is was an agreeable change, which any one who
has experienced backache can appreciate. I have
not the slightest hesitancy in strongly advising

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK.
Deposits Solicited
L

A.

KNOWLTON, Pretident.

INDIVIDUAL
DEPOSITS:

FRANK R. WIGGIN, Cashier.

28, 1894.
*39,353.09
July 11, 1895.

July 24, 1894.
859,180.29
Dec.13, 1895.

*123,685.58

*190,838.17.

Peb.

Dec. 1894.
March .1, 1895.
*79,480.59
*8.3,978,53 i
Julyll, 1899.
17
*172,093.18
y

others to

give Doan’s Kidney Pills a fair trial.”
Doan’s Kidney Pills are sold for 60 cents per
box, for sale by all dealers; sent by mail on receipt of price by Fostcr-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N.
Y., sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name, DOAN’S, and take no sub-

arc

stitute.

Of'that

Waldo

County

Exhibits at

Bangor included

at

studies in still life
and ten ’water colors by H. L. Woodcock of Belfast. Miss Ethel C. Pfaff, ama“
tear, Bangor, exhibited “The Narrows,”
Islesboro, water color, original; Mirror Cove,
Islesboro, water color, original; Hardwood

Point, Islesboro,

five

water

color, original.

stock premiums awarded Waldo
county fared well:
Polled Aberdeens—Herd -E.
C.
Pike,
Searsport, one herd, 1st. C. H. Pike, Searsport, one herd, 2d, Bulls, 3 years and over—
E. C. Pike, 1st; C. II Pike, 2d.
Cows, 4
years—C. H. Pike, 1st and 2 1. Cows, 3 years
—C. H. Pike, 1st; E. C. Pike, 2d. Cows, 2
years—C. H. Pike, 1st E. C. Pike, 2.1. Bull
calf, (> months—C. H. Pike, 1st. Calves—C.
H. Pike, 1st. Cow, 1 year —E. C. Pike, 1st.
Bull, 1 year—E. C. Pike, 1st.
A. G. C. Jerseys-—Herd—N, L. Littlefield,
Prospect, 1st; John F Buker, Prospect, 2 1.
Bull, 3 years and < ver—N. L. Littlefield, 1st.
Bull, 2 years—John F. Buker, Bowd en, 1st
and 2 l. Cows, 4 years and over—J;Jm F.
1 ; N. L
Buker, 1st and
Littlefield, 3d.
Cows, 3 years—John F Buker, 1st. Cows,
In

from our sw or restatements
Currency, Washington, on the above\dates.
are

taken

1^anilINTEREST
J
mnnri

In trotting stock stallions, L. E Preutiss,
Troy, took first premium with Hartn.out, 2 years okl, and J. H. Thayer, Winterport, took second premium with Tramp, 3
East

years old.
Mrs. L.

SSSitWacJJSnty

B.

Ferguson, Belfast, took

first

exhibit of Delft work ;
ami Mrs. J G. Damon of Belfast was awarded premiums as follows: Specimen of Bratenburg lace, 1st and 3d; lace collar, bandmade, 1st; handmade lace handkerchiefs,
her

1st.

Yachts

and

Boats.

Webster’s little cat boat Nellie is in aluse.
Last week she made a
trip to Dark Harbor and return.
most constant

Commodore J. A. Clough of the Lynn,
Mass., Yacht Club was one of the judges at
the annual open regatta of the L. Y. C.,
which took place Labor Day.
The schooner yacht Brynlys, W. H. Clifford of Portland owner, was iu port last
Thursday night. Mr. Clifford, two sons and

daughters

wore on

board, cruising east-

ward.
S. B. Holt dismasted his cat-boat Inca
last Friday. He was sailing about tlie harbor with a party of young men on board and
was carrying all the sail she would stand,
as

Capt

M. Little of Salem, who spends the summers at North Haven,offered prizes for a race
between native boats and it came off iu the
Thoroughfare Sept. Gth. The course for the
first-class boats was from a line opposite the
clubhouse to and around the bell buoy at
the entrance to the Thoroughfare and back
to point of starting; and the second class
boats from same place to and around the
Sugar Loaves and back to clubhouse again.
Dr. Weld’s steam yacht Adelita acted as
stake boat.
The Juanita, Capt. W. O.

Brown, won in the rirst-class, and tho Rita,
Capt. A. Gillis, in the second class. The
Rita was built by L. A. Coombs of Vinalwas

at

this port last

A Colorado Corn

season.

Roast.

Loveland, Colorado, was to hold its third
annual corn roast Sept. 6th, Labor Day, and
the affair has a certain local interest as this
was the idea of a Belfast boy, F. W. Angier,
traveling passenger agent of the Union Pacific Railway, and the Loveland Reporter
“pushed it for all it was worth.” Of the
celebration this year the Reporter says:
Everyone feels happy at the efforts of the
year; and Nature lias so kindly aided every
thrifty farmer that he feels in high state.
There have been

no

be

while the air is laden with the
mellow breezes of success and happiness;
let us show the myriads who may visit us
that ours is a grand and bountiful section of
Colorado.
Girl’s Business

CAMERAS

and PHOTO.

smiling countenance and a disposition to
work thirty-six hours in twenty-four, and
you begin to approach the standard of Miss
Hopkius. She is a favorite with exhibitors

because of the care which she bestows on
the arrangement of each individual exhibit
to its best advantage, and with the management for her faithfulness in all matters.
Miss Hopkins had, this year, three young
lady assistants, and even then the full corps

kept busy.”

D. W. Mansfield returned Monday from
week’s visit in Bangor.

a

fra.

MATERIAL.

We give our PERSONAL ATTENTION to the scientific
of SPECTACLES and
repairing of FINE WATCHES.
PRICES

ALWAYS

CHASE

I iIJ,

cfc

fitting

LOH F>T

DOAK.

To the Farmers
Of Waldo

County.

is fast approaching when the hay crop
of 1897 will he put upon the market for sale. R
ports from a section of the country show the
largest crop of hay raised in many years, especialtune

ly through the middle and western States; -n view
essentially necessary m order
to secure the highest prices for our product in the
various markets of thejcountry. that the preparation of the crop shall equal that of any other portion of the country.
This result can only he
obtained by using Dederick’s upright or an Ox
press. It seems at present as though the larger
part of our surplus hay must find a market on the
of these facts it is

cattle steamers, where space is
sity, ami hay put up in the old

an

absolute

Something
Interesting10 Parents

neces-

style lever presses

be used for this purpose when a better
pressed article can be obtained, and even then
must be sold at a discount. It is of vital importance, especially in this yeai of low prices, that the
will

not

farmers co-operate with the dealers and prefers
in this matter and raise the standard of our hay.
Don’t

WEEK wew.mJd

THIS

tieular attention

the old lever presses but have the best
highest prices, which can onl\ e
producing a perfectly pressed bale of hay

use

r

call v.mr p*
‘-SHIELD" dmes

oar

for children. Everym-dy wlm
pi ri* nee ii
j
done by
it l- very difficult to uet eld: Iren's
I he Declerick presses in tins section arc opera:- j wear
well ami si ill not he eiuia-v ami m
ed by Freeman Ellis & Son. S<>. Brooks: Charles
j t>> the font. The makers of the shield
Edward
Belmont,
and
K.
Greer.
Barnes, Waldo;

ha*l

ha-

ex-

and obtain the

B.

Gree’ey.

Swanville.

Coimnunicarions to any
F. G. Wlbte, Belfast, will

of the above

parties, or
prompt attention.

receive

dress shoes

ix. WHITE.

F.

Opera House,

bat

Mil HT,

10.

<onL

our

hem

the

m

specialty is

m

"'

a

table
..dz-

si

Turkman,
ak-Km the

hi

a

ia

an" ami

the

mer.-.'

•••

toes,

<h— uhe

are
•■at-

.-t the urditi .*>
hi1.:
time your child
i- a p.-j
try our “Shield" shoes ami we are -.f.-m-:
y ou will he customers t< >r them ia t he fat a re
Xo-.'-> rr.-rif fihoe ho-- .'/<•
iinin'j of ft*‘-it shru\
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:
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ha-

made from the celebrated
wear
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we

button and la<.

j
Bcllast

that will

•<--

ship with enexet-i’-o wearlm: qualities,.:
ing the price with;a iu* rea> h dew wi.e

2m3(>

pairs

next

..

>

.•

<

FITZ & WEBSTER

ei

>

p.rir.

B. C.

IN

“A BREEZY TIME,"

ry

DINSMORE,

33 Main Strent,

Belfast, Me.

SURPRIZE,

A MUSICAL COMEDY
TUNED UP TO DATE.

Everything

New

Novel and
C—‘'The
C—“The
C—“The
C—“The
C~“Our

A Grand Cake \N alk.

Latest

Prices
Seats

Original.

Dago Serenade.”
Tennis Quintette.”
3-Legged Sailor.”
Bicycle Swells.”

on

sale

35, 50
at

and

75 cents.

City Drug Store.

A. A. HOWES &

CO.,

Sole An*i‘iits«
h
estate for 1897 are now due and immediate payA discount of two per cent,
ment is requested.
will l>e allowed on all taxes paid before Jan. 1,
1898. I shall be in my office in Meinoriai building
from 8.30 to 11.30 a.m daily, until further utiee.

M C. HILL

Tax Collector.

lit

and old Garments

Belfast. Sept. 8, 1897.—tl'30

or

AT

made

over

on

practical f urrier
years'
experience.
By

THOMPSON & FOSTER'S,

TO LET.

good

as new.

H. G. BARKER,
Gardiner, Maine.

Offices for Rent.

occuCom-

JOSEPH WILLIAMSON.
Belfast, Sept. 8, 1897.-36tf

TO LET.
At 26

Spring street two unfurnished connected
rooms on the first floor, suitable for kitchen and
parlor, with all modern improvements. Apply to
MRS. FRANCIS WHITMORE.

Belfast, Sept. 8. 1897.—2w36*

as

satisfactory.

Correspondence solicited.
3in3i>

on High street, now
pied by the American Express
pany. Apply to

redyed to look

All work warranted

58 Churoh St., Belfast, Me.

The store

a

with nineteen

Garments

sewing machines by

at

2w35

repaired
sty le

to latest

SEAL and SAULE

ONCE.

Experienced operators
power

2

FURS Made to Qrdar

GIRLS WANTED

Ability.

Miss JLou S. Hopkins of Lewiston, wlio
bad charge of the fancy work exhibit of the
City Hall show last week, is a Belfast girl,
a daughter of Mrs. George Woods. A Maine
paper says of Miss Hopkins: “Miss Hopkins
was gifted with an unbounded good nature
and that is the first requisite for a departWhen—and only when—a perment chief.
sou has the quintessence of the patience of
Job they are partially equipped for this
work.
Add to that business ability sufficient to run a department store and a country
newspaper successfully, savor it with a

;>h

v,;

WATCHES, CLOCKS, JEWELRY,
SILVER and PLATED WARE,
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS,

merry

A Belfast

l

destructive hailstorms

droughts—uo setbacks; the prices for
produce are very fair—and the yield likewise. There will be many debts squared up
this fall—and a surplus of cash or produce
left for future business. Therefore, let us

—no

any

ea„i,li.,,i

are

the Old Stand.

stepped.
I>.

boxes

m.r

THE NEW FIRM

Holt

the deck. Everything was saved and nobody hurt. A new mast has been made and

All

Will be pleased to welcome their friends and the
public

puts it, a “lump” of
wind struck her and the mast broke off at

when,

Comptroller

<»«f‘<it.>r*

We have SAKE DEPOSIT BOXES at *3.85 and
*8 per rear.
lachs, so they miy be taken to and fro n the Bank if desired.

The

premium with

to the

DEPARTMENT payable mi demand. draw interest payable Jam.
the first three days of erery ,n.,„‘h draw interest from the fin

;

t,

the

2 years—John F. Buker, 1st.
Cow 1 year—
N. L. Littlefield, 1st ; John F. Buker, 2d.
Oxford Downs—Bucks, 2 years old and
over, M i' Palmer, Thorndike, 1st.
Bucks,
1 year old. M. P. Palmer, 1st.
Buck Lambs,
M. P. Palmer, 1st.
Ewes, 2 years old and
over, M. P. Palmer, 1st and 2d.

two

8183,869.99

These figures

of the

p

“O

security to depositors than Savinas Hanks, in;,anrlf, eS™ ,iPIS department offers much area terde|**,ts
ia 00 r Ba,lk are
'•> ""«• “*e
amount of' our Capita! Stock""
><ink in Waldo County, our vault has all the latest
improvement's inS»f Sl?te,p' e,t*wi'!'e‘«. ’,reby ,,!fer,M'r"
than
other

Bangor.

department of the State Fair

The art

was
are

Companions,

5 Cents
*•
5
5
“
5
1 Cent.
1

10 Slate Pencils,

The tenant has to be evicted.
Doan’s Kidney Pills do not compromise,
Or arrange for a new lease.

haven and

The oldest business concern in Belfast,
the jewelry firm of Hiram Chase & Sou, has
changed hands, but a member of the Chase
family, Mr. Fred T. Chase, still continues in

The appropriation for streets this year was
the lirm, thus perpetuating
$7,500 against $9,500 last year, and when a
comparison

Oldest

PANIONS. ETC.
Bex Paper and Envelopes.
Slates,
Box Crayons,

accord.

at

Sunday will be

TABLETS, EXERCISE BOOKS,
SLATES, PENCILS, WRITING
PAPER, PENHOLDERS, COM-

Because you don’t get down to causes,
Try Doan’s Kidney Pills,
The unexpected always happens.
If you toss all night, racked with back
pain,
If you cannot bend over and straighten
up,
Depend upon it, it’s your kidneys.
Kidney disorder rarely leaves cff of its own

a

Services at the Universalist church next
Sunday will be as follows: Morning worship,
with sermon, at 10 45; Sunday school at

A

Little Kate which returned
| stroyed.
from a fishing trip reports catchNorth Belfast.
Mrs. F. P. Downs and
,i kerel off the Ensign
islands, but
1
Scb. daughter Blanche, who have been spending
Lie farther down the bay.
landed at Bar Harbor the summer here, returned to Charlestown,
M og,i!.*ha:
-ill
"i
eis
Mass., last Saturday.... Mr. and Mrs. Leon
large iresn
O. Buckliu and daughter, Leona, arrived
;i Mt. Desert Rock.
m>
I
As sell. Willie L. New- from Boston Saturday-James Casey, wife
and child, of Boston are in town, the guests
;:jg;eg her berth Sept. 1st she
F. G. White Co.’s wharf ami of L. O. Buckliu and wife-Mrs. Edwin
Sch.

meeting of the Rockland city government last Monday night Dr. F. E.
Freeman
was chosen milk
inspector
a

ways familiar to young people.
and cake were served.

trying remedies that helped you,
When you have tried “cures” that didn’t,
When you are completely stuck and in
despair,
When your poor back still aches,

giously, Prov. 22:22-29; Deut. 5:19-21; Mark
The value of the churches and the land on
which they are erected in this country up to
July 1,1897, is estimated at $680,000,000. Of
this sum $118,000,000 belongs to the Catholic church.

SCHOOL SUPPLIES.

a

After

12:28-40.

eight beautiful dowers opened, filling the to it. Kathryn Webster, a charming singer
house with their fragrance. Nine more buds ami a graceful actress, is said to be
specially
opened later.
well cast iu the female role, and E. B. Fitz,

ami
.p-

ago,

It will Save You Many a Dollar and
Lot of Trouble.

The weekly prayer meeting will be held
the North Church this, Thursday, evening, at 7.30, topic, Handling Business Reli-

H. P. Whitcomb and family of
Boston returned home by Tuesday
night’s steamer
from a visit in Belfast.
At

are cor-

at

bacook.

City Clerk Murch will be absent next
week, visiting his sister in Patten. He has
appointed M. C. Hill as deputy City Clerk,
to act during his absence.

All young people

There will be an adjourned meeting of the
North church Parish at the vestry Monday,
Sept. 13th, at 7.30 p. m. A large attendance
is desired.

me Judicial Court will open in
esdav, Sept. 21st. Chief Justice
: *reside.

IP'

1

John J. Jameson,
Northport, has
a re-issue of pension.

granted

The rooms over Mayo A White, High street, recently occupied hy Miss Beverage, dressmaker,
are for rent with immediate possession.
Enquire
of
Belfast,

TOOK A SON.
July 2l», 1 S'JT. -3<>tf

] SUBSCRIBE

FOR^^^^

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

W ill

Unwater the

Bassick.

Rrrdver .1.

Montgomery Makes a Report on
the Famous Mine, tan Raise the >eeded Money
by the 'ale of Tailings on the Dump.
J. C.

The 4-,Masted
One of Ibe

Steel

Bark

Pisagua.

Finest Vessels Afloat. She Attracts
Boston.

much Attention at

To

those

who go down to the sea in
interested in any way in mari-

Literary
Mr.

News

Ralph Easley

and

Notes.

writes iu the Ameri-

Monthly Review of Reviews for September on “The Sine Qua Non of Caucus

can

Reform,” advocating participation in
party primaries by the so-called “better
element,” in American politics.

Montgomery, recently appointed ships or are
by Judge time affairs, the big four-masted steel bark
Alleu of the District court of Arapahoe Pisagua now lying at pier 1, Grand JuncAmong the contributed articles in the
county, having made an examination of tion wharf, East Boston, is proving a great American Monthly Review of Reviews for
the property has tiled his first report attraction, says the Boston Globe. In the September are sketches of the three memof the new Nicaragua Canal Commisshowing the condition of the mine with history of this port there lias never been a bers
sion—Admiral Walker, Capt. O. M. Caran inventory of all
vessel
of
a
similar
of
naval
architec- ter, Corps of Engineer, U. S. A., and
buildings, machinery,
type
tools and equipment found at Querida ture seen
here, and she has been critically Prof. Lewis M. Haupt. These sketches
are illustrated with portraits, and serve to
near .'silver Clift’, Custer
county, and a examined by nearly all the local marine
convey an idea of the peculiar qualificastatement of necessary expenses
already experts, who are unanimous in pronounc- tions possessed by these gentlemen for
entailed.
ing her one of the finest sailing vessels the task to which they have been appointThe teeeiver also asks for immediate afloat.
ed by President McKinley.
A Globe reporter who visited the t’isagua
permission to issue receiver’s certificates
Notable features of Outing for Septemwas most courteously received by Capt.
to the amount of
ber include a most timely description,
.>5,000 to meet current Charles
her
commander.
Balilke,
by Edward Spurr, of the trip from the
expenses, including the sum of so;,o borIn the commodious and handsomely
The trip is via
Coast to the Klondike.
rowed to begin his
cabin
of
the
vessel
the
his
appointed
salexaminations,
captain the Chilkoot Pass, and it gives detailed
ary as receiver, office reut, stenographer gave the reporter some interesting data information which will be eagerly read.
concerning his vessel, of which he is just- The article is profusely illustrated from
and'advisory attorney’s tees.
lie also
ly proud.
photos taken upon the spot. Iu a “Vanthinks that two watchmen at a
The Pisagua was built at Geestenmnde, couver Salmon’' Ed. W.
salary of
Sandys well de•t-c) a month each shotdd he
in
by J. C. Tecklauborg, scribes the other end of British Columbia.
appointed Germany,
one
of
most
famous builders,
and that the
buildings on the ground tei F. Germany’s
Capt. Kenealy writes of “Regatta Week
Leeisz of Hamburg, who is also at
should he insured.
Larchmont;” Malcolm W. Ford of
file owner of 14 othei large sailing vessels,
“Specialization iu Athletics,” and Paul
In a third document Receiver
Mont- his floating property aggregating 27,000 E. Jenks takes the reader “Thro’ Sunny
gomery recites at length the present con- tons net register.
France Awheel.”* The fiction is “A
One is immediately struck by the steamdition of the
Romance Among the Rice-Birds,” by E.
property, both on the sursliip-like appearance of the craft, which E. Peake. Excellent short tales of sport
face and in the mine, ami
petitions the aside from her heavy spars is construct- and adventure lend the needful variety to
court to permit him to
go ahead and put ed on much tlie same principle as a trans- an excellent number.

receiver of the Bassick mine

tlie mine in condition for
operation. It
appears that a great dump of
tailings
lett by the mill in the
early years of the

Atlantic liner.
Forward she has two
The September issue of “Table Talk’miniature lighthouses for her port and
starboard lights, while the deckhouses contains,among the many interesting sub’
are all amidships, on top of which are the
jects treated within its pages, “Some
Burton Kiugsmine operations
possess a present value huge double wheels, steering gear and Unique Luncheons by Mrs.
charthouse.
The quarters of the officers land; “Civilized Man Cannot Live Withand the reccivei believes that
from that
out Cooks,” by Katherine Read Lockand men are all in this nart of the shin.
01,1 dumP he can obtain
all the
Across from the spacious cabin is situa- wood; “Some Spanish-American Cookmoney
ted the captain's quarters, leading from ery,” by Sharlot M. Hall; “Women of ConecesMiy to unwater the mine ami
put
u ill successful
bathroom. lonial and Revolutionary Times,” by Mary
operation. In this paper which is a well-appointed
Next to this is a stateroom large enough Lloyd; recipes for the most seasonable
hle.i with his
report, the receiver petitions i.,, a proper order
for two passengers in case she carries any, canning and preserving, and also for the
authorizing him
dishes requested by houseto sell the
tailings. Then it the condi- while from the opposite passageway open promiscuous
Its
the rooms of the lirst, second and third keepers from all over the country.
tions warrant the receiver
would like to
In the rear is menus are freshly prepared each and
operate the mine and extract ores there- officers and the messroom.
I rum.
every month by Miss Cornelia C. Bedj located the storeroom, the galley, with
Us handsome tiled floor, the stateroom ford, one of the leading authorities in the
a
iII>TOJ!IC MINE.
New Bill of Fare” by
for the steward and his
quar- country, and “The
lo all
old-timers, the history of the ters of the crew and the assistant,
of the
storage room for Mrs. M. C'. Myer is, as usual, one
discovery, operation and years of liti^a- the sails. Here also is the
the
issue.
Any of our
with chief features of
hospital,
ti. n over the Hassid:
miue'aud the some- its four cots,
spread with snow white readers wishing to see a sample copy of
what remarkable career of
its
“Table Talk” can secure it free of charge,
discoverer is an old story. E. C. original coverlets, where sick sailors receive atBassick, tention.
by sending name and address to Table
an experienced
prospector, tumbled upon
The scrupulous cleanliness of every- Talk Publishing Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
the property, and it
developed intoawonon board
particularly impresses the
The Elizabeth Islands, between Martha’s
deilully rich none. It was a chimuev of thing
visitor.
ore.
of
apparently
volcanic formation,
The forward and after peaks are util- Vineyard and the Massachusetts main
reaching down almost vertically to an un- ized for
storage room, while beneath land, are a most
interesting group.
known depth ami the
silver values were decks is given
up entirely to cargo space.
the largest of the islands, has
Naushon,
nCb’ Sr°"iuK ri«her with
The bark Pisagua derived her name been for
Al
many years the beautiful sumyears ot operation came from the
lituooi
city of Pisagua, a nitrate port mer home of the Forbes family, who own
litigation arising out of quarrels between on the west
coast of South America, for the entire island.
owners, and the mine
Penikese, the smallest,
was closed down.
which trade the vessel was built and has is famous as
been the place of
t0
having
Bridgeport.
and
been
in
uutil freights became so
Conn.,
engaged
m time he became a
summer school, but by far the
prosperous grower of low that her owner decided to send her to Agassiz's
most important of the islands historically
propen-v was S"ld for taxes the East Indies, she loaded a
i
settled by
cargo of is Cuttyliunk,
and1 had
was
which
almost passed from its
bales
of
and
P\45i»
original
jute
jute butts, Bartholomew Gosnold as far back as 1002,
owm :
men a final decision
in the
to 5,020 tons, and 4,730 bags
amounting
bis settlement being noteworthy as the
co-uus last
spring revived title, and Bas- of saltpetre at
Calcutta, and this enor- first English settlement in New England.
sick hastened to
Colorado to take posses- mous cargo she is
at Grand
discharging
The little island now is the home of fisher
"as then that a
new course of .Junction wharf.
1 tigaaon began in the
folk and of summer visitors, and everyDistrict court, and
With the single exception of the BritJ. C.
body remembers the heroic work of the
-Montgomery of this city was named ish four-masted bark
Audorinha, which Cuttyliunk life-savers in one of the great
the settlement of the visited this
port some time ago, the Pis- storms of half a dozen years ago. Mr.
^
Controversy, which bears the agua is the largest sailing vessel ever seen Arthur
Btle of 4
Cleveland Hall makes the island
et al. vs. James in these waters.
La'Clay
mu les et
t ai.
the subject of an enthusiastic and most
staples
The most striking feature of the vessel
attractive article in the September num‘‘-‘'m \er
Montgomery was an- is her heavy and lofty spars. The main- ber of the New
lie found a
].o.
England Magazine, and
deserted
mine
at mast is 14s feet 4 inches from the keel to
the article will be warmly welcomed, its
*’
alu
a
without
a cent.
the
treasury
and
is
one
of
4,4
steel.
topmast,
piece
pj
;
charming descriptions, supplemented by
A' Ji’ seamai1 a«
advisory inches in circumference at the deck; in a score of beautiful pictures, being as
imrin
counselI without an
advanced retainer- fact all the masts are steel to the topgood as its historical survey. Warren E.
bond. borrowing
.-4.7O, and masts, and the jigger or fourth mast is Kellogg, 5 Park square, Boston, Mass.
po c eued t,, investigate the
property he one steel spar 142.4 feet in length.
As the result of the development of our
The topgallant masts are of pitch pine,
t", • ‘‘■‘serve while the courts
1 ;
,he •‘-■gal case.
He took almm 04 feet long. The masts have a slight cant
school system and the cheapening
public
-*
engineer and besides
makiim an aft, giving the vessel a very yachty ap- of
'iU'1 'U'd‘ling how to
books, there has grown up a large
The
is
one
mammoth
preserve pearance.
bowsprit
',U “
stick.
The vessel has double topgallant class of men and women who seek broader
1
eouiii, by conversations yards 01 feet, each, while the mainyards education, or desire to extend their knowl,.;.i
edge along special lines. Their duties in
:
: 11 l!lv ! •' "]*fi!y and are 47 feet.
il(JJ
in.s]
the situation
life, or lack of means, exclude them from
The
bow
is
adorned
the
immense
by
uu<k-i
oun< J.
the universities. The Cosmopolitan Magfigurehead of a woman, while in the scroll azine
has undertaken the task of bringing
"'bicl. Receiver Munt- on the round stern are artistic, miniatures
1
brieliy the names of of the towers of Hamburg, denoting the liberal education, in its broadest sense,
?i
toe .ones and,u;,,|tl's
the style ot
within the reach of those who have the
buildings and hailing port of the vessel.
."i Property round ... The
The sail area is something enormous. aspiration, but are deprived of the oppormviudes the .Maine lode and Undei full sail the vessel
Doctor Andrews, late of Brown
spreads 2>,000 tunity.
am
.ini 1 site, the J
riungle, spring lleor- square feet of canvas, and the amount of ! University, has undertaken the l’resi-m
b‘ank ami Xeliemu lodes
of
The Cosmopolitan’s educational
and the duck used in making her sails, which in- j dency
1-0 'Rout null
site. (>u the Maine is a new clude one full suit and
! movement.
The work, thus begun, is
of
another
part
M"U house 1.10X70
feet, with a Corliss for use in case of accident, would, if not intended to take the place of regular
borse-power. There are spread out in a straight line, reach 14 kil- university work, but to supply a gap in
Itiiei shat,
educational facilities.
Those
houses, buildings, machinery: ometers or nine English miles. The
rig- existing
am
junk amounting to a
who are really in search of knowledge will
great original ging is mostly of heavy steel wire, and
o»
and as the receiver
find direction and aid.
It can do nothing
remarks, about special winches are located on the deck“‘■•'■•essary to use were the mine houses, the top of which form a sort of for those who have not the desire to study.
in actual
An intending student sends to The Cosoperation.
bridge, for hoisting the topsails.
lneie are two
The vessel’s hull is constructed entirely mopolitan, New York, his name, occupadeep shafts upon the
One
pioperty.
called tiie “old shaft" is or steel, with a steel
deck, covered by one tion, previous courses of study, studies
si lls to a
desired to be pursued, objects and purdepth of some 1,400 feet from of pitch pine. Her tonnage is 2S44
gross
she surface or some
1,400 feet from what and 247s net. and her dimensions are as pose for which course is designed, and
is known as the
the number of hours’, daily or weekly,
tunnel level, which lev..! follows: Length 414.^
feet, breadth of
'!ils sta>ted from the breast of the tunnel beam 44.7 feet and depth of hold 21.4 study which can be given. No charges of
d iveu from near
the valley of what is feet.
The cost of the Pisagua ready for any kind will be made to students.
known as liassick
lull, and the tunnel sea was §174,000.
The September number of The Forum
connects with a
The sailing qualities of the vessel are
large shaft house, and
the mil! is located at
is the first of a new volume—the twentythe foot of the hill, certainly wonderful.
i lie tunnel connects
with the old shaft at
In light trim, under favorable weather j fourth—and evidences the vitality of the
a.ieo' ‘••stance from the
mouth. conditions, she made 10 knots per hour magazine.
Such articles as “Alaska and
A * tlle
tak‘‘tt from the mine went out for a stretch of 24 hours.
On her last the New Gold Field,” “Hawaii and the
at the Old shaft
where levels were run off voyage from
Hamburg to the west coast | Changing Front of the World,” “Strikes
at
every inn feet.
of South America she made the run from and tlie Coal-Miners,” “Is the Cuban
Uie 'eiu consisted of a
circular-like the Lizard to the equator in 14 days, 17 Capable of Self-Government?” can hardopening, going into the earth at a slight hours, a feat unparalleled in the
history ly fail to satisfy all. readers who wish to
nip. which necessitated its
keep abreast of the times. The leading
being connect- of sailing vessels.
e<i with the shaft
ail', J.eeisz, tne owner ot the
by means of cross-cuts
Fisagua, article, “A Plea for the Navy,” by the
through the rock. The method which is also the owner of the four-masted bark Hon. II. A. Herbert, Ex-Secretary of the
lias been adopted in
working the mine 1’otosi, now said to be 'he largest sailing Navy, follows very appropriately the
was to run a cross-cut
This vessel, whose tonnage “Plea for the Army” in the August issue.
every luO feet from vessel afloat.
the shaft to the vein, and then
the ore is 3854 net register, has lowered all exist- Mr. Herbert’s paper is accompanied by
was worked out in the
shape of elliptical ing records between the Lizard and Val- I several tables of a most useful character,
or semi-round
openings, all being stuped paraiso, by making the voyage in 58 days, enabling one, at a glance, to see wherein
out and timbered
a most creditable
lies our great naval deficiency. The tables
up.
performance.
The l’isagua carries a crew of 31 men show that on the basis of “total displaceENORMOUSLY RICH ORE.
all
told, including officers, able-bodied ment”—sometimes spoken of as “tonThe bulk of the ore has been taken out
seamen and five
of all the levels from the
boys, who are classed as nage”—the United States easily occupy
1,100-foot level
German vessels never the fifth place among the naval Powers of
up, and when the mine was closed down ordinary seamen.
the world.
The Ex-Secretary points out
carry
in 188o the twelfth level had been
apprentices.
extendThe bark will discharge her last bale that we have over ;J»,000 miles of sea-coast
ed through this ore chute or zone and
had of
jute next Friday, and will then oe dry- to protect,—excluding Alaska,—and that
opened up an enormously rich ore body
docked here to have her bottom scraped a naval war would be particularly serious
which is believed by old miners
who and
for us, because, the United States
painted.
worked upon the
having
property to be the best
She will then proceed to Philadelphia, refused at the Paris Conference to consent
body of ore that had ever been disclosed
where she has been chartered to load 110,- to the abolition of privateering, the right
in the history of the mine.
000 cases of refined
for } oko- to issue letters-of-marque and reprisal to
When the mine closed in
June, 1885, it hama or Nagasaki, petroleum This will private vessels
to prey on an enemy’s
Japan.
began to till with water, and is now nearprobably be the largest cargo of this com- commerce still exists as against us in favor
ly up to the tunnel level.
of
ever shipped
the
from
other
the
Powers.
With regard to
United
modity
During the time the mine was operated
Hawaii, the author says we must add
it is estimated that ore to the value of States in a sailing vessel.
(.'apt. Balilke will be joined by his wife ! largely to our Pacific fleet; otherwise we
82.000,000 was extracted and that divi- this
on the
week, as she is a
dends and profits
j cannot defend the outpost at a distance of
amounting to 8000,000 steamship Patria, due atpassenger
Mr. Herbert is of the opinNew York Fri- 2,000 miles.
were
paid out. The Bassick
Mining day, from Hamburg.
ion that, independently of any question
Company from December, 1870, to June,
of territorial extension, we
should, as a
18s5, paid out 8425,000 in dividends, almatter of wise precaution, add to the
though during that time “the manageThe Other Side.
number
of
our
ment, of the mine was
battle-ships and torpedogrossly extravagant
boats.
in the expenditures made for
There are two sides to the Klondike
salaries,
office expenses and
mining operations.”
One side has been thoroughly told,
The receiver estimates that the sum of story.
$2 a Year for The Journal and Tribune.
840,000 will be amply sufficient to unwater the other is just getting a hearing. The
To all subscribers, new or old, who pay
the mine and put it upon a
Portland Press recently printed a letter
paying basis,
and that that sum can be obtained from from a former
resident of that city, who their subscription to The Journal one year
the proceeds of the sale of the old mill
is now a member of a Miners’ Supply in advance the New York Weekly Tribune
dump. [Denver, Colorado, Republican,
(price SI a year) will be sent one year free.
27.
Company in Salmo, British Columbia. It In
Aug.
remitting, if the Tribune is wanted the
would be for his interest to have a rush to
subscriber should so state, as it is not sent
that country, yet one of his closing senAdvance in Seamen’s Wages.
tences is: “My advice to all if they have a
unless requested. With The Journal furhome and money, is to be wise and stay nisi ing all the local news, and much other
1.
There was an adPortland, Sept.
in Maine.
From a man who has had any matter of local interest, and the Tribune to
vance in seamen’s wages at this
port to- amount of Arctic experience learn that
day, from 820 to 25 per month. When
supply the news of the world, political and
asked if this was due to an increased de- gold does not grow on bushes or on the
with fashions, household science
general,
of
the
He
states
that
ground.”
81,000
mand for sailors, Commissioner Tolman top
and mechanics, literary and other departis
to
all
provide
necessary
supplies, etc.,
said no, it was due to the Seamen’s Union
stories and miscellany, 20 pages in
of Boston, which generally advanced the and that by time a person is fairly at work ments,
his thousand will be gone.
“Last spring all, it is a very taking combination at $2 a
wages of sailors whenever they thought there were
7,000 people in the country, year. Subscriptions may begin at any time,
the advance could be obtained.
out of which thirty-one have come out of and if desired the two
papers will be sent to
the diggings with a fortune.
There will different addresses.
The fall term at the
be
snow
University of Maine
flying there by the 25th of this
opened Sept. 1st, with a very large atten- month, and at least 20,000 people in the
Chandler Hale, son of Senator Hale and
dance.
winter.
At least 1,500 of them will die
secretary of the United States embassy at
there.
If 150 make a strike out of 20,000
Rome, is to wed Miss Rachael B.
August of 1807 was the banner export it will be above the average. People not daughter of ex-United StatesCameron,
Senator
month in the history of the Port of Balti- used to this
country will suffer untold Cameron. The wedding will be late this
more.
agony.”
month.
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Chickens.
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MRS. ELLA

Register of
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Deep

Water

Vessels.

Pain-Killer.

8HIPS.

Writing

You’d ought to see old Top-Knot run,
’N’ Banty hop—he’s hurt one leg—
’N’ Plymouth Rock (the bigges’ one—
She lays a ’noruious, moust’s egg)—
N’en Speckle, with her new hatched brood,
A-cluckin’ to ’em’s hard’s she kin,
’N’ sliowin’ ’em the nices’ food—
She gets it for ’em out the tin,
’N’ pecks the other chickens.
Old Gray,

our cat, comes snoopin’ ronu’
’N’ slyly peeks from hind the stoop;
’F any meat’s there he is bouu’
’T shau’tlgo to the chicken coop.
Now tilled with all an owner’s pride,
Wee Willie comes with wondering eyes,
That look so brown ’n’ bright ’n’ wide:
lie loves to watch ’em, 'if he cries—
“Des see my baby tickens!”

love to ride the colt a lot
’X’ go for berries iu the patch ;
1 love to see our dog ’u' Spot
Get in turbule scrappin' match ;
’N’ tlio’ its kiud-a quiet fun,
I like it nearly best of all:
That's why 1 alius cut an' run
To see ’em ’f I hear the call—
“Come chick! chick! chick! chick! chick!
chick!”—
When mother feeds the chickens.
[Will L. Davis, in Chicago Record.
I

Lay
We

have

of the Texas

read of Maud,

day,

to Mrs. Pinkham.

does all that it is recommended
I have been

|

years

to do.
sufferer for the last four

wun wornu

trouble, weak
back and exerej
tions. I was hardly able to do my
household duties,
and while about
my work was so
nervous that
I was miserable. I had
also given
up in despair. when I
persuaded

was

I

a

to

Josepbus,

try Lydia

L.

rink*

ham's Vegetable Compound, and to-day,
I am feeling* l‘ke a new woman.—
Mrs. Ei.t.a McGarvy, Neebe Iload
Station, Cincinnati, O.

GEO. W. BURGESS,
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

JOB

:

a

PRINTER, I

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

Opera House Block, Belfast, Me.

summer's

CARDS,
ROSTERS,

x'x
x')T

horn;

We’ve read the lays that the poets sing,
Of the rustling corn and the tiowers of

spring,

BILL HEADS.

LETTER HEADS,

i

But of all the lays of tongue or pen,
There's naught like the lay of the Texas
hen.

PROGRAMS,
PAMPHLETS,

x'x
Vjf
'

Long, long before Maud rakes her hay,

The Texas hen begins her lay,
And ere the milkmaid stirs a peg,

And all kinds of Legal
Printing
neatly and promptly done. 7tf

The lien is up and has dropped her egg.
The corn must rustle and the tiowers spring,
If they’d hold their own with the barn yard

ring.

suffer in the
JW ANY
mer with

She goes to the store and obtains her suit,
Fora basket full of fresh hen fruit.
If the milkmaid’s beau makes a Sunday call,
She doesn’t feed him on milk at all,
But she works the eggs into a custard pie,
And stuffs him full of chicken fry.
When the old man really wants a horn,
Does he take the druggist (?) a load of corn ?
Not much! He simply robs a nest,
And to town he goes—you know the rest,
He lingers there and talks perchance
Of true reform and correct fee-nance,
While his poor wife stays at home and

scowls,

But is saved from want bv these self-same

fowls,

For while her husband lingers there,
I She watches the cackling hens with care

caused

The
A

old

cross

Boyless

woman

of

Town.

long

only

there

were no

a

exposure to the

Spring

*

Water

tions requiring pure water...
We also have this famous
spring water for sale.

A. A.

Song.

our

keel

Shall sing you a slumber song of the sea,
Where sleep endureth uuendiugly.
The gray Sea Spirits in tender wise
Shall lay cool hands upon your eyes;
Iu iheir arms of mist you shall fall asleep,
And sea dreams into your soul shall creep.
And none shall know,—but on the shore
The old gray willows, bent and hoar,
Shall shiver and sigh to themselves next day'

Leaning

out

[Harper’s

over

the

sea

alway.

Bazar.

Worms and their Treatment.
It

would surprise most people to learn
how much of the sickuess of children is due
to worms in the stomach and intestines.
When they have indigestion and a variable
appetite, when the tongue is foul and the
breath is offensive, gripiugs and pains occur
about the navel, the nose itches, the child
grinds its teeth, starts during sleep, has a
short, dry cough, and sometimes convulsions, all these symptoms indicate that

SI'K.UI BOILKii
about 25 It l\, with
A

sapping the strength of the child,
symptoms disappear when the
worms are expelled, and the system is no
longer robbed of the nourishment it requires.'
Worms are most frequently found in children, but they are by no means rare in
adults; and they are the unsuspected cause
of many diseases. For expelling worms
from the body, nothing better has been discovered than the remedy that was in use
in New
England homes nearly half a
century ago—Dr. True’s Pin Worm Elixir,
besides
its action on worms, purifies
which,
ami enriches the blood, thus
causing complete restoration of health. It is especially
recommended because when it is used as a
precautionary measure, and no worms are
present, it exerts its tonic influence, and can
do no harm.
the

The corporation of Brown
University
has voted to request Dr. Andrews to withdraw liis resignation as president.
of all sorts of
serious disorders of the blood.
Strong
cathartics are worse than useless. Burdock
Blood Bitters is nature’s own remedy for
troubles of this sort.

Constipation is the

cause

V

all connections combeen but little used )>y Belfast Coliseum Co. Call on

plete,

KIGGS
N. K. Ill SION.
Belfast, May 0,18U7.—IStf
r.

or

R G

Waterhouse,

arrived

I

4/eo i/ui / ilrj)

load for New York or Boston.
Willard Mudgett, A C C<
Spain Aug 1 for New York.
8

rd,

TRY ALLEN'S

FOOT-EASE,

powder to be shaken into the shoes. At this
your feet feel swollen and hot, and get tired
easily. If you have smarting feet <>r tight shoes,
season

try Allen’s Foot-Ease. It cools the feet and makes
walking easy. Cures and prevents swollen and
sweating feet, blisters and callous spots. Relieves
burns and bunions of all pain and gives rest and
comfort. Try it to day. Sold by all druggists and
shoe stores for 25c. Trial package FREE. Address Allen S. Olmsted, I,e Roy, X. Y.

House for Sale.
A

and

half house, pleasantly located;
story
fine view of Belfast bay; ten rooms all finished
water
in house; nice garden, under
cellar, city
a
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Lim-dnv lile. .11 '.ml C- m > a
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'eiited her nr-: and hnai
:
tuin d Said < state lor ad man e.
*"■
That
notiee
there,-:
Ordered,
week- 'im. e-'ivel>, m •:
Kem.i
;
printed in Belfast. in-.ud cuui
interested may .ito-tm at
I'r.•'*at•- •
held at Belfast. -•*» tk- -ecu.-! Tue'.ia
her next, and -di<>v\ rails*- ■: any 'lithe said a-eount -dihe a.1 *wi
•-i.M. |. ,!l l|i,\M l\
A rrue Cop\.
Attest
Ch as. p. Ha/i:i. im !;-

dis.m*,relieved iu six hours by N ew G u ka ; Sm ih
Americas Cuke.-’
It is a great suit rise on
account of its exceeding promptness iu re-
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!ast
lie Sec!
I
'll A BI.ES A. M. Ii,ri;i;. i.vI M
will of A l Tv E LIA > KEEN
said County, deceased, h.t\ii.g p:'esen:i
I 'aid e>t
account <*t administration
lowance.
Ordered. That notice there.-1 in.
the Kepui* n
weeks successively
printed in Belfast, in 'aid < miy. that
interested may attend at a in. hate <
held at Belfast, on these-' nd lues lay
her next, and show cause. ii any they :.a
the said account should n--: e allow*.--!
* L- < >. E. .It HINSON
A true copy.
Attest
! ink Be.
Cn as. r. Ha/i
»
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TheDM IN 1ST K AT* ill S NOTICE
herebv uix**" m-'.ice ilia: he has

.-••

appointed Administrator of theestat*
SAM TELE. I*A( KAKD. late

d

V*

in the County of Waldo. deceased, and
the law directs. All persons having
against the estate-»l -aid deceased at<
'■
present the same for set tlenient. amt
thereto are requested t«» make puvmei.;
EKED \ l‘ \t K
ately.
Belfast, Aug. 1*'. IS:*7
as

>

\

1 In- >*lt•
DNEtTTdirs NOTICE
Lj gives notice that he nk- i-een-In
Excr'itor of tin* last w ill an-l testatum.•
—

MAKY

\

BANCASTEK. late

ol

B-

in the County ol Waldo, deceased. A
hav ing tlemands against
i.e estate
cease*! are desired l-> present the satinmetit, and all indebted thereto are i<make pavment immediate:v
I A MESS HAKE
Belfast, Aug. D>. 1897.

Tom Barry. “Why
us to love mir
neighPerdita. “Because we can get along

An Everlasting Fact.
did the Lord command

[Truth.

After using a 10 cent trial si/e of Ely's
Cream Balm you will be sure to buy the .*>0
cent size.
Cream Balm has no equal m illing catarrh and cold in the head. Ask your

A

DM I NT STK A

I

KIN’S NhTU'K

n

II

.it -it-- lirvA hereby gr.es note*appointe*! Administratrix"! tin-estate-n

LOl'ISE E. I’A KK, late-d Sear-;
in the ( uitntv
Waldo, deceased
Vli person.bonds as the law directs.
mamis against the estate »>t said decease.,
sired t»- present the same for settlement.
indebted thereto are requested to make y.
CATHERINE E. I'.v
immediately.
Searsport* Aug. 10, 1897.

City.

suffered from Catarrh three years: it
got so bad I could not work; 1 used two
bottles of Ely 's Cream Balm and am entirely well; I would not be without it—A. C.
Clarke, o41 Sbawmut Ave., Boston.

Sqildig. “I say, McSwilligeu, lend
$50, will you?" McSwilligen. “You

Ill

<-!.'»

••••.;

Distressing Kidney and Bladder

to us.
N. Y.

».

<-

the

ies

I

copy

t hero
(>rder- •!. That ;:• 11<•
weeks s11• t•'>i\ i•!\
in :! e K.-j-i,•
;
printed in lie.'ta-t in >..!•!
lnteie-te-l may a:::i• 1 ..r
I*r**i*.tt.

Druggists, Belfast, Me.

druggist for it or send 10 cents
ELY BROS., •">(! Warren St.,

*-.*i

(.la
Atie-i

tV'V

■

else."

t'-md.
S.-'i >ho\v

and

■
!* M. M. I A Kl.AM*. h\.-<
.!** ANA * I NNINOII A .'I
<
■'
'.111!
11 V
1!.
if 'I'llM
11
anti linal acc-Mint .11 a
ni.tii-;r.uu

I)r. F. Oetdion's Anil Diuretic

everybody

-d

...

cd.

be wmth t>» ymi uim<- than
if
you have a eliihl who sm s bedding Imu m•mitenenee of water during
Cm-.-,
old Slid ymmg alike. It arn srs the
at once, >!.
Sold by A. A. H u
A C.»

...

me

ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTH E.

owe

The

A hereby give notice that lie has been
pointed Administrator of the estate ol

$25 now, don’t you know ?" “That is one
reason why I wish to borrow $50.”
“How
so?” “Then I can pay you back in
your
own coin.”
[Pittsburgh Chronicle teleme

m

HORACE L. RRAliDON. late of W,
in

ot Wal-lo. deceased, and giv
the law directs. All persons having d-against the estate<d sai»l deceased are i.
present the same for settlement, ami all in...
thereto are requested to make payment m
ALFRED E. NICKEK>
ately.
Swanville. Aug. 10, 1897.

graph.

theCounty

.-

as

The confidence of the people in Hood’s
is due to its unequalled record

Sarsaparilla

good cultivation, apple, pear, plum, shade trees
etc. Nice neighborhood. Inquire of
M. C. DILWORTH,
Or C. B HALL, Main St., Belfast.
44r

old librarian, unable to find
brella one evening when it w as time
returned and looked anxiously for
card catalogue, under the letter U.
hold Words.

cures.

An

his

um-

to close,
it iu the

A DMINTSTRATKI\’S NOTICE.

The.',.

] A hereby gives notice that she has been
[House- I appointed Administratrix of the estate :

■——--

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.
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May

of wonderful

FOR^^^^^

Hep'.bln

Tne’-dav

i-

$ 100.

fine
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2 liven

Bath.
R W Hopkins, Ili' iii ru, arr:
-d at 1 ii.
delphia Aug 24 from N- •rth Boot b buy.
Sallie. I’On, W II W-st, a...
Nt
York Aug 2-> i> r Pernambu. ...
Tofa, A s Wilson, clean'd fn u N<• w \
Aug for St Pierre and Fort d 17
W illie L Newton. L Coombs, o i;\
Belfast Aug .1 from Philadelphia

with most

1

Ordered. That notice !•*■ gav.-n to a,
tere-ied by causing a op\ d : l;i> .u-.,.
iished three weeks >uc:-e>-' ely in b
Journal, printed at Be!last, that they
at a Probate Court, to be held at
P..
in and for said County. *.n the
ot >epteml‘er
.*;
ten
d the
UDoii, and show cause, it any they ha
same should not be pr**’. *-d, app; o\ »•*i
dl.o, K. JoHNs
Artec Cony. Attest:
• ’11as. p. Ha/.i t. m

Aug 1 ’• from M -bile.
Lester A Lewis, Kimball, ;inio 1 at N• w
Haven Aug 24 from Bangor.
*ia P»>rter, Faria>w,
irrived it
goula Aug ! from Tampico.
Mary A Hall, Hask.-ii, arrived at l»i! _" r
A tig 2f. fr.an Bin ns w c k. (la
R F Pettigrew. Morse, arrived at Balti-

bors?"

v.

a Pr.-bate Coun lino a;
for flic < "ilim d \\ a Mo.
day -i Allg.Cl' A. !». 1 >07.
f Oil N (.. i.iatoKs
b A NA
WnliTII Kw.
d 1 |! A
ment. o! .Maps
I
i, ;
last. iU -aid <
my .*i \\ .*
presented a pel it *n pray it..■ list
ibu: ion, a.
e uin_
..
maining in their baud-. n*u -o-i
will.

sty

A
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TRUSSES.

Druggists.

petition

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, win
the County of Wald. mi the -rcmd
August, A. 1>. 1 807.
UKANi KS \ WIXTKlt. d.iuglue;
T COTTHKLL, late <>t Bellas:, m
"i W aldo. deceased,
having present*-,
for adiuinist :ati>*n on tlie estate of sai
Ordered. That said petitioner give n
persons interested by eaumng a <•
order to be published three weeks
in the Republican Journal prime.1
that they may appear at a Probate c
held at Belfast within and tor said <
th** second Tuesday of September n.
the clock before noon, and show ran-they have, why the prayer d said
should not be granted.
(.Km, K. JOHNSON
A true copy. Attest;
( has 1’. Ha/ki.tim

v ma

Sept

|

IZZIE M. ELLIS wid w f JOHN
late of Monroe, in said County oi

on the estate of "aid deeeased.
ordered. That the said petitioner u
all persons interested by causing
or lei to be published three weeks s
the Republican Journal, printed at b
they may appeal at a Pronate four
at Relfast within ami lor ~au; (
second Tuesday of September next
clock before noon, and show eause,
have, why the prayer d said petite
not be granted.
(;i-:< >. e. Johns'
A true copy. Attest
CllAS. P. Hazelti.n 1

HOONKKS.

Actual Business by mail ami railroad. Instruction by mail a specialty. Book-keepers, clerks
anp
stenographers furnished to business men. Free !
3m30
catalouge.
lieving pain in bladder, kidneys and b.c k,
F. L. SHAW, Prin,, Portland, Me.
in male or female.
Relieves retention of
water almost immediately
!: you want
quick relief and cure th s > the remedy.
SHAKE INTO YOUR SHOES
Sold by A. A. llowes and Co, Druggists,
l\'Js
Belfast, Me.
Allen’s Foot-Ease,a powder for the feet. It cures >
A little girl who had told a de was escortpainful, swollen, smarting feet and instantly takes :
the sting out of corns and bunions. It's the great- ed to her bedroom
by her mother and tnid
est comfort discovery of the age.
Allen's Foot- to ask (Jnd to
forgive her for her sin. This
Ease makes tight-fitting or new shoes feel easy. It
is what the listening mothei heard:
“Oh,
is a certain cure for sweating, callous and hot
tired, aching leet. Try it/oSold by all drug- God. I thought you could take a joke
[Life.
gists and shoe stores. By mail for 25c. in stamps
For Over Fifty tears.
Trial package FREE
Address. Allen S. Olmsted
Le Roy, N. V.
Old and Well-Tried Remedy. Mrs.
24
Winslow s Soothing Syrup has been used for
over fifty years by millions of mothers for
their children while teething, with perfect
success.
It soothes the child, softens the
Don’t give them tea or coffee. Have you tried the gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
is the best remedy for Diarrluea.
Is pleasnew food drink called Grain-O? It is delicious
ant to the taste. Sold by druggists in every
and nourishing and takes the place of coffee 'The
of
the
world.
part
Twenty-five cents a botmore Grain-O you give the children the more
tle.
Its value is incalculable. Be sure and
health you distribute through the systems. Grain- ask for Mrs. Winslow's
Soothing Syrup, and
O is made of pure grains, and when
properly pre- take no other kind.
tastes
like
the
choice
pared
grades of coffee, but
Their First Trip to Town. “Here's some
costs about 1-4 as much.
All grocers sell it. 15c. more of the horrible work of them blamed
and 25o
monopolists,” said Farmer Havri. ks, as he
hung his coat over the foot of the bed.
“Goodness, where ?” asked his wife. “Here’s
a sign what says ‘Don’t blow out the
gas.
I s’pose they make these folks burn it all
night, So’s to run up their hills mi ’em.
Gosh, I don't know what this country's
coinin’to!”
[Cleveland Leader.
Call and see our NEW patterns of
Itch on human, mange ou horses, dogs ami
Trusses for the summer. Easy, cool all stock, cured in bo minutes by Woolford's
Lotion.
This never fails
Sold by
and comfortable.
We have the latest Sanitary
A. A. Howes and Co..Druggists, Belfast, Me.
l\2k
and up-to-date
les, and guarantee a

POOR & SON,

u

w

second

he

tration

at

Relief In Six Hours.

fit in every case at the lowest prices. ;

Reltast,

ceased, having presented

at

The noblemen semi; to il. nk a
vl-al of Miss Clara .’
“Oh, yes, indeed
‘alls her 'his little Klondike
! »•
Free Press.

I'ORTbAND, ACUl ST A ami HOULTON. Me.

to

Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, sailed
from Boston Aug 22 for Buenos Ayres.
Iolani,McClure,sailed from Honolulu July
12 for Hong Kong.
Lucy A Nickels, Amos Dow, at Hong
Kong July 20 for New York.
Mabel I Meyers, C N Meyers, sailed fr >m
Bridgewater, N S, July 7 for River Plate.
Matanzas, arrived at New York June 14
from Havana.
Penobscot, E G Parker, sailed from New At a Probate Court held at Belta.-t.
for the County of \\ aid**, on the sec
York Aug ti for Lyttleton and Dunedin,
•1 August. A. 1>. 18H7.
spoken Aug 1*4, lat :»7 N, Ion til VV
certain instrument,
t
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, at Port. Spain
A will and testament <>ipurporting
KKAM 1> \\
Aug 4 for New York.
late <d Belfast, in said <
d
Rose Inins, Melvin Coleord, arrived at San- j
having been presented t
probate.
tos Aug 20 from New York.

"D

S/aiii

instrument, purporting

At a Probate Court, held at
the C**untv of Waldo on
August, A. 1). 18l>7.

Hampton Roads, Idg.

lias

ASA

certain

Belfast, \vu
the second 'i

will and testament of saNFoki
PWS, late of Belfast, in said Count',
deceased, having been presented foi
Ordered, That notice he giv.-i. r«. a"
terested by causing a .-opy ot this m o
lished three weeks smc.-ssivelv in tin
.Journal, printed at Belfastn,it tliev
at a Probate Court, to he held at Be.:
and for said County, on the secom
September next, nr ten d the .-lo.-k
and sliow oaiise, ii an\ tbe\ have. \\i
should not be proved, approved ami
(ii;i» K. .JOHNS' >\
A true copy. Attest:
CHAS. 1 Ha/.KL.I !M

Alice Reed, Alansuii Ford, arrived at Rio
Janeiro Aug 1 from New York.
Carrie L Tyler, Lancaster, arrived at Newport News July 21 from Savannah.
C R Dixon, N F Gilkey, sailed from New
Vor \ Aug for Port Elizabeth.
Edward May, sailed from New York Aug
2S fur Honolulu.
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, sailed from Cape
Town, no date, for Barbadoes.
Harvard, Coleord, at Fpii-pie May It. for

*

worms are

and

At a Probate Court held at
the County of Waldo, on
August, A. 1>. 1897.

Shanghai July

at

WHAT DO THE CHILDREN DRINK?

Come with me over the waters pale
In my small gray boat with the slender sail.
Into the twilight we shall steal,
And the little gray waves along

Gilkey,

PROBATE NOTICES.

Mary
Cushing, J N Pendleton, sailed
from Honolulu July 28 for New York.
May Flint, E D P Nichols, cleared from
Philadelphia Aug 2<> for Hiogo ; spoken Aug
24, lat. 3D 25, X, Ion 72 20 W.
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from San
Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
Reaper, O C Young, sailed from Honolulu
June 17 for New York.
R U Thomas, C G Nichols, sailed from
New York Aug 28 for Iloug Iv.uig.
Sachem, Sewali Nichols, saiicd from New
York June 2D for Houg Kong.
S D Carleton, Amsburysailed from New
York April 2D for Shanghai-.
St Nicholas, C F Carver, arrived at Karluk
May 22 from Sail Francisco.
Slat,.* of Maine, H G Curtis, sailed from
Manila June 1 for Delaware Breakwater.
Tillie E Starbuek. Eben Curtis, at Newcastle Aug 2 for Honolulu.
Win H Macy, Amsbury. sailed from Honolulu May 25 for New York
Wm H Conner, Frank 1 Pendleton, arrived
at Shanghai July 28 from New York.
W ,1 Botch, Sewali C Lancaster, sailed
from New York June ID for San Francisco ;
spoken July 2, lat 3b N, lou 38 W.

more

HOWES & CO.

The

A Slumber

a simple, safe and quick cure
ror
Cramps,
Cough, RheornatliUl
Colic,
Colds,
Neuralgia,
Diarrhasa, Croup, Tootha<hr.
TWO SIZBS, 25c. and 50c

Georgia Giikey, W R Gilkey. sailed from
Brunswick, Ga., Sept. 1 for Perth Amb >y.
Henry lauseii, Jr. Appleby, ..t Parmi.il'ibu Aug Iti idg tor Boston
John C Smith, Kneeiaud, arrived at Ha-

And all

You with the dark and weary eyes,
Weary of love and sacrifice,"

It Is

1

Is used in our
prescription department and iu all prepara-

boys.”

The cherries rotted and went to waste—
There was no one to climb the trees;
And nobody had a single taste,
Save only the birds and bees.
There wasn’t a messenger-boy—not one
To speed as such messengers can ;
If people wanted their errands done,
They sent for a messenger-man.
There was little, I ween, of frolic and noise
There was less of cheer and mirth;
The sad old town, since it lacked its boys,
Was the dreariest place on earth.
The poor old woman began to weep—
Then woke with a sudden scream:
“Dear me!” she cried; “I have been asleep;
And oh, wliat a horrid dream!”
[Robert Clarkson Tongue, in St. Nicholas.

Pain-Killer.

This Is a true statement and it can't
b»
made too strong or too emphui

L

Serrano,

POLAND

scolded and fretted about it till
Her eyes grew heavy as lead,
And then, of a sudden, tie* town grew still,
For all the boys had tied.

The dogs were sleeping the livelong day—
Why should they bark or leap'.’
There wasn’t a whistle or call to play,
And so they could only sleep.
The pony neighed from his lonely stall,
And longed for saddle and rein;
And even the birds on the garden wall
Chirped ouly a dull refrain.

P R

1G from New York.

safe, speedy

POOR & SON, Druggists

ago

through the long and dusty street
There wasn’t a boy in view ;
baseball lot where they used to meet
Was a sight to make one blue.
The grass was growing on every base,
And the paths that the runners made;
For there wasn’t a soul in ail the place
Who knew how the game was played.

ij*

and sure Kong Aug b> from Garuiitolo lor RajangHong
and
cure for this and all other back to l'. K.
St Lucie, J T Erskine, sailed from Bahia I
forms of nervous headache. Aug 20 for Barltadccs.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Griffin, sailed
Price 15 cents.
from Buenos Ayres July 20 fur Rosario to

is

Declared that she hated noise;
“The town would be so pleasant, you know,
If
She

by

■ OB Ilf

hide,

she’s saved enough to stem the tide.
Then hail, all hail, to the Texas hen,
The greatest blessing of all to men!
Throw up your hats and make home howl,
For the persevering barnyard fowl.
Though cotton's king, it's plainly seen,
That the Texas hen is really queen.
[San Antonio Express.

sum=

headache,

sun

And gathers the eggs, and the eggs she’ll
Till

(r*»»x davis’.)
A Pure and Pafe Remedy in every ru,
and every kind of Bowel Complaint

BARKS.

Who raked, barefooted, the new-mown hay;
We have read of the maid in the early morn,
Who milked the cow with the crumpled

If Maud is needing a hat or gown,
She doesn’t hustle her hay to town,

Coburn,

video July 20, leaking.
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, sailed
from liiolo May 4 for Delaware Breakwater:
passed St Helena Aug 7.
Emily Reed, D C Nichols, from Hiogo July
22 for New York, returned to Hiogo 23d with
loss of topgallant yard.
Gov Robie, Nichols, arrived at Hong
Kong July 5 from Newcastle; in port 15th.
Henry B Hyde, Scribner, sailed from New
York Aug 5 for San Francisco.

Men.

on

M L Park, arrived at Hong
Kong Aug 12 from New York.
A G Ropes, David Rivers, arrived at San
Francisco Aug 30 from New York.
A
J Fuller, T P Coleord, sailed from
Honolulu June 30 for New York.
Daniel Barnes, O C Arpe, sailed from
Singapore May 13 for Boston ; passed Anjer
May 30.
E B Sutton, E L Carver, sailed from New
York Sept 1 for Yokohama.
El Captain, A L Carver, sailed from Baltimore April 1 for San Francisco; at MonteAbner

She says:—T have been using* your
Vegetable Compound and find that it

The pancake Willie wouldn’t cat
’N’ corn bread left on Marjorie’s plate,
A scrap of toast, a bit of meat,
’N’ all the stuff that no one ate,
She puts it in that worn out tin,
Throws out some grain ’n’ pretty quick
She hollers nearly’s loud’s she kin,
“Come chick ! chick ! chick! chick ! chick !
chick”—
So—when she feeds the chickens.

'Z™ 7

nationals

Feeds

while before the sun has rose,
’N’ father builds the kitchen tire,
Our big black rooster crows ’n’ crows,
'Z if his neck would never tire;
’N’ we get up V feed the stock
’N’ water Fannie ’n’ milk the cows,
’N’ fix agate er broken lock ;
’N’ after breakfast father plows
’N’ mother feeds the chickens.
A

All those terrible, itching diseases of the
skin that help to make life miserable for us
are caused by external parasites.
Doan’s
Ointment kills the parasites and cures the
disease. Perfectly harmless, never fails.

|

JOHN M. GETCHELL, late of Troy,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, ami
bonds as the law directs. All persons hav ing
mauds against the estate of said deceased
sired to present the same for settlement. ami
indebted thereto are requested to make p.o
EMMA 31. GETCHE1 1
immediately.
Troy, August 10, 1897.
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lives, this cat has
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The astonishing fact is vouched for that
if fresh paint is gotten on w oolen goods it
may be removed by vigorously rubbing
with a piece of cloth of the same texture.
It has been tried in the case of a
paintspotted sleeve. The dress skirt was gathered up and the sleeve rubbed with it.
\\ here the paint went to, unless it disappeared in balls of fuzz that were formed,
was a mystery, but no trace of it. was left
on either sleeve or skirt.
It is surprising how much
rubbing will
do in the way of cleaning.
Many spots
on dresses
no
other
treatment
than
require
to have the
goods gathered up in hands
and vigorously rubbed together.
Many
cleaning fluids leave rings and spots on
the goods and should only be tried as a
last resort.
A leading druggist is authority for the statement that if benzine or
naphtha is applied directly to tlie center
of a grease spot, and from thence t<> the
outside, no ring will be formed around the

spot.
blanching

a

by giving

vegetable is accomplished

it a boiling bath.
It is a comprocess in French kitchens, where
in the preparation of food foi the
cooking process is more minute than in
others. A measure or spinach, after careful.'' picked over and washed, is immersed :n a large wooden or earthenware
how, tilled with boiling salted water, and
left for live minutes.
The salt water is
then poured off and cold water turned
over it, after which it is
carefully dried,
minced and cooked, to be served with
salt
and pepper and a bit of boiled
butter,
mon
ire

egg.

rit

:

had taken its lliglit.
It
than Saminie could bear to
ing mother cold in death.

re
11

"** as

Damp cellars
simple. Many

death traps, pure and
visitations of Providence
that leave empty chairs in the household
can
be traced directly to damp, dark,
A bushel of charcoal
mouldy cellars.
placed in trays about the cellar will
the
improve
atmosphere, but the stuff
must be brought up and baked in the oven
every three or four mouths, as it gets
clogged up and impure from long absorption of the dampness and mould.
Half
a bushel ot lime in a wooden box or two
will help to sweeten the cellar, and
neither will leave an oder behind.
It is
not a bad idea to make a strong, hot copand
the
peras water,
sprinkle about
edges
of the damp cellar also.

He

help

try

to

golden rule the rule of his life,
beautiful day in spring when
lister was laid to rest in the vil-metery beside her parents, wiiere
■

:l

short,

BUY YOUR WINTER’S COAL

sagacious. He
Diugley bill nour-

sensible and

does not claim that the
ished the bountiful crops which

were in
the ground before the bill went to the
senate.
He does not insist that all the
awakening yawns of prosperity are directly attributed to Republican legislation He
does not throw any bouquets at himself as
the advance agent of
prosperity.
On the contrary he points out that the
healthful upward tendency of prices for
farm products of the West is caused by
natural conditions which legislation cannot effect either
adversely or otherwise.
Rut the improvement of the farmers’
market does not explain why the manufacturers of the East have taken new
courage and hope. The farmers might
get $2 a bushel for corn and that would
not start up
any idle spindles or light up
any smouldering forge fires.
Something
besides natural buoyancy and embryotic
confidence has quickened the pulse of industry. That something is the protective
tariff.
President McKinley has perceived
its effects, and, in common with
every
other patriot, is cheerfully eager to acknowledge its welcome agency.
President McKinley is too sagacious
to claim for the
Dingley law anything
more than can be justified
by the logic of
the protection argument.
It is not maktwo
blades
of
ing
grass grow where only
one
but
it
is
grew before,
giving courage
and confidence to our manufacturers, and
will eventually restore our industries to
that prosperity to which we all look forward to with impatience.
[Portland

™e

The

Oth

Maine

Battery

One
The

men

It's

a

Woman’s
will stand

woman's

A woman is

The veterans of the Sixth Maine Bat-

Columbus street and it
successful reunion held

by

was

the

most

the association

since 1800 when the comrades met in Bos-

Delivery.

ton.

The secretary
of Searsport in the chair.
and treasurer, J. E. Rhoades, made his
report and also read the minutes of the
The roll call was ans wered
last reunion.
by the following:
E. L. Merrithew, Searport; W. \V. Sawtelle, Shirley; 1). M. Sawtelle, Dexter;
Geo. A. Andrews, Rockport; B. F. Crocker, South Gardiner; \V. S. Leavitt, Island
Falls; J. Q. Adams, Houlton; \V. A. Orne,
Rockland; J. E. Rhoades, Rockland; C.
R. Brown, Bangor; John L. Perry, Sorrento; Chas. Perry, Sorrento; O. H. Lane,
Carroll; Ezekiel Ricker, Dexter; James
Waldiu, Rockport; James Bayard, Hampden; C. C. Skinner, Port Clyde; A. D.
Smalley, Belfast; M. C. Dilworth, Belfast.
Letters of regret at their enforced absence were read from several members of
IV. 1. Towue of Watert lie association.
ville sent a communication to the association asking its members to join the
other Maine batteries in holding a general
It was voted to continue as in
! reunion.
! vears oast to hold a separate reunion.
The following officers were elected tor
the coming year: President, E. L. Merritliew; First vice president, M. C. Dilworth; Second vice president, John L.
Perry; Secretary and treasurer, J. E.
Rhoades.
Remarks were made by several of the
members in memory of the veterans of
Invitations were rethe old Sixth M tine.
ceived'from Dover, Island Falls and Lewthose
One application of Dr. Thomas' Eclectric iston to hold the 1898 reunion in
Oil takes away the pain of the most severe
places and it was voted to hold it at Lewburn. It is an ideal family liniment.
iston during fair week of next year.

Haddock’s, Plymouth Vein and Latiimer Lehigh.
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Delivered and
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We Guarantee it

MUNYONsSp-
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all

CURES

Howel

Troubles.

Teacher: “What is a pedestrian?” John
Squanch. “A fellow that gets run over
by a bicycle, ma’am.” [Judge.

separatecure

ny

Muuvon’s

CHOLtRA

for each disease, for sale at all
MORRIIQ
druggists. When in doubt, write 1*» U n D U O
to Prof. Munyon, 1505 Arch Street. Philadelphia,
Pa., for free medical advice.
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Boarding

Edith, tell

school teacher.—“And, now
the plural of babv.” Edith
“T wins." [Tid-Bits.
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Notions.

anything.

vocation to be liked.

good

as a man

any

day.

Marriage
It's
tools.

is sometimes the grave of love.

bad workman

a

An old

giri

quarrels

with his

makes a young married wom-

L. STAPLES,

an.

Sinners
selves.

never

hear any harm of them-

There is something better than
and that is charm.
There

husbands
around—statistics prove it.
are

not

Manufacturer of The Staples’ Cele-1
brated Halter, also dealer in all kinds
of Harnesses, Blankets, Ca^ds, Cur- first-class harness
with that line.
A
ry-Combs, Brushes, Etc.,
selling for 88.AO.

beauty,

enough

to

go

Would respectfully announce to the citizens >f Monroe and
vicinity that ho is out of the postofTiee with _'70> other fourt.'iclass Democratic‘.nosiniasters, hut shall still continue to run a

A lie should be large and adaptable, and
allow a margin for alteration.
a

There’s no sight more deplorable than
who can not employ himself.

I* v-onnected
store, keeping all kinds .*f g
Harness that they sell in Ikdfast f* S10 I am
Ami will ask why I can sel the n cheaper
than they can in ilrifash i pa\ for them in Staples' patent halters and it gives me a chane.e to make
prof, «*)• 1. ,rh ends. Also
a full tine of trunk* and valises.
If'pdrinp .• »n. with neatness
and dispatch. Please give me a call

man

The Birds ot Maine.

All lovers promises are, of course, enfounded on the doctrine of probabilities.

tirely

Interesting Contribution t» the Literature of the !■
\atu~n History of Maine.
There hus jo t been published from the !
University of Maiue one of tin* most im- |
]»ortant contributions to the literature of |
the natural .history of this State that has
ever been made.
This is saying a good
j
deal,- when one calls to mind what has :
been done by special workers in different
fields in the past and remembers the pub- :
lications of our previous natural history :
surveys, the treatise of the late. Dr. F.zek- (
iel Holmes on the Ichthyology of Maine: I
Hamlin of Baugor on our!
of Dr. A. (
Maine tourmalines; the writings of Dr. :
George 11. Sr me on the morian system of
the State; lb. F. I amson Scribner's writings on our grasses and plants: Dr. ;
Charles IT Fermnd’s work on the butterflies and oilier insects of Maine: and of Dr. :
X. S. Shuler and George Otis Smith, Ph. 1
D., on the geology of the Maine coast and
the old volcanic formations of the State.
!
It is a work on “The Birds of Maine,”
showing their distribution by counties,
and their present rarity or commonness
in each county, from the pen of Prof. Ora
W. Knight, B. s.
To give a brief summary
of the contents of this important
publication, we may say that it embraces j
a list of birds resident in Maine which extends to 10 species; a iist of introduced
species, or those which have never natur- i
ally occurred in Maine, but which have !
been known to breed here after their liberation, comprising the domestic pigeon j
and English sparrow,
and what Mr. j
Knight calls a “hypothetical list.'1 or a
iist of such species as probably occur in i
Maine, but w hose occurrence has not been |
proved by the actual capture of specimens
within our limits -a list embracing _T
species. To still further present in brief
the range of information given in this
work, it may be added that it comprises a

A woman may just as well give, up the
game when once she can't make the other
woman

jealous.

It is my theory that half the unha; wiiess
of married life comes of husbands and
wives being constantly together—-all in all
to each other.
[Good Housekeeping,

• suit in n.
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chapter on
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ORDERS BY TELEPHONE PR0~1PTL\ PILLED.
Faunal Areas; a list of birds of the Garni- |
I diau fauna: and a bibliography of works
and publications relating to the ornitholj
The work closes with an !
ogy of Maine.
index of g-1 pages.
Mr. Knight gives a list of d’JO species as 1
positively occurring within the limits of
Maine. Of these he lias introduced among
those having permanent habitat here, 20
species, two of which have been introducTOBACCOS
ed and have become naturalized.
The I
summer residents number 114; while the
! winter residents and winter visitors of ;
fairly regular occurrence include 39 specSPOONS,
ies.
The accidental or casual visitants
T"
f)
and stragglers include 05 species, while
(ROGERS BROS,)
the remaining two species formerly occurred within the State borders, but are
BICYCLE.
All kinds of Silver and| Plated Ware
now extinct here.
As to faunal lines, Mr.
Knight places all that region of the State
eastward of the Penobscot river, together
with that north of a line which would
separate the northern portions of Androscoggin, Kennebec and Oxford couuties
from the rest of the State, to be Canadian
For LADIES and GENTLEMEN.
in character: while the other portions of
the State are Alleghanian.
Added to his
descriptions of the species, Mr. Knight
Contagious Blood Poison has been ap- gives interesting notes of the individuals,
ALL IX THE\LA TEST STY I ES
propriately called the curse of mankind. mainly from his own observation; and
AXI) LOWEST PRICES.
It is the one disease that physicians cannumberless original records from obsevnot cive; their mercurial aud potash
ers in each county regarding the presence
remedies only bottle up the poison in
of the species iu their own locality,
Have your
Fitted for
the system, to surely break forth in a
In
whether rare, common, or otherwise.
more virulent form, resulting in a total
the bibliography, which extends to near*
*
*
.Vo. A ft Main Street.
wreck of the system.
Belfast.
ly 50 titles, we note but a single omission
Mr. Frank B. Martin, a prominent
or importance-—that of the valuable conjeweler at 926 Pensylvania Ave., Wash- tribution of Dr. E. Holmes on the “Birds
...THK...
We can save you .Money.
Lngion,u.c..,says:
of Maine Injurious to Agriculture," pubI was for a long
lished in the patent office report on agritime under treat
culture, (Washington, D. C.) in 1857,
tnent of two of
with 32 plates—the first important contrithe best physibution to our economic ornithology.
cians of this city,
JOHIJKUS OK
for a severe case
of blood poison,
said
saw
a
crowd
of
the
“1
picnickers,”
but my condition
man
who is careless of his language,
grew7 worse all
that storm, and they
home
after
National Bank Building,
“coming
the while, notP. O. Square.
BELFAST,
were all good and wet.”
SEEDS and
withstanding the
“I presume,” said the man w ho makes
that
fact
they himself a nuisance by correcting his
charged ine three friends’ grammar, “that you wish simply
hundred dollars. to say that they were wet.”
Iinportora «>1
My mouth w7as
It
“I stick to my original assertion.
Dealers in the finest quality of
filled with eating sores; my tongue was was a Sunday school picnic.” [Cincinnati
almost eaten away, so that for three
Enquirer.
months I was unable to taste any solid
~
Hicks—1 suppose it is a bargain between
food. My hair was coming out rapidly,
Dick and Miss Sparker. They seem made
and I was in a horrible fix. I had tried
for each other.
various treatments, and was nearly disAnd Successors to J. W. Frederick & Co., as
a friend recommended
Wicks—Ves as soon as they met he made
BORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.
couraged, when
T
I
four
bottles,
had taken
S.S.vS. After
for her and she made for him.
had
I
33,
when
33, 37 Front St., Belfast, Me.
and
began to get better,
finished eighteen bottles, I was cured
TELEPHONE
4-2.
ltf
Amanda, alighting from her wheel a
sound and well, my skin was without a
with Paleblemish, and I have had no return of little late for the appointment
“Have I kept you long, dear?”
the disease. S.S.S.saved me from a life mon.
AND DEALERS IN
Many cycles have
of misery.” S.S.S. (.guaranteed purely Palemou—“Long?
since the appointed hour.” [Housevegetable) will cure any case of blood passed
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|ree by Swift
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Dearest friends make the best* enemies.

Association.

tery Association held their annual reunion
in Bangor Sept. 2d at the G. A. R. hall on

F. G. White

Evening Express.

never

Mr. Webster heal'd the sad
wife’s death he came home.

11V ami make others happy.
in his mind that with God’s
1 be a
different man and

times is

are

Mary Kyle Dallas, well-known writer,
Clergyman: “My boy, do you know that
os
died at her home in New York city, Aug.
it is wicked to fish on the Sabbath?”
of
heart
failure.
Mrs.
1
Tuesday
leheid the cold face of the dead 25,
I’m teaching
Dallas was seized with a fainting spell. Youngster, “I isn’t fishing;
I that lie should never more see
[Tit-Bits.
She lapsed into unconsciousness and did this’ere worm to swim.”
"be at home, nor hear her iu ac- not regain her senses.
Mrs. Dallas was
One Advantage. Mrs. Kingsley: “You
kindness try to cheer his lone 50 years of age. Her husband was Jacob
A. Dallas, an artist well known in New
you like colored servants better than
lu'i> lie felt that no
lips couid ac- York art circles. For the past 15 years say
How is
white because they are slower.
tin' lips of the dead.
He began Mrs. Dallas was a contributor to the New that?” Mrs. Bingo: “It takes them longer
that the only way to be happy York Ledger and Lippiucott’s magazine.
to leave.
[Brooklyn Life.

■

Prosperity.

on

President McKinley’s comment on the
improved and improving conditions of the

Mos of the so -called cleansers and polishers for tan shoes leave them with a
shining surface quite different from the
soft linish with which they come from the
shop. A piece of chamos skin will remove any spot or stain if
applied within
twenty four hours after it appears. A
a
with
nightly rubbing
piece of chamos
skin will keep a pair of tan shoes looking
like new for many week.
The same result may be secured by rubbing with the
inside of worn kid gloves.
One economical little woman saves all her cast-off
winter gloves for this purpose and goes
through the pile at the rate of a glove a
night untii she has exhausted the supply.

department's satisfaction. Fifty th ousand
dollars was appropiated last winter by
Congress for this use, and tests of the
be surrounded by temptafeasibility of the plan were made in valaised his mother that strong rious parts of the country.
Early reports
nd never touch his lips.
She which have come in, especially from some
districts
in Maine and Vermont, tell of
im to always tell the truth
the satisfaction of the farmers with the
ike misleading talk nor con- new
service, and of their willingness to
■ng doing; but to boldly stand
profit by it. It is found that, they take
and to trust iu the One who more daily newspapers when they can
have them delivered, and also that the
--.ive.
number of letters carried shows a vigorous
ister's friend, Mrs. Stevens,
increase.
The rural carrier makes one
much of the time.
She was trip a day over a distance between 10 and
24 miles.
He supplies bis own conveyance
women who delight to do for
—horse and cart or bicycle.
It has been
ier tender hand was soothing
found that responsible men are willing to
ish brow.
do this work for an annual stipend rangMr. Webster was at home lie ing from si75 upward, the average pay
being about s:'>00. It is estimated that at
to realize how fast his wife
that rate sou,000.000 (about half the
She could say with annual
away.
pension bill) would provide rural
‘My liesli and my heart faileth, free delivery all over the United States.
be strength of my heart and That would mean among other things, emfor 200,000 persons.
The rural
Mrs. Stevens noticed ployment
carriers are allowed to eke out their sti"lister was growing weaker |; pend
by any supplementary enterprises as
1'lie afternoon Mrs. Stevens to sell stamps or stationery and receive
*
and deliver express parcels or telegrams.
were singing, “Mother, meet
Where farmers live some distance from the
.Just as they got through road their mail
is left in boxes at conns noticed that a
change came venient points by the roadside, from which
Webster's countenance.
She also letters are collected.
[Harper’s
tlie bedside and found that her Weekly.
■

jj

Many

There were twenty-two members of
It is reported that the experiments the
battery present and they had a very
which have made by the postoliice depart- pleasant time.
j
ment in the free delivery of rural letters
The meeting was called to order at 2
have, so far, resulted very much to the o'clock with President E. L. Merrithew

Hiy, but she thought of the
would go out into the world

■'

of nine

Rural

Webster was first taken ill,
she should reach “the other
"hurt time,

canine Foster Mother he has
Traits of the Dog Tribe-

which
and, unless all
falls to the lot of few cats, says the St.
Louis Republic.
Mis name is Towser, and, although his
mother was a well bred tabby, Towser
has all the characteristics,habits and frailties of a dog.
In early kitteuliood Towser's mother fell a victim to the deadly
cat ride of a small boy. and Mr. Maddox
found a loster mother for the kitten in a
kind-hearted pet dog with a young family
and doubles of her own.
The canine
mother took kindly to the little foundling,
and Towser. the kitten, grew fat and
sassy with a litter of puppy foster brothers and sisters.
When the kitten was weaned lie showed
no tendency to abandon the
dog’s life
which he had learned to lead, and began
to exhibit all the canine characteristics
which lie had nursed with his adopted
mother's milk,
instead of mewing and
caterwauling like a melancholy orphan
cat, he began to bark like the puppies,
ami growl as they did, and lie became
the wonder of the friends and visitors at
the Maddox In-me.
lie was named Towser and
responds to the whistle of his
mazier line a sure cuougn dog.
1 ernaps
the
ddest trick Towst has learned is
that ot wagging iiis tail, which lie does |
not in the serpentine manner ot his an- :
cesters. but from side to side, in the vigorous and
uncompromising style of a dog. j
Towser expresses fear, too, with bis tail,
and when thoroughly scared will tuck his
long appendage between his legs, as lie !
lias seen his foster brethren do, and run I
to cover.
During the hot weatlui Tow- ,
ser suffered
considerably from the heat,
and might have been seen sitting about in
the shade, panting with his tongue out,
in the manner supposed to be peculiar to
the dog.
lie has none of the sinister traits of his
tribe, does not parade along the narrow
edge of back fences in the dead of night,
and gets from place to place in a dog trot
or a real
gallop, instead of in the softfooted. and obsequious manner of other
cats.
Towser has mastered that mysterious
freemasonry of dogs, which has been
the wonder of naturalists for all time,
and seems to have but little trouble iu
forming the acquaintances of strange
dogs which he meets on the street corners
and about the bases of friendly lamp posts
and telegraph poles.
Occasionally he lias
run across an ugly terrier, who,
accepting
no
overtures, would attempt to rend
Towser on the spot, and it is only on such
rare occasions that Towser s feline propensities come to the surface. When a
dog attacks him he will climb a tree or a
fence, where he will sit growling and
barking at the enemy until he satisfies
him that he is not really a cat, but a dog,
in all but physical eonformati m.
Towser is very fond of a run through
the streets with his master, and from
long jaunts over the granitoid pavements
and rough streets his once velvet paws
have been covered with callous corns,
until his footfall is no longer inaudible,
and his toe nails are as rough aud strong
as those of a
dog.
Towser has a pronounced antipathy for
women, and will rush at them, barking
furiously and growling as if he would
bite them.
IIis bark is worse than his
bite, however, for he has never been
known to bite any one. and has earned
for himself the reputation of beiug a very
docile and intelligent dog, or cat, as the
case may be.
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Maddox, superintendent of cheese. White, crisp lettuce with a dressand a little grated cheese scattered
Missouri District Telegraph Company, ing
over the whole is
very fine.
Try grating
a cat.
Besides the usual feline com-

running plement

vbster finished his last
<

by

James M.

short time.

a

climbing

No particle of cheese, no matter howsmall, should be thrown away or allowed
to mold and thus go to
waste, for it may
be used in many different ways besides

Maduox's Barking Cat.

a

have told my wife that she
something for herself and she
her work in

oue

Now the time has come again for
preparing the little cucumbers for pickling; do
not forget to add a little horseradish root
to the vinegar the cucumbers are
put in:
it helps to retain the strength in the vinegar, and prevents mold from coming over
the top of the liquid.
The horseradish
leaves, too, are excellent for laying over
the top.

woman."

ut

is

the work is done more
evenly and quickly than if the fingers are
employed to sprinkle the water about.

will make his mark in the world.

is and to stop with her toueeus me. 1 have been in

lay this week and 1 hud her

free-blooming,

of the most
single
graceful
plants for decorating the table! The
sprays may be laid upon tbe cloth in any
manner desired or draped from tbe
chandelier to the table.
The blossoms will
remain fresh for some time.

sincere

a

hardy,

rose

headstone erected in the cemetery to his
mother’s memory.
If his life is spared

the outside door; as he
Stevens stepped it. ‘‘Good
I

for his wife.

to be

The

Adams gave him a place in his store and
he found him a very trusty boy. After
lie earned some money he had a beautiful

at
Mrs

useful articles for
cleaning cooking pots and pans is a wire
chain dishcloth.
It is now made fastened
to a long, smooth, wooden
handle, which
allows one to use it without
putting the
hands into the water.

Webster and

Samtnie became motherless

sum-

into

going

was

seemed

ilcKinley

the most

blessings brighten when they take their
flight. After his wife's death he became a
professed follower of the Master and was
A small, clean whisk lpoorn
considered a considerate, manly man.
kept iu the
If
clothes basket is the most convenient to
Samtnie should live to be aged his moth- use for
dampening clothes. Dip the
er's memory will always be fresh and broom into a bowl of clear water and
very
shake
the water over the
It was not long after lightly
green with him.
clothing.
In this manner

go up chamber and leave
to-night.” Sammie spoke

t

Webster

mourner

has

tired I suppose you will
mother to-night,

so

One of

sing

was to beautify her
resting
They set out plants on her grave
soon brought forth beautiful flowers.

Mr.

pies,
your
while 1 have been away?”
as been able to sit up but very
four

their sweetest songs.
Webster was laid to rest
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SEARSPORT

The 2nd Maine Battery and 4th Maine

LOCALS.

Frank Shaw has removed to Hartland.

Messrs. Joseph Hall of Fort Fairfield and
Livingston Hall of Sandypoint recently
visited this place after an absence of forty

L. G. Paine of Portland is at J. H. Lane's.
E. Eaton is

visiting relatives

at

Waldo. I. B. Clary is in Vermont on
business.B. A. .Clary is in Livermore
Falls teaching school....Mrs. Emily Richardson of Portland is visiting in town....
Mr. and Mrs. Edw. Evans attended the
Eastern State Fair last week.. .Mrs. E. A.
Cummings is visiting her sons in Somerville,
Mass... .B. A. Curtis and wife of Boston are
at A. J. Simmons’-H. Rackliffe of Knox

Volunteers will hold their reunion at Unity*
Sept. 15 and 16.

Deer Isle.

Elmer M. Hammons returned to Boston

years.

Saturday.
M rs. G. H. Jennison of Lowell is visiting
friends at Foxeroft.

Mr. and Mrs. E. P.
Mass.,

are

Tuttle

COUNTY

Centre Montville. Mrs. Abbie Ingerof Woburn, Mass., and her sister, Mrs.
Roxie Frye of New Jersey, recently spent

of Newton,

in town.

son

Hope Curtis is attending the Roxbury,
Mass., High school.

a

Ella A. Hopkins returned from her trip to
the Aroostook Thursday.
John Putman is making several sails for
soli. Georgia Gilkey.
Communion service at the Harbor church
next Sunday afternoon.

with Mr. George L. Frye of

Monday, Sept.

The schooihou.se at Dodge’s Corner has
been sold to C. O. Fernald.

6th.

Miss

Miss Annie L. Stevens is attending the
Conservatory of Music.

Madge Thompson

McFarland’s Corner and Mr. George Howard
the Carter school.

at

George Dry den of Boston was registered
at the Searsport House Monday.

Morrill.

Sell. Senator was loaded hay by A. E.
Nickerson for Bar Harbor Tuesday.

Capt. Charles A. Colcord arrived in season
participate in the hall game Tuesday.

to

Edward Lappiu, steward of the insane
at Jersey City, arrived Tuesday.

asylum

Desire and Katherine Nickels left Monday
attend the Normal School at Bridgewater,

M ass.

j

Bassick from Connecticut, a sister of E. C. Bassick, is a guest of
Mrs. I. W. Cross.Mr. Asa Stewart and
T. R. Dickey were at home from Massachusetts the first of the week on a short visit,
Alvin
Mrs.
returning again Tuesday.
Ivnowlton and two children returned at the
same time.. .Mr. Oscar Storer returned to
Boston last Monday where he is engaged in
the practice of law....Miss Winnie Simmons began work as assistant teacher in
the Camden High school this week....Mrs.
Achorn, living with her son, Mr. Elbridge
Acliorn, celebrated her 92d birthday last
Miss

the three months
Monday-The
old child of Mr. Ed. Sheldon was held at
Rev. Charles Harbutt and famiiy of Pres-!
his house last Wednesday, Rev. A. D. Thi<jue Isle are the guests of Capt. and Mrs. W. bodeau
officiating-Rev. N. R. Pearson of
H.'Park.
Kockport was in town last Wednesday_j
!
Peter Ward and family of Everett, Mass., Mrs. Elisha Merriam had one of her ankles
are spending a few weeks with Mr. Ward’s
broken Monday. She was in her husband's
parents.
saw mill with some friends when the carri- j
Mrs. Freeman Mathews of Denver, Col., age of the rotary saw mill started and ran
arrived Thursday ami is the guest of Mrs. C
against her, breaking both bones near the
F. Havener.
joint.
funeral of

South Montyille. The clothes yards of
Marne, Henrietta and Hallie Roulston refrom a camping trip to Hancock A. Wentworth and G. W. Prescott were entered Monday night and large washings
Point Thursday.
taken. The thief also visited the gardens of
H.
West will remain at home
Capt. W.
G. W. Prescott and A. V. Martin and took
while his schooner, the Sallie I'On, makes a
a supply of edibles. He had quite a tooth for
West India voyage.
turned

Miss Jeanette Salvage of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
is making a brief visit to her grand mother,
Mrs. James Mosman.
Mrs.

E.

L.

Griffin

and

family left by
Boston, where they

onions-D. C. Gilman and wife attended
the State fair at Bangor, and W. E. Prescott
and C. T. Randall attended the State fair at
Lewiston Thursday, making the round tiip

day-Mrs. Nancy Eastman of Warsteamer Saturday for
ren visited her
mother, Mrs. Colby, this
will spend the winter.
week....The Grange sewing circle met last
Mrs. Frank Tapper and child and Miss Friday afternoon and a good attendance is
Lora Cyphers of North Berwick arrived by reported. The next one is Sept. 17th, when
there will be a baked bean supper and
train Tuesday evening.
C. J. Andrews and wife, who have been sociable in the evening. The men are reto bring thimbles... .Miss Hartie
spending several weeks at E. C. Pike’s, quested
Gilman met with a painful accident Satur1' ave by steamer to-day.
day evening. She took what the bicyclists
Henry b pham of Melrose, Mass., who has call a header, but she received a
sprained
been spending the summer at S. A. Stevens’,
ankle-Miss
Inez
Peavey is teaching
returmd home Saturday.
school at Montville. She began Monday.
in

one

1

j
1

day, afternoon-The W. C. T. U. have daughter Grace visited friends in Brewer
elected the following officers for the ensuing last week....Mr. V. N. Higgins received a
year:
President, Mrs. Abigail Nickerson; very pleasant call from Mr. J. F. Heath last
vice president, Mrs. M. P. Greeley; secy., Friday evening.... And now Jimmie Cole
Miss A. G. Kane; treai., Mrs. T. C. Smart. smiles again. It is a little daughter-Mrs.
Miss Fannie Smith and her guest, Mrs. F.
Palermo, Freu Jordan lost a liorse last Mrs. M. P. Greeley was chosen a delegate to Annie Cole and babe are passing a week or
E
Stafford of Boston, spent the week at
week. The animal was in the pasture and attend the convention at P»ath. They will two with friends in Hampden and Brewer.
N*>rthport camp-meeting,
meet next Friday afternoon with Mrs. Abirunning it fell over a precipice called the
Prospect Ferry, b. C. Avery spent
Saturday was an ideal day for clam-bakes, Jump, striking against a tree which killed it. gail Nickerson-Rev. C. H. Wells will
with his family last week, reat the church in Swanville next Sun- several days
and two were served, one at Mosman Park
-Earl Nelson i$ attending the Erskine preach
turning to Hallowed Sept. 7th-Charles
afternoon at o o’clock, standard time.
and one on the Curtis shore.
school at South China... .Wesley A. Nelson day
Banks of Hallowed visited at Capt. A. A.
Any one who has lost a Masonic charm
learn where it is by corresponding with
The Journal correspondent.
.n

Mr. and Mrs. Win. C. Fuller and daughMarion of South I>over, Me., are visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. P. Sargent.
ter

A. C. Sargent of Norway, who has been
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. \Vm. P.
Sargent, left by train Sept. «»th.

Frank F. Kneeland has returned to Boston, accompanied by his brother Hal., who
will make a short visit to friends there.

went to East Vassalboro last week to do
carpenter work for Arno Little_Eliza
Nelson had quite a family gathering Aug.
-bth. There were 23 of the children and

grandchildren present, and

down to
dinner. The tables were set on the lawn_
Thomps Rowe of Newton, Mass., and family
are visiting relatives in town_Last Wednesday Harry Hinckley and James Knowles
went to Augusta after their goods. They
employed six teams to go with them—Chas.
Arnold, John Rowe, Rufus Rowe, Janies

Soule, Roduey
Thursday they

27 sat

Saxdypoint. Within the last two weeks
nearly all our summer visitors have left for
their various homes ami occupations in different cities. Among them are Rev. Hiram
Houston and wife, Rev. B. B. Merrill and
family, Dr. G. F. Fames and family, Dr. F.
E. Waning and family, Prof. N. S. French
and family, Mr. Albert Roades and wife,
Mr. W. A. Young and family, Mrs. A. G.

Ginn’s last week-Miss Hannah Heagan is
Mrs. Win. Smith of Stockton.. ..Miss Clara Griffin of Stockton is visiting Miss Emma Ginn-Capt. Rufus Harriman, who has been master of the yacht

visiting Mr. *nd

Helen of Boston for the past three months,
is at home on a short vacation-Miss Edna
Ginn arrived home from Seal Harbor Sept.
4th. Miss Ginn will teach the fad term of

Black and family, Mrs. F. Y. French and
school at the Narrows.Miss Ethel Ridley
family, Mr. Fred Perkins and wife, Mrs.
arrived home from Bangor last Saturday....
Elizabeth Hamilton, Mrs. Margaret Darling
Miss Susie Harding is visiting friends in
and son, Misses Hattie and
Alice Me
Bangor_Several from tins place attended
Keag, Walter Rice and Frank French_ the fair at
Bangor last week.... Mrs. Orilla
Mr. John Perkins, wife and daughter, of
McMauu and Mrs. E. D. Harrimau attended

Nelson, Horatio Nelsou.
keeping house....
Charles Trask and family of Corinna are
visiting friends in town.Mrs. Rufus Milo are. with Mrs. Wm. Perkins for a visit. the camp meeting at Etna last week. This
Ship Matilda, wrecked at Tatoosh Island Shi hies and daughter of Itockport are visit- ....Mr. Joseph Hall of Fort Fairfield lately week they are visiting their brother, Enoch
iu the North Pacific Aug. 19th, was built in
ing at James Soules’... .C. E. Carr and wife visited his brother, S. L. Hall_Mrs. Dex- Crocker of Stetson. On their way home
ter Roberts of Carmel was at Mis. F. A.
Searsport in 165(3 for the late Capt. Amos visited in Augusta last week.
they will visit their brother, Capt. A. J.
Maxfield’s several days last week_Mr. Crocker of
Nichols.
Prospect. Mrs. Bertha Page of Malden,
Wintetport-Miss Medora A.
Christian Endeavor rally at Sandypoint Mass., is visiting relatives in Prospect_ Herbert Morin has moved his family tu-Bos- Pierce, who has been visiting relatives here
Friday afternoon and evening. Those wish- Miss Mabei Wise of Belfast is visiting rela- ton, where he is at work-James Stowers the past two months,, returned to her
is in Hampden at school_Miss Inez Max- home in
ing transportation on the buckboard will tives in the George District_John SpinPeabody, Mass., Sept. 3rd.
field is attending the Normal School at Casnotify Miss Rice.
ney and wife of Booth bay visited relatives
George Heagan returned to Lynn, Mass.,
tine-Mr. Mansur has closed his cottage for
Sept. 5th_Mrs. N. J. Heagan entertained
Ship F B. Sutton, Capt. A. L. Carver, in town last week-Miss Grace Partridge of this season. ..The
Hersey Retreat is closed... a party of 38 of her friends last Friday evenBelfast
visited
her
Mrs.
I.
F,
sailed from New York, Sept. 1, for Yokomother,
Gould, Mrs.
Charles Shute has taken rooms in
hama. Capt. Carver is accompanied on the last week.... Mrs. Nellie Hall and children
ing. Hulled corn was served during the
visited her aunt in Prospect last week_ Bucksport while her daughter Lucia is at- evening and ad pronounced it a good time.
voyage by his wife and daughter.
About the usual number went to Maple tending the fall term at the Seminary_ ....Mrs. Clifton Coggins moved to HalloFrank W. Coleord and wife made a brief
Grove camp meeting last week. The hard Mr. and Mrs. Edward G. Clifford and Mrs. w'd! last week, where her husband has emvisit in town, leaving by boat Saturday. Mr.
are visiting friends in Corinna.
times do not stop
the annual visits to Susan Staples
ployment. .George Grindle and son Arthur
Coleord goes to resume his duties with
-Mr. Fisher is in Bangor at the Seminary,
spent last Sunday at home, returning to
Elmer Chickering, photographer, of Be ton. camp meeting and fairs-Waldo County
but will preach here during the fall. His
Grange met in Waldo Tuesday and about
Bangor Monday morning.Miss Addie
Mrs. Charlotte B. Ford, who is employed the usual number from
family will return to Bangor next week. Ginn, who has been visiting here for several
Prospect were Mrs. Frank
Harriman
was
in
m the L mted States
Bangor sev- w'eeks, returned to her home in Worcester,
Hotel, Boston, has re- present. Some few* farmers have begun to
eral days recently.C. F. Snow made a
turned there after a brief visit here. She
Mass., Sept. 7th, accompanied by her cousin,
dig potatoes. The poorest yield yet heard
business trip to Boston last week_Chriswas accompanied by her
daughter Millie.
Miss Orianna Harding. Miss Harding will
from is four bushels from five bushels planttian Endeavor rally at the church here,
attend the Boston training school for one
ing. The crop is about one-quarter to oneAt the Christian Endeavor meeting SunSept. 10th. All are invited_School began
friends here wish her
day evening a very interesting report of the half of an average crop, allowing patatoes in this district Sept, fith, Miss Addie Crockett year and her many
below
size
as
success.
merchantable this
shipping
fetate convention held at Biddeford was
teacher.
Winterport. Col. A. K. Bolau and famgiven by Miss Jeanette B. Rice, delegate year. The potatoes of shipping size are less
Centre
Lincolnville.
Misses
Edna
than one-eighth of an average crop in this
from the society here.
ily came from Castine in their yacht last
Mathews
and
Gussie
Minnie
Fernald
vicinity and one dollar is offered now for Lamb,
week and spent two nights at the CommerThe base ball game at Belfast last Wed.
left town Monday to attend the fall term of
potatoes. Somebody has got to pay the
cial House, attending the fair at Bangor one
was
the cause of an incident upon tariff on
Normal school at Castine_One of the most
nesday
foreign potatoes now.
day in the meantime-Mrs. A. H. Hanswhich we might dwell at length had we not
pleasant events of the season was a social com is
Unity.
Dr. Thayer of Waterville was
spending a few weeks with friends
at the residence of Mr. and Mrs.
premised one of our young friends not to
gathering
called here Sept. 2d to see Dr. Thomas, who
at the White Mountains... .Mrs. Ida S. Coldisclose his absentmindedness.
F. M. Russ Tuesday evening, when a large
son has gone to Foxcroft to visit friendsis very ill-Oliver Whitten spent Sunday
friends and neighbors assembled
William H Walters, B. A., of Lynn, is with friends in Montville... .Mrs. Harrison company of
D. M. Belches, Esq., celebrated his 85th
and passed the evening with music, singing,
visiting his aunt, Mrs. D. Y. Mitchell. Mr. Chase and daughter of Brockton, Mass., are
birthday anniversary by a family party Aug.
A nice treat was furnished and
Walters graduated from the McGill Univer- at the Central House for a few weeks.... games, etc.
27th. The old captain’s mind is as keen as
a delightful time.
all
had
those
Among
j ever, but lameness prevents his getting out
sity, Montreal, in the class of ’97 and enters Charles Chase and wife of Fairfield were
u'om out of town were Mrs. A. M.
the Boston Uni versity medical department called here Friday by the death of Mr. present
much....Mrs. O. F. Fellows and children
Pendleton and daughter Adrian of Boston, !
this fall in the sophomore class.
Bither.Rev. W. C. Baker of Searsmont
spent Saturday and Sunday with Mrs. A. R.
Mass.. Monteford Lowe and Mildred Balcon
is tenting at Windermere Park_Benjamin
Fellows, and Miss Jennie Grant accompaSchooner B. D. Prince was here last week
of Jamaica Plain; Mrs. L. L. Hubbard of
nied her home Monday morning-Mrs.
vajok, wno nas oeen aosent xor tne past
with Prof. Dionne and his merry-makers on
Waterville; Mrs. I. V. Miller of Belfast; Carrie
Hardy left Friday for a visit to Miss
three years in Montana, arrived home Sunboard. The professor performed three nights
Mrs. James P. Hobbs and son Crosby of
Etlie Littlefield at Camden-Mrs. Charles
day-Mrs. W. M. True of Waterville visitat Union Hall and gave very good enterand
Miss
Bertha
of
Chelsea... Shaw and her son Roy were in town last
Hope,
Rogers
ed Mrs. M. E. Watson last week....Mrs.
Mrs. A. M. Pendleton and daughter Adrian
tainments, consisting of slight of hand, venweek_Mrs. F. W. Haley and daughter
Charles Bartlett is suffering with hay fever.
of Boston, who have been visiting at Mr. F.
triloquism and the wonderful kinetascope
Milly are visiting friends in Biddeford,
....Mrs. Joseph Raekliff of Gardiner and
M. Russ, returned home Wednesday_Mr.
pictures. The professor is a versatile perBrunswick and Newburyport-Mrs. Flora
Miss Flora Lander of Madison were the
former and is ably assisted by Professor
Willis Mahoney, wife and son Damon of
Knowles of Worcester, Mass., arrived for a
guests of Mrs. Gurney Stevens last week....
Foster and his children.
Charlestown, Mass., arrived Saturday and short visit
Saturday-Miss Clara Knowles
Dr. and Mrs. Cook attended the State
are visiting Mr. and Mrs. David Mahoney.
Atwood Gilmore was evidently sailing fair in
left on Saturday’s boat for New York, acBangor last week-Claude Welling- _Miss Carrie Dickey, who lias been home
her mother, Mrs. M. L.
under his unlucky star last week. He went ton of Albion was the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. on a few weeks vacation,’returned to Camden companied by
to Bangor fair Wednesday and while viewing Geo. Mosher
Knowles, and Miss Ruth Smith... .Mrs. T.
Saturday and Sunday_Mae
Sunday....F. L. Gray of Frankfort was in W. Vose of
the sights was run over by a pair of horses
Bangor and Miss Emma Lewis
Kelly, Vivian Tabor and Lena Taylor went town last
Friday and Satuuday_The fall visited friends here
attached to a buckboard and quite severely to Waterville
recently-Mrs. Henry
Monday to attend the Classi- term of school began Sept. 7th.
Following Snow has arrived from Portland
to
injured. As soon as he was able he started cal Institute... .Mr. Richard Whitten is imare some of the teachers: Miss Helen Leadhome....
a few weeks at her old
for home. His horse shied on the way, turnproving-The village schools opened Mon- better in the Miller district; Miss Grace spend
Mrs. Brown of Portland and Mrs, Perkins
ing thewagon upside down and throwing him day with a full attendance_Mrs. Lillian
at Deantown; Miss Myrabel Miland his brother out. His brother was uncon- Stone of Vassalboro was in town last week Mahoney
are the guests of Miss M. C. Hubbardler at Andrews’ Mills; Mrs. Sadie Knight Mrs. Frank Blaisdell left for her home at
scious for a time but Atwood escaped with
calling on friends-Mrs. Gerrish, who has in the Lamb district; and Miss Carrie SherRed Bank, N. J., on Tuesday’s boat-J. H.
slight injuries, and was at hand Monday been visiting in Portland, returned home
man in the Heal district... .Mr. and Mrs. O.
entered his trotter Nickle Whist at
to
for
a
dance
at
Union Hall.
night
play
Saturday night....Misses Myra and Nina C. Cammett of Belmont visited relatives in Thayer
Lewiston last week-Mr. Joseph Blaisdell
NORTH SEARSPORT ITEMS.
Pittsfield
to
went
to
attend
Libby
Monday
town Friday... .Quite a uumoer from here
and family left for their home in Brooklyn
Lemuel Carter and wife left for Boston the Maine Central Institute... .Elmer Ab- attended the fair at Bangor last weekbott of Lynn is the guest of C. G. Bartlett... Misses Kitty French and Annie Faunce of last week_Mrs. R. F. Moody and her sons
last week.
Jamacia Plain, who have been spending the Arthur and Fred have returned to New
Mrs. Marcia Chase and daughter Lizzie and
The Sunnyside cottagers left for Boston
past few weeks here, returned home Satur- York_Misses Julia Foley and Mary Mor
two grandchildren of Brockton, Mass., are
day....Miss Ella Pottle arrived Sunday
last Monday.
Winstopping at the hotel... .Mrs. Olive Woods, from Medfield, Mass... .Mr. John Heal, wife gan are at home on a vacation-The
F. L. Trundy and wife visited relatives|at who livedTn the south
and child of Worcester, Mass., visited rela- terpert Free Library is in receipt of a nice
of
died
the
part
town,
tives in town recently-Mr. Everett Scrubook from Miss H. P. King of Portland, one
Sandypoint last Saturday.
very suddenly while on her way to the ton of Waverly, Mass., who has been home
Howard Mason of Belfast set a nice monu- depot to meet a sister she had not seen for on his vacation, returned Monday-Amos from Hon. J. W. Dearborn, M. D.,of ParsonBrom has gone to Rockland to attend the field, and 5 volumes from Mrs. A. A. Doe of
ment in the cemetery at this place this week. 25 years. She had a shock and was taken in
Commercial college-Emery French of Worcester Mass_Miss Hannah Thompson
in
less
and
died
than
Tozier
house
of
Mr.
the
Comrades, do not forget the reunion of the
Worcester, Mass., visited relatives in town
left for MelroBe on Monday’s boat.
19th Maine Volunteers at Unity, Sept. 14th. an hour.
Saturday.
James Nichols, after a two week's vacation in town, has resumed his duties with
the Boston Marine Insurance
Company.

went to

Men’s Good Style, Good Wearing Lace
or

Absolutely

teaches the Centre school, Miss Geneva
Sprowl at the Plains, Miss Inez Peavy at

Boston

Fred L. McLaughlin left for his home in
Boston by steamer City of Bangor last
week.

few days

Centre Montville. While here Mr. Frye
took them to visit the place where they
spent their childhood days. It is now
owned by Mr. Avery Stewart... .Mr. John
Blake and family of Morrill spent Sunday
at Mr. Allen Clements’-Union Harvest
Grange was open last Saturday evening and
regular meetings will now be held each
week... All public schools in town opened

Bernard L. and Benjamin H. Merithew
are at E. S. Merithew's.

to

CORRESPONDENCE.

South Montville. Miss Bertha Adams
is visiting in Camden for a few weeks_
Mr. and Mrs. J. Q. Adams are visiting in
Camden, Rockland and Lincolnville this
week.H. E. Howes Las contracted to
finish a barn for B. F. Fuller on the Severance farm.
He has Willie and C. S. Adams
at work for him. ...J. C. Peavey is shingling
his house. J. S. Bartlett is working for him.
was in town recently buying lambs.
They -Miss Inez Peavey began school at Mcare about fifty cents per head higher than
Farland’s Corner Monday. The school did
last year. ..Potatoes are rotting badly. Many not begin in this place
Monday on account
pieces are not worth digging and are beiug of the teacher, Miss Sibyl Marriner, being
plowed in. Apples are small and wormy.
sick. It will begin a week later.Mrs.
Leslie Webber from Sarah Knowlton returned home last week
Monroe Centre.
California has been at home visiting his from a few weeks’ visit to her son, Prof.
mother, Mrs. Martha Webber.... Among the J. F. Knowlton of Ellsworth.
new arrivals is a little son at the home of
Halldale.
Rev. James Washburn of
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Hamm....Miss Mertie Parkman is visiting friends here....Rev. T.
Pervey is attending school in Jackson_ R. Pentecost preached a very interesting
Pure.
Mr. A. O. Bailey and wife spent last week sermon at the Vose schoolhouse last Sunday
at Northport Camp Ground... .Stella Wil- afternoon... .Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Perry
Celebrated for its great leavening
strength and healthfulness. Assures
liams has returned from Nova Scotia and and sou Leon visited in Auburn last week.
the food against alum and all forms
will spend a few days at her uncle's, L. O. -Mrs. A. E. Sisty and Miss Celia Ponof adulteration common to the cheap
brands,
royal raking powder co.,
Robinson’s, before leaving for her home in tiers left for their home in Ohio Aug. 30th.
NEW YORK.
G
Boston-The Sunday school had a picnic They will stop in Bostou and Lowell on
their way-Mrs. J. F. Hazel went to RaThe
East Searsmont. Mrs. Arad Mahoney is in Webber’s Grove last Tuesday.
zorville to preach last Sunday_Mrs. Hanin Camden for a week, the guest of her sis- weather was delightful for a day iu sylvau
shades. Tables were tastefully arranged nah Green left for her home in Franklin,
ter, Mrs. Mareellus Goddard_John Cumand bountifully laden and after the picnic Vt., Sept. 1st....Mrs. Clara Sawyer
lately
mings and wife spent Sept. 1st, in Rockland.
-E. R. Packard spent Sunday with his dinner the following program was success- moved to Belfast-E. W. Puffer and famrecitaleft
rendered:
for
their
home
in
ily
fully
Singing by school,
Lowell, Mass., last
son, J. G. Packard-Misses Cora and Clara
tions by Mertie Peavey, Bessie Mason, Zet- Saturday.... Miss Hannah Vose began the
Mahoney were in Camden Saturday.... Mr.
Ada
Etfie
Roland
tie Hamm,
school in “Ireland” last Monday_Miss
Bailey,
Hamm,
and Mrs. Leroy Morse, Mr. Arthur Heald,
Inez Gilmore; singing by Mrs. Susie Vose attended the State Fair in Lewand Mr. and Mrs. Alton Heald attended the Bailey, Mrs.
fair at Bangor.... Misses May and Sibyl Hattie Webber and Lizzie Webber; recita- iston last week
tions by Bernice Peavey, Harold Small,
Monroe. Ur. Sen-all aud wife and
Cummings are in Camden for a week visitfriends,
Mamie Lincoln; reading by Miss Jennie Mr.
and Mrs. George, from Roxbury, Mass.,
ing relatives-Mrs. Caroline Gilmore of
Then came the
Union is spending a few weeks with her Ford; siuging by school.
are the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Freeman
treat of lemonade and peanuts.
Atwood. Every one in Monroe looks fornephew, Joseph Packard-Austin MarriThorndike. Last week Mr. J. F. Heath ward to the Dr.'s annual
ner, wife and daughter Hattie and Mrs.
visit, for he left
C.
F.
Leslie Marriner and two sons spent Sunday went to Camden to visit his brother,
many friends made during his years of
While passing through practice here-Miss
in Belmont-Mrs. Mary Batchelder
of Heath, who is sick.
Agues Morrill and
Rockland is in town....Mrs. L. C. Quinn Northport Mr. Heath met Captain John Mrs. Freeman Hussey of Winterport were
returned to Camden Saturday.Leroy Crockett, with whom as a boy he had ship- the guests of Mrs. Franklin Chase last SunMarriner is building a new porch-Arad ped for a fishing cruise on board the old day-Mrs. Hannah Conant, who lives
Mahoney is building a new piazza on the schooner Montezuma forty-two years ago, about a mile from this village, had a shock
front of his porch... .John Cummings is since which time the men had not met. The last week from which it is feared she will
repairing his buildings.
knowledge of the whereabouts of the captain not recover. She is 811 years old_The
Swanville. Hon. A. E. Nickerson and was gained through The Journal correspond- Monroe fair is near at hand and preparations
ent of that place, in reply to a sketch writ- are being made by almost everyone to help
sou Ernest returned from Bangor Saturday
and Ernest left Monday for his school in ten some months ago by Mr. Heath relative take care of visitors-Miss Eva Cook is atW orcester
A. S. Nickerson, A. T. Nick- to the old vessel, her captain and crew. tending the fall term of school atCastine_
Miss Birdie Lincoln from Massaehussetts
Time had made so little change in the aperson, Mrs. Mary D. Nickerson and Mrs.
Maria Goodhue attended the State Fair at pearance of the genial captain that he was is here stopping with her grandfather, John
Bangor... .Mrs. S. D. Greeley and two chil- readily recognized... .E. L. Bartlett and Strattard. Minnie Liucoln, who has been
dren of Hampden visited friends in town wife have been visiting frieuds in Bangor for here, has returned to attend the fall term of
Sunday... .Albert T. Mudgett is able to be the past week....V. N. Higgins and son school.
out....Mrs. Amanda Mudgett has returned Fred attended the Bangor fair last WednesLiberty. Rev. Geo.R. Berry and family left
to Bangor-Miss Lilly Hall returned to day and Thursday_Mrs. Caroline Ward is for their home in
Hamilton, N. Y., Monday.
her home in Chelsea, Mass., last Saturday, visiting her daughter, Mrs. Hattie Higgins. -The trot which will be held here Saturaccompanied by Miss Alice Mason_Miss _lloss C. Higgins of Massachusetts is day, Sept, lltli, bids fair to have a good list
Julia Chase received a party of her friends spending a short vacation at the “Mineral of entries and a large crowd of
people....
on the evening of her 19th
birthday, Aug. Spring Farm”... .Bert Stevens of Bangor Those who attended the Eastern State Fair
25th. The hours sped quickly with music was in town Saturday and Sunday.... Bur- at Bangor speak of it as a
very tame affair..
and games. Ice cream and cake were served, ton and Charlie, Gross passed last week in Mrs. R. J. White and son Stone of
St. Louis,
and all present wished her many happy re- Bangor... .Mr. H. L. Wing and family at- Mo., are
visiting her brother, J. J. Walker.
turns of the day-Perely and Lee McKeen
tended the Church of God campmeeting in -Ralph I. Morse left for Bates
college
returned to Woburn Saturday, accompanied Searsport last Sunday-The Free Baptist
Monday morning, as did Karry Brown for
Mrs.
John
Morrill_The
L.
A.
a
at
Windermere
S.
will
school
have
by
the M. C. Institute at Pittsfield. Willie L.
Sunday
picnic
meet with Mrs. O. B. Patterson this, Thurs- Park Sept. 11th....Mr. H. M. Higgins and
Cargill has returned to Pittsfield for his

..

second year’s course, and Don Walker has
gone to Colby University_One of the persons injured at the train wreck near Etna
Sunday was Roseoe Gilman, a uative of this
village. He left here with his mother last
Friday-The village High school began
Monday.... Work has been resumed at the

tannery-Arthur Ritchie, Esij., spent Satbimuay at the Etna Campmeeting.... M;ss Grace Chadwick of Rockland is
quite sick at the Sanford House_Mrs. J.
O. Johnson is not improving as fast as her
friends wish.The summer sojourners have nearly all leit town.
uruay

ana

Pittsfield. Our village schools and the
C.l. began Monday... The F. B. and Uidversalist churches were re-opened Sunday
M.

and services resumed after a few weeks
vacation. The Methodist people do not take
any vacation

except to attend cauipmeeting.
....There were none from this place on the
ill-fated train which met with such a serious
accident Sunday while on its way from
Dover, Foxcroft and other towns in that \ iciuity to the Etna Campground. A wheel
broke on one car, upsetting it, killing one

outright
some

and

seriously injuring

JO

or

more,

whom have since died. Physicians
immediately summoned from Water-

of

were

ville,

Pittsfield,

and other surrounding
the line of the road. Four went
from here, Drs. Griffin, Porter, Goodrich
and Marden. Dr. F. J. Taylor is confined
towns

on

his bed with typhoid fever or he would
have been there also. Dr. W. C. Marden’s
knowledge of surgery, acquired in the hospitals,'served him well in this emergency_
Mrs. Nelson Vickery has returned from a
visit to friends in Unity-Rev. R. E. Bisbee of Chicopee, Mass., was in town one day
last week-A. M. Jones, Bates ll>00, was
stopping at Dr. Taylor’s last week....Miss
Maude Brackett is clerking in W. B. Mills
& Co.’s store a few weeks....Mr. and Mrs.
H. L. Spaulding and son Earle, Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Randlett and Mrs. Albion With"
am, returned last week from the Hackett
family reunion, which was held in Madison,
to

Robt. Dobson, Mrs. S. R. Haines
and F. W. Briggs have left Old Orchard,
where they stopped several weeks, and gone
to the White Mountains for a short sojourn.
.William C. Chapman of Camden has been
_Mrs.

..

visiting his sister, Mrs. B. F. Spaulding, the
past two weeks. He dates his ancestry
back to 1015, when Ralph Chapman emigrated to America, and he has a history of all
the Chapman families since that date. He
is a smart man to be traveling around aloue
at the age of 81 years-Rev. G. L. White
and family have returned from Ocean Park,
and he occupied his pulpit Sunday_Mr.
Richard Hackett, formerly of this town, but
for several years a resident of Lowell, Mass.,
town_Mr. and Mrs. William Harris
of Canaan were in town a week ago to
visit Mr. Harris’ sister, Mrs. Maggie Chase,
who was recently quite badly injured by being thrown from a carriage. They also railed on Mrs. Harris’ aunt, Mrs. J. S. DavisMr. Oramel Murray assumed control of the
Pittsfield post office last week. Mr. Libby
has had that responsibility for the past 12
years, and has given perfect satisfaction in
every way and we are sorry to part with him
and his estimable wife and their associates
who have served us so faithfully all these
years_Mr. L. H. Barden of Pittsfield and
is in

Miss Annie Barney from
Palmyra, a
graduate from M. C. I., were recently united
in marriage, and a few* even ings ago gave a
wedding reception to some of their friends,
enjoying a pleasant evening and treat of ice
cream, cake, etc. Many useful and pretty
presents were received.
Knox and

Lincoln Veterans.
—

Thomaston, Sept. 6. Several hundred old
soldiers with their families gathered to-day
on the grounds of E. L. Andrews for the annual reunion of the Knox and Lincoln Veterans’ Association. Post Department Commander S. L. Miller of Waldoboro was
elected president of the association. A picnic dinner was served and after an address
of welcome by Major J. H. H. Hewitt of
Thomaston, addresses were made by Past
Department Commanders Miller of Waldoboro, Carver and Williams of Rockland,
Gen. J. P. Cilley, Col. W. H. Fogler, H. M.
Lord, Esq., Comrades Hanscom of ThomasI ton and Miller of Waldoboro.

s

Congress Boots,

98c,

Ladies’ Good Style Genuine Kid Lace
or Button Boots,

W. T. COLBURN,
McClintock Block,

Ex-Mayor Maurice C. Blake of San Fransuffered a slight paralytic stroke at his
808 Hytle street on Suuday night-

ciso

resilience,

Siuee then lie has been in a feeble condition
although able to he out on the street yesterday. He is 82 years of age and the physician
does not expect him to recover his health.
He came to this coast in 1850 and has pursued the practice of law as judge of the old
Municipal Criminal Court and also Probate
Judge. In 1881 lie was elected mayor and
served for one year. Later he was mentioned in connection with the governorship. He
has held no public office since he retired
from the mayoralty. [San Francisco paper.
Mr. Blake was appointed collector for the
port of Belfast in 1849, and was for a time a
resident of Camden,where he practiced law.
He has visited in Belfast several times since
he became a resident of California.

SHIP

High St., Belfast.

AViutino. Ill Belfast, Sept. 1, t'. \!
Frank AN luting, a son.
Robbins. In Roekport, to .Mr. a:

Robbins,

■

a son.

MARRIED.

_

Delaite Abbot 1.
In Ruckspor
Geo. It. Delaite of Fort Faiirteld am
B. Abbott of Verona.
Emekton-Grlndle. In Blueliill, A
Enierton ami Miss Lillian Drimile
hill.
(«rav-Aun<>i d. In Rockland, Sei t
Dray and Carrie Arnold.
Harvey Y o no.
in Lincolnville
Everett H. Harvey of Swanville at
A. Young of Lincolnville.
S.v all-French. In Brewer.
Sep:
Herbert Small of Bangor and M
N ienna French of Brewer.
Stowers-French. In Brewer. Sei
B. B. Merrill, ( apt. James I*. sdo\.
Josephine French, both of Stockton s:

NKVVS.

DIED.
PORT OF

BELFAST.

ARRIVED.

Sept. 2. Sell. Banner, Colson, Searsport.
Sept,. 4. Schs. Susan N. Pickering, Haskell,
Perth Amboy, Maria Webster, Turner, Rockland.
Sept.5. Sell. M. i_. Moseley, Brown, Bangor.
SAILED.

Bartlett. In Belfast, Sept. 5, M
wife ot S. s Bartlett of Boston am:
Margaret M. and the late Pres< tt >:
Belfast.
Funerai at 2.Ji t.o-dav. n
Bray
Iii Deer Isle, Aug. 31,*inlai
ami Airs. Samuel E. Bray, ageu I da.
Dy er
In Belfast, Sep:.
A!i h.oB years, 5 months and *27 days.
Davis.
In New Brighton*. \
Snug Harbor. Jacob P ba\ is. to, ,n.boro.
Hooter. In Camden. Aug. 22. •:
I. A del be
Hooper.
Libby. In Belfast. Sept. 7>. B.
aged B7 \ears.
Lckk-n. In Deer ls>e, Aug. 2:: U
k'ii, aged NS years.
Mksekvey'. In South 'lutunas: n. >•
NY- Me-ervey, .1 native of Appy
3 months ami 2S days.
1:o' n\. In Hampden, Sop: -1,
Roliim on. aged 71 years, 7 1
S di;l.ncei;.
In
a
Ai
Aug. 2'.l. Henry Sidei n_ci.
Iii, us log-. Lost at
St.- [
er Ann, oil
Moiihegau L.•
Thursion ot Bangor, ‘oimeriv ot
<

>

...

Schs. Sea Bird, Rolerson, Bangor;
Sept. 2.
Maria Webster, Turner, Roek’and.
Sept. 4. Sell Gen. Adelbert Ames, Small. New
York.

••

AMERICAN PORTS.

New York, Sept. 2.
Ar, schs. Flora Condon.
Sadie Corey and Lunet, Bangor; James A. Garfield. Wood, Daiien, Ga.; Win. L. Downes, Newport News for Salem Levi Harr. Perth Amboy for
Salem; sld, sell. George B. Ferguson. Bangor:
eld, bark Matanzas. Havana; 8, ar, schs. Georg.Gurney, Sullivan; F. »'. Pendleton, Philadelphia
for Bangor: sld. bark Matanzas, Havana; 4, ar,
soli. Ablne C. Stubbs. NoD'wlk ar. in Hart. Island
Roads, sclis. Carrie E. Pickering. Green’s Landing; Wm. H. Sumner, Pendleton, Kennebt---; shl
sen. Sarah D. J. Rau>oi:. Jacksonville lor Pom
land; 5. ar. sells. Nnminbega, Bangor; D. D. Haskell, do.; Austin D. Knight, Gardiner.
a r, sons. \ n,. ng is. < a her- ami
Host on, hept.
Daylight, Washing-ion, D. C.. 3, ar, soli. M1 >,
Torn y Eddvville; -4-, sl»l, sch. Ahneiia A\ ii V\.
Bangor ami New Y«uk; ar, sch. Lillian, (ininth
Bangor; 5. ar, sell. Sandy Point. Hurd, B.iugm6, ar. sch. Miantomunah, Ryan, Ri-ckp-u: Me.
I’hi’adelplii.i, Sept. 4. (.'hi, -,-h. R. W. Il"i'kms,
Hichborn, Boston ; ar, sell. Isaiah Han. W;l lum-,
Bosron; B, ar. sell, Penobscot. Dodge. New York.
v
N-\\
Portland, Sept. 4. Ar, sob. Me-v L. <':
York ; 5, ar, sell. S. • 4. HaskelL Richardson, l.->ui.s-L«•;
!'.•
n.
sch.
Cl
t.
Marcellas,
ar,
burg.C. B.;
ton ; 7, ar, sells. Saiah L. Da\is. New \ a k
B. 1 erguson. Romlout.
Salem. Sept. •'>. Ar, sch. Levi Hart. Perni'eton,
Perth Amboy.
Key West, Sept. 0. A', sell. John ( Sn.dli,
with
Kneeiand, Havana .at Tonug.ts ipiaraniii
one case yellow lever aboard
Bangor. Scot. L. sld, soli. R E Hart. 1 >
New \ork; 2, ar, sch. Magg'e S. Hur, E.uiow.
Philadelphia sld. sells. Celia E West, New A ork
Lizzie Lane, Ch»sson, Fall River; Sarnh Point.
Hurd. Bo-u(.m ; ar. schs. Night inga'e, Boston: Kit
Carson, Portland: Rabbom, do.; shl, m 'ns. Hat ie
McC. Buck, New York; Emma M. Ft x. do ;
sell. Augustus Palmer, Haskell, Newport News o.
ar,sell sarali E Palmer,Whittier. Newport New.-.
Sea Bird, Rolerson, Belfast; Isaac Obe
Trimm, Rockland; 7, ar, sch. Ann.! !' Chase.
Ellis, New Bedford; shl, sch. Melissa Trask
Trask, New York.
Bath. Aug. 31. Sld, sells. Yak-. Washington;
Austin I>. Knight. New York.
Perth Amboy, Sept. 1. Sld, sell. Levi Hart. Pen
dleton, Salem; 2, eld, sch. Sarah L. Davis, Portland; 4, sld, sch. Lester A. Lewis. Marblehead.
Frankfort, Aug. 31. Sld, sch. Emma S. Briggs
York.
Osborne. Ne
Brunswick, <ia., Sept. 1. Ar, bark R A C.
Smith. Hooner, East London.
Norfolk, Sept. 3. Ar. sch. Star of the Sea, Hopkins, Boston and sailed lor New Bedford
New Haven, Ct., Sept. 3.
Ar, sch. William E.
Downes, Marshall. Newport News
port Reading, Sept, 4
Sld, sch. Maud Snare.

o

>

■

■

■

Lowell, Bangor.
savannah, Sept.

4.

Ar, bark Carrie L.

■

JJelfast
CORKEi 1 ED
mu rni

rruii...

Heans,

FOREIGN PORTS.

wick).

Algoa Bay, Aug. 1. Sld, brig Havilah. RichardBarbadoes.
Halifax. N. S., Sept. 1. Shi, sch. S. M. Bird,
Merrill, Baddeck and Philadelphia.
Buenos Ayres, Sept. 3. Ar, bark Addie Merrill,
Boston.
son,

!?<)</
;;<>«

••

medium.
vei'\v.-\e>
Hatter. |- it,.
Heel', f it,.
Ha
v. f 1 i..
Cheese, f H
Chicken.
1!,,
Call S..M
Dm-k, f ft.
Kir.es, f do/.
Fowl. {.* IK
(lee>e, f It..

I 4'
la

Law
7 .M ut! on
lotKS ■ Hit-, f
5.«»i 17 !*<■:;•:.
in ,<4 7 Knilli ti
Stra v
10(1 1L’ r

r.o.r

e

i..

Veal. {• n
l s Wool.
Srdo U 0,1. !■:.
i;
1 iJ u 17 w..
Iletni

/UUli/ Pricr.
Heef. eorn-d, f It.. 7 a s
Hu tier sad 14 tt. da/. is
C *rn. I
i.
47
Cracked Corn, f bu. 47
Corn Meai. f i.ii,
47
t
Cheese. | IK
< otton Seed,
f out. 1 -J7
«'
-.ii. dry, j > If
7 ./
7 a :•
Cranberries, f ,jr.
Clover Seed, f lli. 1 « I
Flour. » bid.
H
-e.
a, 1 77 n 1 i»‘
'tKC.i
Lard, f It
■

Lime, r
i>a- M.
i»11 i 11 a -. v
(>il,ker<

l’niloek.tl’< k,
It,
“taster, \
Uyo Mea
Sliorts, [•

''
Sui:ar.
s
11
Sweet 1*<>*

Wheat. M

^Largest Stoci
FURS

T> lei

Louisburg, C. B., Aug. 20. In port, sch. s <J,
Haskell, Richardson, for Portland, ready to sail.
Barbadoes, Aug. 31. Ar, sch. Ella M. Willey,
Willey, Cape Town iand sailed Sept. 1 for Bruns-

l‘n

4..:.

[> It..

••

New York.

Richmond, Ya., Sept. 3. Shi, sch. Star of the
Sea. Hopkins, New Bedford.
Jacksonville, Sept. 4.
Ar, sell. Carrie E. I ,»k.
Haskell, New York.
Baltimore, Sept. 5. Ar, soli. Florence Lelaml.
Spotl'ord, Annapolis.

Cun

FOR Till

i.

Ai-H-■>. f

dried.

Price

WEEKLY

G.

UVE A TIN

I 1ST

FUR

REPAIRING
OF EVERY DESCRIP
TION done in the best

possible

j
«

manner.

MARINE MISCELLANY.

Spoken. Ship William J. Rotch, Lancaster,
from New York for San Francisco, July 29, l it.
9 N\, ion. 24 W. Ship Luzon, Park, from New
York for Shanghai, Aug. 21, hit. 39 N\, Ion. 69 W.
Hark Puritan, (Hr.; Amshury, from Philadelphia
for Hiogo. Aug. 11, lat. 26 N\, Ion. 35 VV.
Savannah, Ga., Sept. 5. The three-masted sell.
Agnes 1. Grace of Hangor, Maine, capsized and
sank this morning 20 miles east of Tyhee. Her
She sailed from
crew' came ashore in their boat.
New York Aug. 28 with salt for Savannah and
four 16-tons guns for the Tvbee fortifications.
She reached Tyhee Saturday night in a severe
northeaster. The heavy guns shifted and began
to roll about. The crew were driven to the rigging
as they plunged back and forth across the decks.
This morning a heavy lurch threw the immense
weight of the guns into the scuppers and the vessel heeled over. Capf. Farrar and ins seven men
manned the boats after much difficulty, and got
away just as she went down. The schooner was
built at Waldohoro, Me., in 1873, ami bailed from
Bangor. Me. She was 126 feet in length.
Charters.
Ship Mary L. Cushing, 65,<>00
cases oil to New York to Hong Kong, v>0 cents.
Jan. Feb. Sell. John I. Snow, New York to Jaemel, Hayti,general cargo, p. t., and back Gonahes
to N. Y. ora Sound port, $3.
Ship Tillie L. Starbuck, Newcastle, N. S. W., to Honolulu, Coal 12s.
Ship Susquehanna, Baltimore to San Francisco.
Coal, at or about $6. Sell. E. H. Blake. Fernandia to New York, lumber, $4.50. Sell. Herald,
Bk. J. 11.
Norfolk to Demerara, coal, $2.50.
Bowers, Boston to Buenos Ayres, owner’s account,
Coal freights: Sell. Lester A. Lewis, Perth Ambov
to Marblehead, 55 cents. Sell. Levi Hart, Perth
Amboy to Salem, 50 cents. Sch. .Etna. Eliza*
bethport to Bangor, 45 cents. Sch. F. (,'. Pendleton, Philadelphia to Bangor, 45 cents.

Old Style Capes
MAlIt INTO

STYLISH

COLLARETTES.
Goods sent
mail

on approval and
promptly attends

PRICES LOW

LYFORD & WOODW
FUHKIKHS.
11

ISAM'iOK,

Mosiseiitfei 's

Noi

U K "1
s
v 11

T11 K

■

B0KW.
Bray. In Deer Isle, Aug. 29, to Mr. and Mrs.
Samuel E. Bray, a son.
Cooper. In Bluehill, Aug. 24. to Mr. and Mrs.
Algernon F. Cooper, a daughter.
Dunton. In Belfast, Sept. 4, to Mr. and Mrs.
R. F. Dunton, a son.
Douglass. In Castiue, Aug. 22, to Mr. and
Mrs. F. A. Douglass, a son.
In Bucksport, Aug. 28, to Mr. and Mrs.
Dow
Millard G. Dow, a daughter
Flood. In Belfast, Sept. 7, to Mr. and Mrs.
Stillman Flood, a daughter.
Hamm. In Monroe, Aug. 30, to Mr. and Mrs. C.
C. Hamm, a son.
Hatch. In Rockland, Aug. 27, to Mr. and Mrs,
Sanford F. Hatch, a son.
Innis. In Belfast, Sept. 2, to Mr. and Mrs.

George Innis,

a

daughter.

Moore. In Haverhill, Mass.,|Aug. 31, t»> Mr.
and Mrs. Albion E. Moore, a son, Albion K. P.
Moore.

>

SUEKIEI- Ol WAI.I"
Main e. \\ a i.i>< > c u •>
15F least, Sept .4. A 1
This is to gi\e notice that on the 4;
tember. A. I>. JS»,»7. a \\ arrant in In
issued by Geo. K. Johnson, Judge ot
InsolvenVv for said Counrv «>! Wald
TOIIEY
estate of Aldl STl’S J
said County, adjudged t<> bean lnsi
on petition of said Debtor, which
tiled on the 4th day of September, a
which date interest on claims is t*• u
that the payment of any debt tool 1
or, and the transfer ami deliver} <d
by him are forbidden by law; that
the Creditors of said Debtor to pi
and in case there are assets sufficient
the same to choose one or more assi
estate will be held at a Court of Ins
holden at tlie Probate Office in said
the 13th day of October, A. D. 1"
o’clock in the afternoon.
Given under my hand the date firs’
ten.
S. << N1
Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court
for said County of Waldo.

Ol'l

<

(Vlccc&ttfc/
GRAY’S B U°8 |TN*E S $ COL1
and School of Shorthand and Typewriti
DRY THEORY DI
TAUGHT TO DO BY DOING.
SEND FOR FREE

CATALOGUE.

Address FRANK L, GRAY. PORTLAND
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